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Preface
On June 28-30, 1993,the WorkshoponAtmosphericTransportonMars
washeld in Corvallis,Oregon.Theworkshopwasorganizedunderthe
auspicesof theMSATT(MarsSurfaceandAtmosphereThroughTime)
Programof NASA,andwasjointlysponsoredbytheLunarandPlanetary
Institute,OregonStateUniversity,andthe OregonSpaceGrantConsortium.
Morethan50 scientists(includinga numberfromEurope)attendedthe
workshop,whichwas thef'astsuchmeetingtofocusuponcirculationpro-
cessesin theMars atmosphere.The timingof theworkshopplacedit almost
on the eve of the arrivalof MarsObserverat Mars,so that thepresented
papersgave a pictureof the"state of theart" inMarsatmosphericscience
just prior to theexpectedarrivalof newdata.(Unfortunately,theloss of Mars
Observerhas nowpushedtheexpectedacquisitionofsuchdataat least
severalyears into thefuture.)Theworkshophighlighteda hostof recent
advancesin atmosphericmodelingandanalysisBadvancesthatwillbe rel-
evant to anyfutureobservations.
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Summary of Technical Sessions
. SESSIONI: ATMOSPHERICDYNAMICS meancirculationcharacterizedby sinkingmotionsat high
ANDCIRCULATION northernlatitudesand risingmotions in low latitudes.The
existenceof such a mean meridianal circulation implies
. It is, of course,winds that act to produce atmospheric strongforcingby eddymotions--on theorderof 50m/s/day
transportsof variousconstituentssuchasdustandwaterand in the winterpolarregion.Unfortunately,theMariner9 data
trace-chemicalspecies.Carbondioxidemakesupmost(95%) donot indicatewhatparticulartypeof eddy motionsmaybe
ofthemassoftheatmosphereso that,essentially,its transport responsiblefor thisforcing.W.McMillanthendiscussedthe
is the wind(densityweighted).As thewindsredistributethe retrievalofatmospherictemperatureprofilesfromMariner9
total atmosphericmass on the planet,the surface-pressure IRISdata as partof an effortto developand testa fast and
field reflectsthese changes.The windsare fundamentally efficientinversionschemeforusewith MarsObserverTES
drivenby the differentialsolarheatingoftheplanet,whichin spectra.L. Martingave a brief reviewof observationsof
•turncanbeaffecteddramaticallybythedistributionofatmo- cloudsandcloudmotions,obtainedtelescopicallyandfrom
sphericdust.There is also, of course,a contributionto the spacecraft.To theextentthatsuchmotionscan beimagedby
windsassociatedwiththe condensationandsublimationof a spacecraft,theycan be veryvaluableas directwindindica-
sizablefractionof the atmospherein thepolarregions.Un- tots, but the interpretationof suchmotionsis oftenambigu-
derstandingthe winds (thatis, the atmosphericcirculation ous.Finally,E.Chassefi&egaveatalkon someoftheresults
and its underlyingdynamics)thatare responsiblefortrans- from the Phobos2 solaroccultationmeasurements.These
portswas the focusof the openingsessionofthe workshop, results,forcloud,dust,andozoneabundancesin themiddle
The sessionopenedwithan invitedpaperby C.Leovyon atmosphere,provideconstraintson thestrengthof theverti-
Marsatmosphericirculation.Leovyfocusedhisdiscussion calmixingin thisregion.
on threeaspectsof the circulation:heattransportintothe Followingthe observationalpapers,the remainderof the
polarregions,thermaltides,andgravitywaves.Hebeganby papersdiscussedrecentresultsfroma largevarietyofrood-
emphasizingtheextenttowhichrecentmodefingeffortshave elingstudiesofthe martianatmosphere.Whereasasrecently
outstrippedtheavailableobservations,highlightingthecriti- astwo yearsagotheNASA/AmesMarsGeneralCirculation
cal importanceof MarsObserver-likedata.In relationto the Model(GCM)wasthe onlysuchmodelforanotherplanetary
heat transports,Leovy focuseduponthe north-southasym- atmosphere,several such models are now underdevelop-
metry that generalcirculationmodelingexperimentshave ment. Inparticular,thereis nowa NASA/GISSGCMbeing
revealed.This is associatedwiththefact thattheatmosphere developed(reportedon by M. Allison),as wellas a NOAA/
is dustiernearthe timeofnorthernwintersolstice(aswellas GFDLGCM (reportedon by R. J. Wilson).Additionally,
the fact that thisoccursnearperihelion),andwiththemodel there is a French(LMD) GCMeffort and a BritishGCM
result that the transienteddiesare considerablyweakerdur- project(thesewerereportedonbyF.HourdinandS.Lewisin
ingsouthernwinterthannorthernwinter.Thelatterappears later sessions).There are also several "simplifiedGCM"
tobe atleastpartlyaconsequenceoftopographiedifferences studiesunderway,asreportedonbyR.HaberleandM.Collins.
betweenthehemispheres.Thetopographyispoorlyknownat Thestudydiscussedby Haberlewasparticularlyinteresting
present, however, so the model resultsmust be regarded inthat continuousmultiaunual(10Mars years)simulations
skeptically;obtaininggoodtopographicdata is vitalfor in- hadbeenpeff°rmed'Theseappeart°sh°wsizableinterannual
vestigationsof the atmosphericcirculation.In relation to variations_intbeabsenceoftopographyandinteractivedust
thermaltidesandgravitywaves,Leovyemphasizedthatboth transport--thatpeakinthesouthernsummerseason.[l-laberle
maybe dominantplayersin themiddleatmosphericregion, alsopresentedsomeintriguing(butbaffling)resultson the
Froma modelingperspective,gravitywavespresentadiffi- apparentcorrelationsbetweenglobal dust stormson Mars
cultehallengesincetheyeannotberesolvedwithoutveryhighand perfect gamespitchedin major leaguebaseball.]The
, resolutionsand the currentparameterizationsof theireffects studydiscussedbyCollinsfocuseduponthe transienteddies,
axe rathercrude, and the (sometimes)"regular"natureof theirstructure.The
FollowingLeovy'sreviewtalk,therewerefourpapersthat NASA/GISSGCM is interestingin that it includesparam-
• dealt with observationsof the atmosphericstructure and eterizedgravitywaveeffects,and Allisondiscussedtheha-
circulation.M. Santee discussedanalysesof the thermal ture of the zonalwindbalancesin the model.The NOAA/
structureandcirculationbaseduponMariner9 IRISdatafor GFDLGCMhasbeenusedprimarilyforexperimentsfocus-
latenorthernwinter.One of themost interestingaspectsof inguponthermaltidesandthe nearlyresonantKelvinwave
theseresultswasthattheyindicatethatthenorthpolarregion modes.
waswarmerathighlevels(aboveabout40kin)thanbothlow The remainderof the modelingpapers discussedmore
latitudesand the southpolarregion.This impliesadiabatic specializedand/ornonglobalcirculationmodels.Chassefi_re
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presentedresultsfromsimulationsof themiddleatmosphere SESSIONHI: VOLATILES
circulationwith a zonallysymmetricmodel incorporating
gravitywave drag.J. Hollingsworththen discussedlinear The CO2 andwatercyclesare intertwinedwith the dust
modeling of forcedstationarywaves in the winterhenri- cycle,and thesewere the focus of the next sessionin the
spheresofMars.M.Joshireportodontheexaminationofsuchworkshop.B. lakoskyled off the session with an invited
waves,havinga boundarycurrentcharacter,in simulations reviewofthesetwo cycles. Hediscussedthefactthatboththe
performedwiththe BritishGCM.A modelof thecirculation dustandwatercyclesevidenceverylargeinterannualvari-
in theveryhighreachesoftheatmosphere,thethermosphere, ability,but for the most partthe CO2 cycle does not. The
wasdiscussedby S. Bougher.It is hopedthatthismodelcan observedchangesin theshapeandstructureof the retreating
benoninteractivelycoupledwith the NASA/AmesGCMto seasonalpolarcapsareevidenceof interannualvariationsin
yieldsimulationsoftheatmospherefromthegroundwellup the CO2cycle.Thoughthe existenceof onepermanentCO2
into thethermosphericregion.Finally,T. SiiliandT.Parish capseems understandable(as opposedto two),the funda-
reportedon resultsfrommesoscalemodelingstudies.The mentalreasonswhythatcapexistsin thesouthat presentare
formerstudyhasexaminedcirculationdrivenby gradientsin notatallclear.Finally,thelonger-termbehaviorof thepolar
surfaceproperties,whilethe latterhas focusedon kntabatic capsis notwell understoodat all. In the case of the water
flows in the northpolar region, cycle,Iakoskyemphasizedthe very large interanaualvari-
abilitythatisevidencedbyEarth-basedobservations,andthe
basicquestionofwhetherornota nettransportfromnorthto
SESSION11:DUST south is currentlyoccurring.
Followingthereview,thereweretwopapersdealingwith
Dustcanhaveatremendousinfluenceupontheheatingof recentGCMsimulationsof the annual pressurevariations,
the martianatmosphere,whichin turndrives the windsthat given by L Pollack(theNASA/AmesGCM)and Hourdin
transportandraisethe dust.Understandingthe raising,trans- (the LIVIDGCM).Both studieshave shownthat thereis a
port, and depositionof dust is thuscrucial to a full under- sizable "dynamic"componentof the seasonalvariationin
standingoftheatmosphericcirculationandclimate.J.Murphy surfacepressureonMars.Thiscomponentis associatedwith
began the sessionon dustwith an invitedpaperdiscussing the redistributionof atmosphericmass, in conjunctionwith
dust transport.Hebeganby outliningsomeof thekeyques- seasonal changes in the zonal-meancirculation, Pollack
fionsrelatingto thedustcycle,andbfieflyreviewingsomeof showedthattheatmosphericheattransportis very important
the availableobservationsthat bear upon dust transports, in producingthe observedstrongasymmetryin the annual
Murphythendiscussedsomeof the resultsfromsimulations pressurecurves,andthisis largelyduetogreateratmospheric
ofdusttransportandliftingthathehasbeenearryingoutwith dust loadingduringnorthernwinter.This enhanceddusti-
_theNASAJAmesGCMcoupledtoanaerosoltransportmodel, nessmayplayaroleintheformationofCO2ieeeloudsinthe
The simulationsin whichliftingis allowedto takeplaceare northpolar regionin winter,evidence(fromViking IRTM
especiallyinteresting,despitethe uncertaintiesin the quan- temperaturedata)forwhichwasthendiscussedby F.Forget.
titativenatureof the liftingprocess,andappearto showboth A.Zentfollowedwithapresentationofsomerecentmodeling
positive and negativefeedback.The simulationsevidence resultsfor thetransportofwaterin theatmosphericboundary
considerableliftingin the winterhemispherein association layer.F'mally,Chassefi_reandJ. Barnesboth touchedupon
with midlatitudetransienteddies,and appear to showthat the topicof eddymixing.Chassefi_rereportedon a photo-
topographyacts to reduce the total amountof dust raising chemicalmodelingstudythat suggestsa lowerlimit for the
•(becauseof the presenceof sizableregionsat relativelylow strengthoftheverticalmixing,andBamesdiscussedaproject
pressures), tocharacterizethenatureof tracertransport--bothdiffusive
FollowingMurphy'sreviewwerefourpapersdealingwith andadvective--thatis impliedbytheAmesGCM-simulated
variousobservationsofdust.FLrst,P. JamesdiscussedViking atmospheric circulation.
imagingobservationsof dust activityin thenorthernhemi-
•sphereduringspring.Therewasone observationof a quite SESSIONIV: MARSOBSERVERAND FUTURE _ .
extensive(regional-scale)stormathighlatitudesinthespring SPACECRAFTMISSIONS
seasonfollowingthe 1977fallandwinterglobalduststorms;
the frequencyandsizeof suchstormscouldbe importantfor The paperspresentedduring the first two days of the -.
the globaldustcycle.T. Martinpresenteddustopacitymaps workshopemphasizedthefactthatthe widerangeofmodels
derivedfromVikingIRTMdata.S.LeeandR.T. Clancythen thathavebeendevelopedhaveoutstrippedtheavailabledata.
reportedon dustparticlesizesandcompositionsandstudies Thefinalsessionofthe workshopdealtwithMars Observer,
of dust depositionandremoval fromthe surface.Improving as well as with other possiblefuture spacecraftmissions.
our knowledgeof the latter is essential to gaininga better Despitethe loss of MarsObserver,the analysisapproaches
understandingof dust raisingand transport, discussedarerelevantto futureglobal,remotelysenseddata-
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sets. R. Zurek began things with an invited review of the mission. P. Smith followed with a reporton the IMP insU'u-
various atmospheric measurements pl,_fied f6r:Mars Ob- ;_meritthat was recently selected for the MESUR Pathfinder
server.The PMIRR measurements of temperature,dust,and mission that is planned to precede MESUR. This imaging
waterwere perhapsprimary,butextremely importantobser- system has the capability of making a numberof measure-
" vations were also to be made by TES, radio science,MOLA, mentsof atmospheric properties. S. Limaye gave a presenta-
and MOC. The opportunities for synergistic studies would tion on two possible orbiter mission concepts, MOES and
have been considerable. Four papers that dealt with various MOMS. The fast could obtain complete local time-of-day
aspects of planned analyses of Mars Observer data to infer coverage of Mars, while the second would be a means of
winds and transports were then presented.Lewis reportedon obtaining rgmperature measurements without any need for
theprogressofanefforttodevelopaGCMtobeusedfordata sounding instruments (through radio occultations between
assimilation with PMIRR temperatures. Thisproject uses the several satellites). B. Clark then presented the final paper of
data assimilation code employed by the British Meteorologi- the workshop, discussing a possible long-lived balloon mis-
cal Office. D. Banfield thenpresented results from a study of sion to Mars.
optimal gain functions for data assimilation using a simpli- At the conclusion of the workshop, participantsgenerally
fled dynamic model. A planned effort to produce synoptic felt that it had been successful. Because this was the fast
maps from Mars Observer data using a simplified (linear- meeting to focus on circulationprocesses, it brought together
balance) atmosphericmodelwasthendiscussedbyH.Houben, more specialists (including several from outside the U.S.) in
F'mally,a diagnostic scheme designed to inferwindsand the Mars atmospheric sciences than had any previous meeting.
small-scale (e.g., gravity wave) zonal dragfrom the PMIRR The workshopshowcased the recent developments inmodel-
temperature data was discussed by Barnes. ing of Mars global atmospheric circulation. The number of
The workshop concluded with severalpapersdealing with global models that now exist is remarkable, but it was clear
possible post-Mars Observer spacecraftmissions that could at the workshopthat these wonderful toolshave gone beyond
yield advances in our understanding of atmospheric trans- the available data. It was certainly hoped that the next such
port.Haberle gave a brief synopsis of recentdevelopmentsin gatheringof Mars atmospheric scientists will be one at which
the MESUR mission planning process (in particular, sharp the data are ahead of the models. While the loss of Mars
reductions in the size of the surface network), and then Observer may have dealt those hopes a strong blow, the
opened the floor to a discussion of the impacts of these meeting certainlydidserve to emphasize the vitalimportance
developments on atmospheric science as well as ways to try of acquiringglobal observations of the atmosphere.
to retain as much of this science as possible in theMESUR
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Abstracts
THE NASA/GISS MARS GENERAL CIRCULATION Followingthefixedseasonexperiments,anextendedrunninginte-
• MODEL: PRELIMINARYE_PERIMENTS. M. Allison1, _ grationoftheMarsGCMwasinitiated,accountingforthevariable
M.A. Chandler2,A. D. Del C-eulot,A. Lacist,D. Rindt,W.B. solardeclinationanddistance,beginningapproximately55 sols
Rossowl,L.D.Travisl,andW.Zhou3,:1NASAGoddardfnstitutefor beforethesouthernsummerandextendingfornearly400 solsof
Space Studies, 2880 Broadway,New YorkNY 10025, USA, continuousimulatedtime.Thevariableseasonexperimentsex-
2UniversityCorporationforAtmosphericResearch,NOAAGlobal hibitatemporallagof severalsolswithrespecttothefixedseason
Changeand ClimateProgram,Institutefor SpaceStudies,New simulations,attributedto the thermalinertiaof thedeepground
YorkNY 10025, USA, 3HughesSTX Corporation,Institutefor layer,butotherwisvsbowaqualitativelysimilarwindandtempera.
SpaceStudies,NewYorkNY 10025,USA. turcstructme.
References: [1] Rind et al. (1988)2. Atmos. Sci., 45, 329.
TheNASA/GISSMarsGeneralCirenlationModel(GCIVl)isan [2]RnssellandLemer(1981)J.Appl.Meteor.,20,1483.[3]Lads
adapted version of the GISSGlobal Climate/Middle Atmosphere andOinas(1991) JGR, 96, 9027.
Modal[1],specificallydevelopedforthediagnosticvalidationand
objectiveanalysisof measuredatmospherictemperaturesfromthe :
MarsObserverPressureModulator_ Radiometer(PMIRR) OPTIMALGAINS FOR A SINGLE POLAR ORBITING
experiment-TheGISSMarsGCMhas23verticalayersextending SATELLITE. D. Banfield1,A. P. Ingersolll,C. L Keppeune2,
fromthe surfaceto approximately80 kmaltitude,representinga ]CalfforuiainstituteofTechnology,pasadenaCA91125,USA,2Jet
verticalresolutionof about0.3 scaleheights.Theprimitive(verti- PropulsionLaboratory,PasadenaCA91109,USA.
callyhydrostatic)equationsaresolvedinfinitedifferenceformon
the ArakawaB grid.with a horizontalresolutionof 8° x 10° Gaiusarethespatialweightingofanobservationinitsneighbor-
(latitude-longitude).Themodelincludesa diurnalsolarcycle,heat hoodvs. thelocalvaluesof amodelprediction.Theyarethekeyto
transportwithin a two-layerground,anda high-order"slopes- dataassimilatiun,"astheyarethedircctmeasure0f howthvdataarv
scheme?fortheadvectionofheatin theupperatmosphere[2].The usedtoguidethemodel. Asderivedin thebroadcontextof data
radiativewausferschemeis basedon thecorrelatedk distribution assimilationby Kalman[1] andin thecontextOfmeteorology,for
methodforthetreatmentof nongraygaseousabsorption,thermal example,by Rutherford[2],theoptimalgainsarefunctionsof the
emission,andmultiplescattering[3], includingoptionsfor sus- predictionerrorcovariancesbetweenthe observationandanalysis
pendeddust.A specialfeatureofthemodelofparticularimportance points.Kalman[1]introducedaverypowerfultechulquethatallows
forMarsis aparameterizationfgravity-wave-induceddragincor- onetocalculatetheseoptimalgainsatthetimeofeachobservation.
poratingorographicforcing,windshear,convection,andradiative Unfortunately,this techniqueis both computatiunallyexpensive
damping.The implementationof theGISSMarsmodel includes andoftennumericallyunstablefordynamicalsystemsof themag-
globalmapsof topography,roughness,andalbedo, nitudeofmeteorologicalmodels[3],andthusis unsuitedforusein
In af'L_Stseriesof experiments,excludingphasechangesanda PMIRRdatassimilation.However,theoptimalgainsascalculated
hydrologicalcycle,withapureCO2atmosphere,themartiancircu- by a Kalmanf'flterdo reacha steadystate forregularobserving
lationwas simulatedfor the fixed solsticeandequinoxseasons, patternslike thatof a satellite.In this steadystate, thegainsare
The fixedequinox(Ls=0°)simulationincludeswesterly40-50m s-I constantsintime,andthuscouldconceivablybecomputedoff-line.
jets at midlatitudesand easterlyupper-levelflow at the equator Thesesteady-stateKalmangains(i.e.,Wienergains)wouldyield
exceeding30 m s-1.A hemisphericasymmetryin the zonalwind. optimalperformancewithoutthe computationalburdenof true
temperature, andmeridionalstreamfunctionis apparent,withthe Kaimant'fltering.Weproposetousethistypeof constant-in-time
risingbranchoftheHadleycirculationcenteredatabout15° to the Wienergainfor the assimilationof datafrom PMIRRandMars
southof the equatoranda peakstreamfunctionof about2.5 x Observer.
109kg s-LThe asymmetryis evidentlythe resultof an enhanced Wewilldiscussthewaysinwhichourteclmiquediffersfr0mthe
surfacebeatingin the southernhemisphereassociatedwithits methodof dataassimilationcommonlyusedin Earthapplications,
relativelyelevatedtopography.For the fixed nortbemsummer OptimalInterpolation(O1).Thesedifferencesincludeassumptions
(Ls= 90°)simulation,thezonalvelocities,associatedtemperature, usuallymadein the implementationof OIaboutthe shapeof the
andHadleycirculation(risingin thenorthanddescendingin the gains,andthewaymultivariatecovariancesarehandled.Implemen-
south)areall somewhatstronger,withlargelyeasterlyflowin the tatiousof OI typicallymakethe assumptionthatthe gains are
northernhemisphere. Forthenorthernwinter(Ls = 270 °) simula- isotropic in space[e.g., 4]. Propagation of atmospheric waves and
tion, the zonal velocityand cross-equatorialHadleycirculation thewestward-marchingnatureof theobs_'vingpatternof Mars
patternis reversed,withwesterly70m s-!flowtothenorth,peaked Observercause significantasymmetries(aboutthe observation
" in the vicinityof the0.l-mbarlevel easterly90 m s-I upperlevel point)in the shapeof theoptimalgains.We thereforeretainthe
flowtothesouth,andamassstreamfunctionexceeding1x 10t0kg anisotropicnatureofthegaiuswithmarkedimprovementinperfor.
s-LAnisolated20m s-l westerlyjetalsoappearsnearthesurface manceinour modelsovertheisotropicgainsof OI.SincePMIRR
at this season at southernmidiatitudes.A preliminaryseriesof will onlyobserveonedynamicalvariable(temperature),analyses
simulationsincludingtheradiativeeffectsof fixedairbornedust mustincludecross-correlatiunsbetweentemperatureandtheother
werealsoconductedandgenerallyshowstillstrongerzonalwinds, variables.A balance(e.g., geostrophic)is oftenassumedin the
sensitivelydependentupontheamountanddistributionofopacity, cross-correlationsofmanyOIimplementations[e.g.,4]; however,
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weimposenoexplicitbalanceassumptiousonourgains.Theacmal A DIAGNOSTIC MODEL TO ESTIMATE WINDS AND
statisticalcovariances constitute thecross correlationsthatlink the SMALL-SCALE DRAG FROM MARS OBSERVER PMIRR
dynamicalvariablesinourtechnique.Thus, theappropriatebalance DATA. J. R. Barnes, College of Oceanic and Atmospheric
between thedynamicalvariablesof thesystemwill be maintained. Sciences, OregonStateUniversity,CorvallisOR97331-2209,USA.
•The optimal gains are, in general, functions of the latitudeand -
longitudeoftheobservationp int.Topographicreliefisgreateron Theoreticalndmodelingstudiesindicatethatsmall-scale
MarsthanonEarth,andthusonewouldexpectlocaltopographicdragduetobreakinggravitywavesislikelytobeofconsiderable
(longitudinal)effectsobesignificantindeterminingtheshapeof importanceforthecirculationnthemiddleatmosphericregion
theoptimalgainfunctions.However,theWienergainswe willuse (-40-100km altitude)onMars[1,2].RecentEarth-basedspectre-
inassimilationofPMIRR datawillbefunctionsofonlythespace- scopicobservationshaveprovidedevidencefortheexistenceof
craftlatitude,ignoringtheirlongitudinaldependence.Inour circulationfeatures--inparticular,a warm winterpolar
models,performanceisonlymarginallyaffectedbymakingthis region--associatedwithgravitywavedrag[3].SincetheMars
simplificationascomparedtotheisotropicassumptiondiscussedObserverPMIRR experimentwillobtaintemperatureprofilesx-
above.Thebenefitisthatitgreatlyreducesthenumberofunique tendingfromthesurfaceup toabout80 km altitude,itwillbe
gainfunctionsthatmustbemaintained, extensivelysamplingmiddleatmosphericregionsinwhichgravity
We havedevelopeda methodofdeterminingtheseoptimal wavedragmay playadominantrole.Estimatingthedragthen
Wiener gains throughan iterative procedure.As thereare very few becomes crucialto theestimationof theatmospheric windsfrom the
directobservationsof martianweather andnoneyet thatwillsuffice PMIRR-observedtemperatures.
in providinga dataset foruse in assimilation of globalphenomena, An iterative diagnosticmodel based upon one previouslydevel-
we use arandomly forced model as a surrogatefor Mars.We then oped and tested with Earthsatellite temperaturedata [4] will be
assimilate observations of this "Truth':model into a predictive appliedto the PMIRRmeasurementsoproduceestimates of the
modelusingazerothiterateguessofthegainsthatarrderivedRomsmall-scale zonal dragand three-dimensional wind fields in the
. theweathercovariancesofthemodeLAstheassimilatingcontinues, Mars middle atmosphere. This model is based on the primitive
we computethepredictionerrorcovariancesthatresult, as weknow equations,and can allow fortime dependence(thetime tendencies
both the prediction state as well as the '`Truth"state for thisset of used maybe basedupon those computedin a FastFourierMapping
systems. These predictionerrorcovariances will then yield a next procedure).The small-scalezonal dragis estimated as theresidual
iterate, which will be a better estimate of the truesteady-state in thezonalmomentumequation; the horizontalwinds havingfirst
optimal('Wiener)gains.Thistechniqueis thenrepeateduntilthe beenestimatedfromthemeridionalmomentumequationandthe
gainsconvergetotheactualoptimalWianergaius.Inallourmodels,continuityequation.Theschemeestimatesthe verticalmotions
we found convergence in about threeiterationsof this proeedurc, f_m the thermodynamicequation, and thus needs estimates of the
Furthermore,in comparing with Kalman filters when we could diabati€ beatingbased upon the observed temperatures. The latter
implementthem,the Wiener gainsderived with this technique will be generatedusinga radiative model. It is hopedthat the
convergedtothesamefunctionsa thesteady-stateKalmangains,diagnosticschemewillbeabletoproducegoodestimatesofthe
Tobackupthesestatements,we haveusedasetofsimple(and zonalgravitywavedragintheMarsmiddleatmosphere,stimates
notsosimple)rnodelstunedtobehavelikethernartiantmosphere,thatcanthenbeusedinotherdiagnosticorassimilationefforts,as
Theanisotropiesnthesteady-stateKalmangains(Wienergains) wellasinmoretheoreticalstudies.
arewelldemonstratedthrougha one-dimensionalone-variable References:[1]BarnesJ:R.(1990)JGR,95,1401-1421.
RossbywavemodelthatsimulatesalatitudecircleonMars.The [2]TheodoreB.etal.(1993)JAS,submitted.[3]TheodoreB.etal.
convergenceoftheaboveiterativeprocedureisalsoeasilyseenwith (1993)Icarus,ubmitted.[4]MarksC.J.(1989)JAS,46,2485--2508.
thismodel.A one-dimeusionalthree-variableRossbygravitywave
modelwasusedtotestthemultivariatenatureofthegainswhenonly
onedynamicalvariableisobserved.Thissamemodelwasalsoused EDDY MIXING COEFFICIENT VALUES DERIVED FROM
totesttheeffectsoftopographyonthegains.Mars-liketopographySIMULATIONS WITH THE NASA AMES MARS GCM.
wasintroducedintothemodelandthepredictiveperformancewas J.R.BarnesandT.Walsh,CollegeofOceanicandAtmospheric
testedwithdifferentassumptiousabouthelongitudinaldependen-Sciences,OregonStateUniversity,CorvallisOR 97331-2209,USA.
ciesofthegains.Finally,aspectrallyrepresentedshallow-water
modelonasphere[5]wasusedtotesthistechniquewithanon- Valuesofeddymixingcoefficients,especiallythatforvertical
linearmodelofsimilar(butless)complexityasaGCM. Experi-mixing,areofparticularimportanceforvariousphotochemical
meritswiththesemodelssuggesttousthathistechniqueshouldbe modelsoftheMarsatmosphere,whichareeithergloballyorzonally
Portableto a GCM with no major conceptual changes, averaged. These models representatmospheric transportprocesses
References: [1] Kalman R. E. (1960) J. Basic Ensineerin 8 in terms of eddy diffusion. While this is not appropriate for the
(ASME), 82D, 35-45. [2] RutherfordI.D. (1972)JAS, 29, 809-815. advective transportby the meanmeridional circulation (in general,
. [3] Bierman G. J. (1977) Factorization Methods for Discrete Se- a partof theeddy diffusion tensor actuallydoes represent advec- --
quentialEstimation, 244, Academic, NewYork.[4] BergmanK.H. tionma "correction" to the Eulerian-mean circulation), it can be
(1979) Monthly Weather Review, 107, 1423--1444. [5] Keppenne appliedtosimulateboththesmall-andlarger-scaleeddytrausports
C. L. (1992) Icarus, 100, 598-607. of an atmosphericconstituent.
An effort is underwayto estimate values of the eddy mixing
• coefficients for theMars atmosphereusing circulation data gener-
ated with the NASA Ames Mars GCM. This model simulates the
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three-dimensionalwindsintheatmosphere,and_es¢arethenused_anddensitiesob ervedduringtheMariner9nominalandextended
asinputsforatracertransportmodel.Thelaidni_leliasprevi-_missions[5,6].ThiswasaperiodwhenMarsexperiencedaraging
ouslybeenusedininteractivedusttransportexperimentswiththe globalduststormanditsgradualabatement.Solarfluxeswerealso
Ames GCM [I].Idealizedtracertransportexperiments,witha nearaminimuminthell-yearperiodiccycle.The Matinee9-
conservativeornearlyconservativehypotheticaltracer,areper- inferredxosphcrictemperaturesof-325:e40K aresignificantly
formedtogeneratedataf_m whichtheeddydiffusioncoefficents warmerthanthe2.50Kvaluegivenbythesolar-drivensimulation
can beestimated.Carrying outmatchedpairs of tracerexperiments, of a three-dimensional thermospheric general circulation model
usingtwo verydifferent initial states, permitsall four components (MTC,M)usingEUV-UVforcingalone[6,7].This is consistent
ofthediffusiontensortobedetermined[2].AlargenumbcrofGCM with anexpanded (warmer) lower and middle atmosphere that is
experiments havebeen conducted, spanningarange of seasonsand reflected in an ionospheric peak altitude nearly 20-30 km higher
atmosphericdust loading, allowingthe eddymixing coefficients to than expected.A furtherdiscrepancy between model and observed
be estimated for a varietyof atmosphericconditions, fields is evident in theMariner 9-inferredO-fractionalabundances
References: [1]MurphyJ. R.(1993)JGR,98,3197-3220. asa functionof localtime.ThecalculatedO variationis much
[2]PlumbR.A.andMahlmanJ.D.(1993)./AS,44,298-327. differentthaninferredfromUV$130.4-urnairglowintensityscans
acrossthedayside.Thisdiscrepancyindicatesanadditionalforcing
ofthedynamicsthatisresponsibleforredistributingO abouthe
MARS DUST-DRIVEN TIDES AND THEIR IMPACT ON planet[5,6].Evidently,the1971duststormhadasignificantimpact
THE THERMOSPHERE. $.W. BoughcrlandR.W. Zurek2, upontheMariner9-observedtemperaturesanddensities.These
ILunarandplanetaryLaboratory,UnivcrsityofArizona,TucsonAZ outstandingfeaturesimplyasignificant!ower-upperatmosphere
85721,USA, UetPropulsionLaboratov!,PasadenaCA 91109, couplingthatmodifiestheotherwisediurnalMarsthermospheric
USA. structuredriven in sltu by the Sun.
TheNationalCenterforAtmosphericResearchONCAR)MTG(_
IthasbeenknownsincetheearlyMariner6,7,and9missionscodeisthemostrecentinahierarchyofthermosphericmodels
thatdustloadingoftheloweratmosphere,andthesubsequentdevelopedtoexamincthethermosphericstructureanddynamicsof
aerosolheatingduringdustyperiods,impactsthemartianmiddle Earth,Venus,andMars.TheMTGCM codeisbasedonthepres-
andupperatmospheres.A quantitativemeasureofthisloweratmo- sure-coordinateprimitiveequationsofloweratmospheredynamic
sphereforcingwasobtainedbytheVikingIand2landcrs,from meteorology.Thephysicalprocessesincorporatedintothismodel,
whichobservedamplitudesofsemidiurnalsurface-pressureoscilla-however,arethoseappropriatetothermosphericdynamics,i.e.,fast
tionswerecorrelatedwithnormal-incidencedustopticaldepths molecularverdcaldiffnsionofhcat,m mentum,andconstituentsat
[1-3].Itappearsthathedominantsemidiurnalmode isagood thermospherichcights.ThcMTGCMmodelpresentlysolvesprimi-
indicatorofglobaldustcontentormeandustopticaldepth,espe- fivequationsyieldingglobalsolutionsforthezonal,meridional,
cially during dust storm events. A classical tidal model that repro- andverticalvelocities, totaltemperamres,geopotentialheights, and
duces the surfacepressure oscillations measured bytheseViking importanteutral(CO2,CO,O,N2,NOX)anddaysideion(O]_,
landers in 1977 was used to calculate tidalamplitudesandphases CO]_,O+,NO+)densities on a 5° latitude and longitudegrid.The
upto-43km [3].Thesetidalcharacteristicswerecalculatedfor verticaloordinateislog-pressure,with241evelsspanningroughly
variousdustopticaldepthconditionsrangingfromtypicaldusty 100-250km.A verticalspacingoftwogridpointsperscalehcight
periodstoglobalduststormtimes.Reasonableextrapolationsca isachieved.Theboundaryconditionsarezerofluxesatthetopand
be made to higher altitudes if one assumes that the vertically prescribedwinds, densities, temperatures,and the geopotontialat
propagatingtidalmodescontinueto growwithoutdissipationor thebottom.
breaking. It is verylikely thatgravitywaves also play an important A prototypeMTGCM tidal model was recently developed to
role in thestructureanddynamicsof themiddle atmosphereofMars, incorporatethe effects of the upwardpropagatingsemidiurnal tides
since the large topographicalreliefshould producevigorousgravity bymodifying theMTGCM lowerboundaryconditions near 100km
wave fluxes [4]. accordingto classical tidal theory [6,8]. Thebasic variableused to
Semidiumaltidalmodes, significantlyenhancedbylower atmos- parameterizethelower boundaryis the geopotential.Itis formulated
pheredust-inducedheating,may indeed propagateto the Mars as afunctionof latitude(viaHoughfunctions),longitude,andtime
thermosphere(_I00kin)beforebreakingandgeneratingturbu- in units of days.The other model fields are then derived from the
lence.Theprefcrentialenhancementofthesemldiumaltidesduringgcopotentialusingthe standardclassical tidal relations [8].The
duststormonsetisprimarilyduetotheelevationofthetidalheatinglowerboundaryis thus specifiedbythecomplexcoefficients,in-
sourceinavcrydustyatmosphere.The(2,2)semidiumaltidalmode eludingtheamplitudeandphase,ofthegcopotentlalforeachmode.
• was shown to havethe largestvariationwithdust opticaldepth, as Specific lower boundary tidal amplitudes andphases for the (2,2)
measuredbyVikinglanderinstnm_ents[3].Also,the(2,2)modehassemidiumalmodewereestimatedfromZurek'sclassicaltidal
the largest vertical wavelength of all the semidiurnal tidalmodes, model [2,3]. Values were calculated for a moderate value of dust
• and thus is mostlikelytopenetrateinto the thermosphereb fore opticaldepth('r= 1.5)correspondingto averagedustyconditions
breaking and to modify the largely in situ solar-driven behavior nearsouthcrnsummcrsolstice.Thlsprescriptioneffecfivelycouples
otherwise expected.The tidesmay also be partiallyresponsiblefor the lower andupperatmospheresin a physicallyrealistic manner.
determining theheight of themartian homopanse (- 125 Inn). MTGCMsimulationsincorporatingthesesemidiumal tidesshow
Dust-driven tides and their vertical propagationinto the lower a dramaticchange in thedivergence andconvergenceof horizontal
thermospherearealso importantbecause tidaleffects may explain andverticalwinds, therebymodifying thediurnal temperatureand
the unexpected behavior of the Mars thermospheric temperatures densitystructurethroughoutthe Mars thermosphere. The inclusion
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of the (2,2) semidiurual mode in the model gives rise to enhanced thermosphericresponse weakened with respect to that at solar
midafternoon temperatures that are closer to the values inferred m_n_mum.Equivalently,tidal effects arediscernablehigher in the
from the Mariner9 UVS (see Figs. 1 and 3). The diurnalvariation thermosphereduringsolar minimum, since thedissipation due to
of atomic Ois also shown to bestronglydependenton the specified eddy/molecular viscosity and thermal conductivity is diminished
tidal amplitudes and phases, i.e., a greatly improved match of (seeFig. 3). This suggests thatdust-driveu tides, especially during
Mariner 9 UVS and modeled O mixing ratios is obtained (see solarminimumtimeperiods,cannotbeignoredwbenaddressingthe
Fig. 2). Increased attenuationof thesemidiurual propagatingtides Marsthermosphericstructureand dynamics.
exists at high solar activity (similar to Earth),rendering theupper Furtherstudy of the coupling of the Mars lower and upper
atmosphericregionsrequiresthe developmentof a tidalmodel that
explicitlyaddresses theassumptionsof tidal amplitude growth and
regular phase shifting throughout the middle atmosphere (50-
300 1(30kin). The development of a single coupled chemical-energy-
dynamicalmodel thatrealistically addressesthe importantphysics
280 in the entire martian atmosphere is extremely difficult. Various
260 timescalesforchemical,radiative,anddynamicalprocesseschange
240 radically with altitude. However, it is feasible to mn two well-
"K developed generalcirculationmodels in tandem:theupper bound-
220 aryof onewould beused tospecifythe lower boundaryof theother.
Work is underwayto modify the NASA Ames GCM model [e.g.,
200 9,10]tocover0-80kin;the NCARMTGCMcodewill be extended
180 to a70-kinlowerboundary.TheoverlapwillpermitheAmes GCM
toberunforvariouslower-atmospheredustconditions andseasons.
160 _ The GCMpressuresurfacenear 70km will then be used toprogres-
sively extracttidalmode amplitudesand phases forspecification of
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 theMTGCMgeopotentialheightfield.Thisprocedurewillprovide
LOCALTIME animprovedwaytoexaminethepropagationfdust-storm-driven
tides and their effects throughoutthe entire atmosphere from the
Fig.1. SolarcyclcvarlafioaofMTGCMexosphedctemperamr_asafuncfiongr undto the exobase. These two models willprovide animproved
oflocaltin_aboutl_equator.Madae_6,7and9solaro_ly(a)andtidalcases set of tools forthe interpretationof futu_ PMIRRtemperaturedata
(b)areillusu'ated.Allfigurestakenfrom[6]. fi'omtheMarsObservermission.
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Fig.2. Diurnalvariationof theatomicO mixingratioattheheightof the Fig.3. Madner9MTGCMfidaldmulafion:alafitudesliceoftotnltemperamr¢
dayddeio,iosphedcpeak.Mariner6. 7,and9solaronly(a)andtidalcasesCo) at22.5°S,withcontoursfxom110-280K.Midaftemoonexosphedctemperamres
areillustrated.TheMariner9tidalmodeldistributionmorecloselymatchesthat are280K.muchwarmerthanwithouthe (2.2)tidalmode.
observedby theMariner9 UVS.
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i06 cm2 s-I at 50 km by comparing theresults of a simple steady-References: [1] PollackJ.B.etal, (1979)JGR, 84,2929-2945.
[2] Zurck R. W. andLeery C. B. (1981) Science, 213, 437--439. statemoddwithobservations.Indeed, sincethedoudsareobserveA
[3] ZurekR.W.(1981)lcarus,45,202-215.[4]BarnesLR.(1990) at twilight, which coincides with the diurnal maximum of the
JGR, 95, 1401-1421. [5] Stewart A. I. F. et al. (1992) JGR, 97, ambienttemperamrr,they canbc assumed tobe in a steadystate.If
• 91-102. [6] Bougher S. W. et al. (1993) JGR, 98, 3281-3295. thdr thea-modynamicstatewea_to vary quickly duringthe day,our
[7] Boughcr S. W. et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 14811-14827. [8] Fesen optical thicknessat twilightwould correspondto unrealisticvalues
C. G. et al. (1986) JGR, 91, 4471-4489. [9] HaberleR. M. et al. in earlierhourswhen the temperatureis lower. An atmospheric
(1993)JGR,98,3093-3124.[lO]PollackLB.etal.(1993)JGR,98, mmperatureof 165'170 K at =50 kin is inferred. The negative
3149-3182. mmpcraturegradient above thecloud is large (1.5-2 KInn-l).
_ Dustwasalsobservedandmonitoredattwowavelengths,1.9
and3.7pro,onninedifferentoccasions[2].Thetopofthedust
CLOUD, DUST, AND OZONE VERTICAL PROFILES opaquelayer,definedasthelevelabovewhichtheatmosphere
FROM SOLAR OCCULTATION MEASUREMENTS: becomesnearlytransparentat hewavelengthsofobscrvation,is
IMPLICATIONS FOR DYNAMICS. E.Chassefi_reandJ.E.locatednear25kmaltitude,withvariationssmallerthan±3kmfrom
Blamont, Serviced'A_nomie du CNRS, BP 3, 91371 Verri_'_s- placetoplace.Tbescalcheightofdustatthisaltitudeis3--4km.The
le-Buisson Cedex, France. effective radiusof dustparticlesnear the top of the opaque layeris
0.95 ± 0.25 tun and increases below with a vertical gradient of
AninsRmnenthasbeendesignedforsolaroccultationmeasure- =0.05 tun km-L Assuming that particles are levitated by eddy
ments of themartianatmosphere fromthePhobos spacecraft.It was mixing, theeddydiffusioncoefficient, K, is found to be- 106cm2s-I
composed of three different dispersive systems working in the at20-25km.Aneffecdvevarianc¢of0.25 (±50%)for the dustsize
ultraviolet (UV: 0.22-0.32 tun) for the measurement of O3 and distributionisobtainedonthcbasisofasimplethcoreticalmoddfor
aerosols, in the near infxared (NIR: 0.76 tun, 0.94 tun) for the theobservedvertical gradientof the effective radius of dust.
detection of O2and H20, and in the infrared (IR: 1.9 pro, 3.7 inn) Concerningozone,ouly six occultationsmay be analyzed in the
where CO2and H20 were measured. A detaileddescriptionof the near-UVwingof theHartieycontinuum (=0.270-0.283 gin).Ozone
instrument may be found in the special issue of Nature [1]. Its is detected at one time with a high degree of confidence below
principleobjectiveis tomeasurefromthePhobosorbitthespecu'um -60 km and above -37 km altitude [4]. Its numberdensity showsa
of the Sun, modified by atmosphericextinction, duringsunset.The maximum of -10 s cm-3around42-45 Inn. Its scale height above
UV-NIRspot has an angulardiameterof I arcmin,or=3-kmvertical 45 Innis 6 ± 2 kin. Ozone.,presentin twoother cases with a similar
resolution, and is located near the centerof thesolar disk. The IR verticalproffle, isnotdetected, thatis,notin excessof,=2× 107cm-3,
field is about twice as large and its line of sight is shifted by for the three other observations. An analysis based on a on¢-
8.5 armnin, or,=20 kin, relative to the previousone. It is therefore dimensional steady-statephotochemicalmodelindicates thatwhen
locatednearthedgeofthesolardisk.Samplingtimesaregenerallyozoneispresenttheeddydiffusioncoefficient,K,is-2× loscm2
0.5,1,and2 sforIR,UV, andNIR channelsrespectively,corre-rIaround40-45km altitudewithinafactorof,,2oneitherside.
spondingtoverticalexcursionsofth¢lineofsightof1,2,and41an Below50km,thewatervapormixingratioislowcrthan',2x10-s.
respectivelyundernominalconditions.The instrumentoperatedSuchalowratioisconsistentwi hatemperatured creasingwith
fromFebruary8 toMarch26(themartianequinoxoccurredon increasingaltimde,withatypicaltemperatur¢of-150Kat=50km
February17).Thelatimdeoftheintersectionofth¢Sun-spacecraft altitude.Above50km, thcH2Omixing ratio isdefmitely lower than
axiswith the surface of Mars variedfrom-11° to+20°, the seasonal 10-5,stronglysuggesting saturation at high altitude. The agreement
date_ beingintherange00-20°.All measurementsweretherefore betweenthemoddedandobservedprof'flesofozoneissignificantly
madenearnorthernspringequinoxin equatorialregions.Duetoan improvedbyassumingasharpincreaseof K ovcra typicalscaleof
errorin thepointingsystem,onlypartialresultswereobtained,the I atmosphericscaleheight around 40-45 km altitude, from
regionbelow-:30km altitudebeingneversoundedbytheUV-NIR =5x I05cm2rlbelow40km upto=107cm=s-Iabove45km.The
spectrometer.On thecontrary,ninecompleteoccultationswere absenceofozonefoundinatleasthalfthecasesmay besimply
obtainedintheIRchannels,whoselineofsightwasfortunatelyreproducedbyusingthethermalstructureandhumidityconditions
•=20km belowtheUV-NIR axis. derivedfromtheanalysisoftheclouds[2],i.e.,atemperatureand
Fivecloudsweredetectedabove45kmaltitudcandtheirverticalaH20 mixingratiofrespectively=165K and-10` -4at50km
structurerecordedatsixwavelengthsbetween0.28tunand3.7Inn altitude.
[2].Theyhave asmall verticalextent (3-6km)andavcrticaloptical The first impfication of these measurements is the good agree-
depth less than 0.03. The thermalstructure,as derivedfrom satu- ment between the different estimates of theeddy diffusion coeffi-
- rated profdes of water vapor observed by the instrumentin the cient K. From a simple comparison between observed number
infrared[3], doesnotallowthe CO2frostpoint tobereachedat cioud densityandsize profilesof waterice aerosols and dustparticles,the
altitude,stronglysuggesting thatcloudparticlesareformed ofHzO value of K is nearly the same at low and high altitude, i.e.,
. ice. Under the assumption of spherical particles_aprecise detenni- =10ecm2s-I around20-25 km and 105-1OSera2s-_around50 kin.
nationofth¢ireffectiveradius,whichvariesfromcioudtoci0udandFromozonemeasurements,amostlikelyvalueof2x 106cm2s-1
withaltitude,was obtained,rangingfrom0.15to0.85tun.An withina factorof2 on tithersideisfoundaround40-45kin,
estimateoftheeffectivevarianceoftheparticlesizedistributionis consistentwi hvaluesderivedf_omcloudanddustmeasurements.
=0.2.5.ThenumberdensityofcloudparticlesatthepeakextinctionThesuspectedsharpincreaseofKbymorethan1orderofmagnitude
levelis-I cm-3.Assumingthatparticlesarelevitatedbyeddy between40kmand45kmaroundthepivotvalueof2x106cm2s-!
mixing,theeddydiffasioncoefficient,K,wasfoundtobeI0s- couldbe thesignatureofbreakingravitywaves.Froma two-
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dimensionalmodelingof theeffectofbreakinggravitywaveson the _continuousi'angeof possiblestates,withrandomfluctuationsof
generalcirculationandtemperaturefieldin themiddleatmosphere temperatureandwatervaporamount,but rather in an organized
ofMars[5]usingLindzen'sparameterization,whichexplainswell systemof a smallnumberof stableconfigurations.This general
m;l.meterwaveobservationsmadewiththeIRAM30-mtelescope resultreinforcesourbeliefthatthethermalstructureandthedegree
[6], such an increase,by about1 orderof magnitudeper half ofhumidityofthemiddleatmosphereofMarsaredrivenbydynami-
atmosphericscaleheight,maybeeasilyreproducedaround50km calprecesses.Thethermalstruct1_,-ecouldbecontroiledbymeridional
altitude,in thebreakingregion.Becausetheozoneprofileis ex- windsinducedbybreakinggravitywaves,withassociatedinversion
tremelysensitiveto asharpincreaseof Karound30-50 kin,the of the meridionaiand verticalthermalgradients.Eddy mixing
futureobservationofozonebystellarandsolaroccultationfromthe partiallyreflectstheinteractionbetweengravitywavesandgeneral
Mars94 spacecraft(SPICAMexperiment)couldbringsomeinter- circulation,andasharpchangeof Kat somealtitude,assuspected
estinginformationonthebreakinglevelof internalgravitywaves, fi'omour analysisof ozone,could be the local signatureof this
Thesecondimplicationconcernsthelik_lypresenceofaninver- interaction.Itmustbe notedthatan intermediatestate,forwhich
sion of the temperatureprofilearound35 Inn whenclouds are ther¢isanabundanceofwatervaportoosmailtoyieldtheformation
observed,inordertoallowtheratherhightemperature(165-170K) ofcloudsbuttoolargetopreventheozonedensityfromreachingour
and thermalgradient(-1.5-2 K kin-l)inferredatthe cloudlevel, detectionthresholdaround40 kin,is also observed(=3.5-70%of
• Morcprecisely,thepresenceof twocondensationlevelsat =15km cases),andthepreviousschematicpicturewillcertainlyhavetobe
and =SOkm altitudeare inferredfrom watervaporand cloud refined.ThesimpletypologyestablishedfromPhobos2solaroccul-
measurementsrespe&ively.Above=15 kin,aregulardecreaseof tationmeasurements(seeTable1)couldbethestartingpointtoward
thewatervapormixingratioup to=35kmis observed[3]anditis amoreextensivestudyof thedynamicalprocessescontrollingthe
interpretedas thesignatureofasaturatedatmosphere.Around=50 middleatmosphereofMarswiththehelpofoncomingobservations
kin, thin clouds,verylikelyformedof waterice,aredetected[2]. bytheMarsObservermission(PMIRR,RadioScienceexperiment).
Thismeansthatabove=35kmexistsaregionwheretheatmosphere
is not saturatedinH20,containingenoughwatervaportogiverise TABLEI.
totheformationofclouds.Thereasonforthetemperatureinversion Watervapormixingratio <2×10-s 2-6×10-5 6× lO-S
mightbeadiabaticwarmingduetoconvectivemotionsinducedby Typeofaunosphere cold/dry warm/wet
breakinggravitywaves.It was shownfromthetwo-dimensional Ozone yes no no
modelingthatweaktemperatureinversionsaregeneratedabovethe Cloud no no yes
equatorialregionatsolsticeforcertainparametersof thewaves[5], Pe_entageofoccunences(15-50%) 05-7O%) (15%)
and a similarphenomenoncould be producedby the modelat
equinoxif thepreliminaryresultsofthelastmillimeter-waveobser-
vafionsmadeatIRAMareconfumed(Lellouch,personalcommu- References: [I] BlamontJ. E. et al. (1989) Nature, 341,
ulcation).Thesecondissueishowwatermoleculesaretransported600-603. [2] Chassefi_reE. et aL (1992) Icarus, 97, 46-69.
fi'omthelowatmosphereup to thecloudregion.A possibleexpla- [3] KrasnopolskyV. A.etai.(1991)Icarus,94,32-44. [4]B lam0nt
nationis thatupweUingintheascendingbranchof theHadleycell I.E. and Chassefi_reE. (1993) Icarus, revised March 1993.
is ableto supplywaterice intheshapeofsmaUparticles,acrossthe [5]Th_odoreB.etal.(1993).l.Atmos.ScL,submitted.[6]Th_odore
coldsatumtedregion(m15-35kin),to thenonsatumtedlayerbelow B. etal.(1993)Icarus,submitted.[7]Chassefi_reE.andBlamont
theclouds,whereice maysublimateandcondenseagainatcloud ]. E.(1992) GRL,19, 945-948. •
level (=50kin). A simpleheuristicmodel of waterice vertical
transportatequatorhasbeenconstructed[7].Differentconstraints
havebeenintroducedrelafingtothecoagulationprobabilityduring PARTICLE SIZES AND COMPOSITION OF MARS
theupwardtransportphase,theminimumamountof H20thatmust ATMOSPHERICDUSTBASEDUPONVIKINGANDMARl-
be depositedat the sublimationlevel, and the infraredoptical NER9OBSERVATIONS.R.T.Clancyl, S. W. LeeZ,andG. R.
thicknessof ice particles.Itwas shownthattheseconstraintsare Gladstone2, 1Laboratoryfor Atmosphericand Space Physics,
jointlysatisfiedforrcasonablevaluesofparameters,indicatingthat Universityof Colorado,BoulderCO 80309, USA, 2Southwest
aquantity(zonallyaveraged)of=0.01/pmof watericein theshape ResearchInstitute,P.O.Drawer28510,6220Culebra,SanAntonio
of smallpaniclesof radius0.1-0.2 _m mightbe presentin the "IX78228,USA:
middleatmosphere(15-35 kin)aboveequatorialregions._ •
Thethirdimplicationis that,fromaqualitativepointof view, Marsatmosphericdustcanplayanimportantroleinthethermal
thincloudsandanozonelayerseemtobe thesignaturesoftwoweU- structureoftheMarsatmosphereduringperiodsofhighdustloading
det-medstatesofthemiddieatmosphere,theregionaround40-50km [1], However,theradiativepropertiesof Marsatmosphericdust _
beingwarmandwetwhencloudsareobserved(15%ofcases),cold remainuncertaindue touncertaindefinitionsof thedustcomposi-
anddrywhenozoneispresent(=15-50%ofcases).Anoutstanding tionandsizedistribution.TheanalysisbyTeenetaL[2]ofMariner
fact is that,consideringthese two typicalatmosphericstates, the 9IRISspectraduringthe1971-1972globalduststormindicateda
verticalstructureoftheobservedconstituent,i.e.,watericeparticlesreasonablematchbetween the modeled 9-pro absorptionof
and Ozonemoleculesrespectively,as well as the inferredatmo- montmorilliniteandtheobserved9-1.unabsorption.Teenetal. als°
sphericparameters(temperature,watervapormixingratio,eddy determinedthataneffective(cross-sectionweighted)meanradius
diffusioncoefficient),do not seem to changesignificantiyfrom of2.Spm(Rm,_=0.4pm)providedaconsistentfitofmontmorillinite
placetoplace,or fromtimeto time.Itmeansthatthevariabilityof to theIRISdustspectraat9 pro.Pollacket al.[1] analyzedV'_cing
themiddleatmosphereof Marscouldnot consist in a wideand landerobservationsof atmosphericextinctionand scatteringat
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visible-nearIRwavelengths(().5--i.()Ixm),andobtainedconsisten- Metl_od: The model solvestheprimitiveequationson the
cy withtheToonet al. dustsize distributi0_V)hefifli__ffectsof !':sphere _singa spectral method in thehorizontalandfinitediffer-
nonsphericalparticleshapeswereincluded.Anadditional,minor ences in the vertical.The coarseresolution(-5 ° longitude×
(1%)componentof visible-ultravioletabsorbingmaterialwasre- 5°latitudeandI0verticallevels)requiressomeparameterizationof
quiredtomodelthederivedvisible(0.86)andultraviolet(0.4-0.6) subgridscalefrictionandheating.It is temptingto embarkon a
[3]single-scatteringalbedosof thedust,sincemontmofillinitedoes seriesof complicatedrepresentationsofradiation,turbulence,etc.
notabsorbsufficientlyin thiswavelengthregion[4]. Thissoonbecomesaburdenwiththespecificationofalargenumber
, Thereare,however,severaldeficiencieswiththeToonet al. of arbitraryparameters.Also the computationalcost increases,
modelof Marsatmosphericdust.As Toonetal. andsubsequent whichprecludeslong integrationsand regime studies.We have
analysesofVikingIRTMobservations[5]pointout,montmorillinited velopedtwodistinctmodels:(1)The SimplifiedGlobalCircula-
exhibitsstrong,structuredabsorptionear20ianthatis notexhib- tion Model(SGCM)has forits thermodynamicforcinga linear
ited by theIR observatioiis.Furthermore,the observedratioof relaxationtoaprescribedradiafiveequilibriumtcmperatureprofil¢
visible-to-infraredextinctionopacitiesforMarsatmosphericdustis onacertaintimescale.Frictionalforcesaresimilarlylinearandare
approximately2 [6], whichis twicethe calcfilatedratioformont- appliedatthelowerboundaryof themodel. (2) The Intermediate
mofillinitewitha cross-sectionWeightedmeanradiusof 2.5 pln GlobalCirculationModel('IGCM)hasaprescribedsurfacetemper-
[7,8]. In addition,highervaluesfor thevisiblesingle-scattering aturedistributionandaboundarylayerschemethatmixesheatand
albedoofthedust(0.92vs.0.86)havebeenderivedfxomtheV'tkingmomentuminto the atmosphere.Radiativecooling is assumed
IRTMalbedochannel,aswellasacorrectedvalueof 0.55forthe constantthroughoutthe atmosphereanda _ convectiveadjust-
single-scatteringasymmetryparameter[8]. mentschemeis in place.
WehaveconductedacombinedanalysisoftheVikingIRTMand Bothmodelsprovideacomputationallycheapandconceptually
Mariner9observationstoreassessthemodelofMarsatmospheric simpleframeworkinwhichtoStudyregimesofplanetaryscaleflow.
dustin termsofasingleopticalcomponent,whichmightsatisfythe No MountainFlows: The Vikinglandersrelayeddatathat
ultraviolet-to-infraredmeasurementsofdustabsorptionandscatter- suggestedtheexistenceof baroclinicwavesin thenorthernwinter
ing.Theopticalconstantsforpalagonite[9,10]areincorporatedin midlatitudes.Amongtheseeminglyrandomfluctuationsthereap-
adoubling-addingradiativetransfermodelof theMarsatmosphere pearedhighlyperiodicphaseswhensynopticsystemspassedover
tosimulateMariner9IRISspectraas wellas theVikingIRTMIR thelanderswithmonotonousregularity[1].Thiswouldbe in stark
bandobservations.We also derivevisibleandultravioletsingle- contrastto the Earth'sratherchaoticweatherpatterns.Martian
scatteringalbedosbasedonthe HausenandTravisMiescattering baroclinicwavesmaybecloserto theregularwavesfoundin the
code [11]. A tentativeconclusionis that smallerdustparticles rotatingannulusexperiment[3]. -
(Rmo_ =0.15pro,cross-sectionweightedmean R= 1.2pro)corn- InordertostudysuchbaroclinicwavestheSGCMwas setupto
posedof palagonitel_rovideamuchimprovedfitto theMariner9 runwithnomountainsandhenceremovethepossibilityof station-
IRISspectra;agreementwiththeobservedratioof visible-to-infra- arywaves.Radiativeequilibriumtemperatures,representingsouth-
redextinctionopacities;andultravioletandvisiblesingle-scatter- ernhemispherewinter,weretakenfrom[5].The sensitivityof the
ingalbedoscomparableto theirobservedvalues, modeledclimatologywastheninvestigatedbyvarying(principally)
References: [1]PoUackJ.B.etal.(1979)JGR,84,2929-2945. thefrictionalandthermalrelaxationfimescales.
[2]ToonO.B.etal. (1977)Icarus,30, 663-696. [3] PangK.etal. Ingeneralthemodeledbaroclinicwavesappearas smafiundu-
(1976)Icarus,27, 55-67. [4] PollackJ.B. etal. (1977)JGR, 82, latiouspropagatingonazonallyorientatedjetstream(Fig.la).The
4479-4496.[5]HtmtG.E.(1979)JGR,84,8301-8310.[6]Mardn fast radiativerelaxationtimescaleof the atmospherelimits the
T.Z. (1986)Icarus,66, 2-21. [7] ZurekR.W. (1982)Icarus,50, amplimdeofthewaves.ComparethiswiththeEarth'smidiatitudes
288-310. [8] ClancyR. T. and Lee S. W. (1991) Icarus, 93, wherecyclonesgrowto finiteamplitudein turbulentstormtracks.
135-158.[9]RoushT.(1993),personalcommunication.[10]Clark Inmanyoftheintegrations,however,aZonalwavenumber3pattern
R.N. etal. (1990)JGR,95, 14463-14480.[11]HansenJ.E. and (Fig.Ib)emergesand growsto large amplitude,dominatingthe
TravisL. D. (1974)Space$ci.Rev.,16, 527-610. flow.Thiswave3 propagateseastwardaroundthe midlatitudesat
aconstantphasespeedforatleast1000days(thelongestrun).The
resultingflowis veryreminiscentof thesinglewavenumbersteady
ASPECTSOF THEMARTIANGLOBALCIRCULATION. wavesfoundin therotatingannuluslaboratoryexperiments[3].
M.CoUinsandI.N.James,DepartmentofMeteorology,University Read[6] andWhite[7] havesuggestedthatthesteadyannulus
of Reading,ReadingRG26AU,UK. wavesmaybe "freemodes"of the fullnonlineargoverningequa-
: tions. It is assumedthat,in the interiorof the fluid,heatingand
" Introduction: Recentadvancesinhigh-speeAcomputershave . frictionaresmallandthenonlineartermsarezero,i.e.,ff u.V_is a
givenatmosphericscientistsa newlaboratoryin whichto work. ' nonlinearterm u.V_=0whileneitheru norV_is zero.A similar
NumericalmodelsoftheEarth'satmosphereanditsdynamicshave approachis usedinmodonstudiesof, e.g.,atmosphericblocksand
• providedgreatinsight.Giventhelackofobservationsofthemartian jovianvortices.Theassumptionof zeroheatingis clearlynotvalid
atmosphereit is naturaltoapplysuchmodelstohelpusunderstand here.Alsotheexistenceofthewave3 issensitivetobothheatingand
aspectsof, for instance,large-scalecirculationpatterns.Herewe frictionaltimescales.Acloseexaminationof thepotentialvorticity
2havemodifiedaglobalcirculationmodeloftheEarth'satmosphere budgetrevealsthat(awayfromtheground)astablebalanceisstruck
foruse with martianparametersand have studiedthe relevant betwoenthenoniinearandheatingterms,therapidradiativefimescale
:regimesof planetaryflow. allowingthe waveto bemaintainedat finiteamplitude.
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Integrationswithotherradiativequilibriumtemperaturepro- :
fileshavelargeamplitudezonalwavcnumber-4patterns(Fig.2)
withsimilarproperties,owebelievetheseresultstoberobust.The
connectionbetweenthesewavesandtheregularoscillationsfound
intheVikingdatais unclear,especiallyconsideringtherelative
simplicityoftheSGCM.It isdesirablethentoaddanextradegree
of realism to themodel.
Flows wRhMountains: The SGCM uses a terrain-following
o coordinatesysteminthevertical.In thesesimulationsthemore
recentDTMorographyis used.Againthe southernhemisphere
winteradiativequilibriumtemperaturesfromPollacketal. [5]
wereinterpolatedontothemodelgridandtheflowwasspunupfi'om
arestingisothermalstate.
Orographygeneratesstationarywavesthatcaneitherpropagate
verticallythroughtheatmosphereorexponentiallydecayawayfrom
thesurface.Verticallypropagatingwavescanmixheatandmomen-
tammeridionallyandthuscontributeto themaintenanceof the
globalcirculation.Partitioningeddystatisticsintostationaryand
transientcomponentsshowedthatthestationarywavesweredomi-
natingwiththetransientsvirtuallyabsent.Asimilaresulthasbeen SH
foundby [2].Thiswouldconstitutea considerableasymmetry
betweenthehemispheres,thenorthernwintermidlatitudesbeing _T[_.POTVCRT THETA=210.PM.I
theonlyplacewheretravelingsynopticsystemsarepresent. HOMOUNTAINS
Theeddykineticenergymaximumfortheseintegrationsisnear Mh=-2._8.SE+02Max=1.9959E+01Centaur2.(X_+01
the modeltop (Fig.3), whichis a rigidlid.Thisimpliesthat
stationarywavesarebeingspuriouslyreflectedwhenreallythey " Fig.2.
shouldpropagateoutofthemodeldomain.Topartiallyresolvethis _ _.
problemlinearfi-iction(spongelayer)is addedto"soakup" the
energy.Examinationoftheeddystatisticsthenshowedtheexist- TheIGCM: AlthoughtheSGCMprovidesadequatesimula-
enceof sometransientbehavior.It appearedthat thestationary tionsofthemartiancirculation,s measpectsoftheflowarenotweU
wavesweresaturatingandchokingoff the transients.In other represented.The introductionof morecomplicatedphysical
integrations,however,thespongelayerreducedthetransientampli-parameterizationsrequiresthespecificationofmorearbitrarycon-
tude.Thisshowsthatacarefultreatmentofthetopboundaryofany stants.ThesearenotcertainevenfortheEarthandaredifficultto
modelofthemartianatmosphereisnecessary, determineforMars.Here,wehavekeptthelevelofparametcriza-
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35 required bygeostrophic balanceof the midlatitude jets, gives a large
pressure gradient term that fluctuates tkroughout the year as the
flow switches from easterly to westerly.
70 Conclusions: The two models describedhave succeeded in
modeling some observed aspects of the martian atmosphericcircu-
, lationand some aspects that have been generated by other, more
140 complicatedGCMs.The regularityof synopticsystems on Marssets
w
*: it aside from the Earthwhere weather systems are highly unpredict-
able. Martian baroclinic waves may be more akin to the regularw
Q." waves foundin rotating annuli.The largeamplitudeorographyalso
gives a differentregimewith stationarywaves swampingthe flow.
This is incontrast to theEarth'snorthernhemispherewherestation-
ary andtransientwaves are of equal importance.
References" [I] BarnesL.R. (1981) J. Atmos. Sci., 38, 225-
70_0S -60S -30S 0 234. [2] Barnes L R. et al. (1993) JGR, in press. [3] Hide R. and
_ll_DE: Mason P. J. (1975) Adv. Phys., 24, 47-100. [4] HourdinF. (1992)
_wna oar_ "_ i_ooAVe_LCC Ph.D. thesis, l'Universit6 Paris 7. [5] Pollack J. B. et al. (1981) J.ICm-1.210E(-.G1Ik_ IHl1?4£.t,OtC_tour I_+oI
Atmos. Sci., 38, 3-29. [6] Read P. L (1985) Dyn. Atmos. Oceans,
Fig.3. 9,135-270. [7] White A. A. (1986) Q.J.R. Met. Soc., 112,749-774.
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IMPACT OF THE CO2 AND H20 CLOUDS OF THE
MARTIAN POLAR HOOD ON THE POLAR ENERGY
BALANCE. F. Forgetand J. B_Pollack, NASA Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field CA 94035-1000, USA.
Clouds covering extensive areas above the martian polar caps
have regulady been observed during the fall and winter seasonsof
each hemisphere. These "polar hoods" are thought to be made of
HsO and CO2. In particular, the very cold temperatures observed
_. duringthe polar night by Viking and Mariner9 around both poles
havebeen identified as CO: clouds [1,2]and several models, includ-
ing GCM [3], have indicated that the CO2 can condense in the
atmosphere at all polar latitudes, -
700 Estimating the impact of the polar hood clouds on the energy m
-60S -30S 0 . 60N _'_ balance of thepolarregions isnecessary tomodel theCO: cycle and
- t_ru0f J address puzzling problems like the polar caps assymetry. For ex-
_ _'_,m_ o,v,m_m"/s,_m,ve_ ample, by altering the thermal radiation emitted to space, CO:
,_.-8.n-m+m,_ ,.2_2,t+,2_t,,, ,._+,_ clouds alter the amountof CO: that condenses during the fall and
. . . Fig.4. winter season.
o We have analyzed the complete set of Viking IRTM data to
define the spatial and temporal properties of the polar hoods, and
tion to a minimum. A boundary layer scheme with prescribed estimated how their presences affect the energy radiated by the
surface temperatures heats the atmqsphere, which is in turn cooled atmosphere/caps system to space.
at a constant rate. Convective instability is possible and a simple The IRTM observations provide good spatial and temporal coy-
adjustment scheme is applied_The model reproduces fairly well the erage of both polar regions during fall, winter, and spring, Whena
zonally averaged climatology of [2] (Fig. 4). combinationof thefast and the secondViking year isused. Only the
Examining theflow at theVikinglander sites in themodel shows IRTM brighmess temperatures at 11, 15,and 20 pm are reliable at
. the existence of mobile baroelinic systems. A spectral analysis of martianpolartemperatures.To recover theintegrated thermal fluxes
pressure has strong spectral peaks at similar frequencies to those from the IRTM data, we have developed asimple model of the polar
foundby [1]. The flow shows high temporalcoherence compared to hood, thought to consist of"warm" H:O Cloudslying above colder
, that of the Earth. andopaque CO: clouds. Sucha model isbased on the analysis of the
An interesting aspect that was lust pointed out to us by [4] IRIS spectra [4], and is consistent with the IRTM data used here.
concerns the annual pressure cycle. The large annual signal in the The high thermal emissiyity of the CO: ice particles is possible
Viking data has been attributed to the melting and freezing of the because of contamination by dust and water [5]. Besides, we have
polar CO2frost capsand would constitute asignificant change in the found new evidence for such opaqiie CO_,clouds in the IRTM data.
mass of the atmosphere. This model has no evaporation/condensa- The model has been calibrated and validated by testing its ability
tion arid the atmospheric mass is conserved. A sizable annual to reproduce polar hood IRIS spectra from simulated IRTM tern-
pressure cycle is, however, still ev!dent.The redistribution of mass, peratures.
14 Wor_p onAV/nospher_TransportonMan
A specific treatmentof the IRTM datahas also allowed us to In spite of these simplifications the model zonal mean and eddy
recoverthe "true" ground-ice temperatures,whichonly dependon statics arevery similar to those of moresophisticated models.
the atmospheric pressure(solid-gas equilibrium),but which were To assess the natureof the model's interannualvariabilitywe
difficnlt to measuredirectiybecause of the presenceof tbe CO2and have lookedat thehemisphericailyintegratedzonal (ZKE)and eddy
H20 clouds. (EKE)kinetic energiesper unitmass. In the southernhemisphere "
We havealso obtainedestimationsoftheam0untofwatericein EKEis lowest during summer (-10 inks units) and then steadily
the polar clouds duringwinter, and a climatology of the frequency risesduringfall. However,just beforewinteritpeaks (-35) and then
and temperatureof the CO2 clouds, declines to a local minimum (-25) at solstice. It remains near this
Thus, we have been able to estimate the wavelength-integrated minimum until mid winter, when it rises,dramatically reaching
thermalemission by the surface/atmospheresystematthetopofthe -100 by spring. Following this there is an abruptdecline in EKE,
atmosphereand to comparethis with whatwouldhavebeen emitted which appearsto be related to a Weakeningin the wave-3 distur-
by the barepolar caps. In the future,this informationwill al/ow us bances.The decline is short-lived,however, as EKErises dramat-
to addresspolar process questions with a realistic parametrization ically once more butthis time to even highervalues (-125) by mid
of the polar hood. spring.This is the largest value of EKE in eitherhemisphereat any
References: [1] HuntG. E.(1980) GRL T,481--484. [2]Paige time of year. The resurgence in EKE at this time is not well
D. A. (1985) Ph.D. thesis, Caltech. [3] Pollack J. B. et aL (1990) understood,but it occursat a timewhen ZKEis rapidlydeclining
JGR, 95, 1447-1473. [4] Paige D. A. (1992) personal¢ommunica- and wave-1 disturbancesare rapidly growing. This suggests that
tion. [5] WarrenS. G. et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 717-741. barotroplcprocessesareplaying arole, butmore analysis is needed
to confirmthis.
Interestingly, the EKE in the northernhemisphere shows a
MULTI.ANNUAL SIMULATIONS WITH THE MARS similar seasonalpattern,although the amplitudeof the fluctuations
CLIMATE MODEL. R.M.Haberlet, H.C.Houben2, andR. E. is much less pronounced. Furthermore,the springtime peak in
Youngt, tNASA Ames ResearchCenter,MoffettFieldCA 94035- northernhemisphereEKE (-50) is comparable to thatduringlate
1000, USA, 2Space Physics Research Institute, Sunnyvale CA fallandmidwinter, which isconsiderablydifferent from that in the
94087-1315, USA. southernhemisphere.
Wehavealso lookedatthemaximumandminimum EKE for any
We have simulated the martian atmosphericcirculationfor I0 given seasonal date for the 10-year simulation. This we taketo be
Marsyears using a simplifed three-dimensionalclimatemodel that ameasure of the magnitudeof interannualvariability.The greatest
is briefly described below. Analysis of these simulations reveals variabilityoccurs inthe southernhemisphereduringthe latewinter
several interesting behaviors not previously recognized in other and springseasons. At this time, EKEcan beashighas 150andas
three-dimensional models. The t'u-stconcerns the potential for low as 50. Thus, southern-hemisphereEKE can vary fi'omyear to
intcrannualvariabilityin the martianclimate system.We nowknow yearby as much as a factorof 3. Evidently, this variabilityis also
fi'omthe aperiodicf_equencyof planet-encirclingstorms,as well as manifest in the model's "surface stress," which also shows similar
differences in atmosphericwater vaporfi'omone year to the next, variations.
that the real planet exhibits interannualvariations.The results of We findtheseresultstobeve_ryintriguing.particularlysincethey
our simulations also show significant interannual variabilityand, occurin a model with simple but repeatableforcing. They suggest
interestingly, thatvariabilitymaximizesduringsouthernspring,the thatthemartianclimate system hasenoughnonlinearitytoproduce
dust storm season. A second and related finding is that transient substantialinterannualvariability.
eddies in the southernhemisphere duringwinterarcindeedweaker
than their northernhemisphere counterpartsas was found in more
sophisticatedmodels. However, southernhemisphereeddy activity REGARDING TRACER TRANSPORT IN MARS' WINTER
rises dramaticallyduringspringand is greater than that in the ATMOSPHERE IN THE PRESENCE OF NEARLY
northernhemisphere at any season. STATIONARY, FORCED PLANETARY WAVES. J.L.
The model we use is based on the primitiveequations in log- Hollingswortht,R. M. Haberlel,and H. C. Houben2, 1NASAAmes
pressurecoordinates.The model is spectral(spherical harmonics) ResearchCenter,Moffett Held CA 94035, USA, 2SpacePhysics
in the horizontal, and t'mite-differencedin the vertical. For the ResearchInstitute,SunnyvaleCA 94087, USA.
multiannual simulations, we runwithtrapezoidaltruncationusing
6 zonal waves, and a maximum total wavenumberof 16.There are Large-scaletransportof volatiles and condensates on Mars,as
14 verticallevels that gradually increase in thicknessfrom -500 m well asatmosphericdust,isultimatelydrivenby theplanet's global-
inthelowestlayertoaboutone-halfscaleheightintheupperlayer,scaleatmosphericcirculation.Thiscirculationarisesinpartf_om
The model runs on a dedicated SiliconGraphicsWorkstation;with the so-called mean meridional (Hadley)circulation that is associ-
half-hour timesteps, it takes about8 hoursto simulate 1Marsyear. ated with rising/poleward motion in low latitudes and sinking/
However, the difference between this model and a GCM is its equatorwardmotion in middle and high latitudes Ill. Intimately
greatlysimplifiedphysics.WeuseNewtoniancoolingWitha2-day connectedtothemeancirculationisaneddy-drivencomponentdue
dampingtimeforthermalforcing,withaRayleigh_ction"sponge"tolarge-scalewaveactivityin the planet'satmosphere.During
layeratthetopandaquadraticdragforceatthebottom.Therestof winterthiswaveactivityarisesbothf_'omtravelingweathersystems
the atmosphereis inviscid.Therelaxationtemperaturefieldis (i.e.,barotropicandbaroclinicdisturbances)[2]andfrom"forced"
zonally symmetric and is computedoffline froma separatemodel, disturbances(e.g., the thermal tides and surface-forced planetary
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waves) [3,4]. In this paperwe investigatepossible contributionsto gradientsof these quantities(which will not be observed). It will
the effective(net)transportcirculationfromforcedplanetarywaves, thereforebe necessaryto resort to dynamicalmodels toanalyze the
A three-dimensionalglobal spectralprimitiveequationsmodel wind fields. As a rule, data assimilationinto atmosphericmodels
is appliedin this investigationto simulate"perpetual"northernand can result in the generationof spuriousgravity waves, so special
southernwintersolstice conditions.Previouslythis model has been steps must be takento suppress these. In addition,the asynoptic
appliedto investigatethe sensitivityof wintertransient-eddyactiv- natureof the datawill requirea four-dimensional(space and time)
ity to changes in thermaldissipationand to examine the transport data assimilation scheme. The problem is to f'mda full set of
• circulationassociated with traveling baroclinic eddies [5,6]. Re- meteorological fields (winds and temperatures) such that, when
cently the model has been modified to include kinematic effects of marchedforward in time in the model, they achieve a best fit (in the
topographyusinga terrain-followingverticalcoordinate (i.e., effec- weighted least-squares sense) to the data.
tively log-o, where o - plp,). In the calculations to be presented, a The proposed solution is to develop a model especially for the
trapezoidal truncation of total wavenumber 16 and zonal wave- MarsObserver data assimilation problem. Gravity waves are ill-
number 6 is used and simplified physics are applied: Thermal teredfrom the model by eliminating all divergence terms from the
radiative forcing is prescribed in the form of constant Newtonian prognosticdivergence equation. This leaves a diagnostic gradient
cooling, and momentum drag is specified in the form of a height- windrelationbetween the rotationalwindand the temperature field.
dependent Rayleigh friction. Planetary-scalesurface zonal asym- The divergent wind is diagnosed as the wind requiredto maintain
mettles in Mars' topography excite planetary waves having deep the gradient wind balance in the presence of the diabatic heating.
vertical structure.Because of thenatureof the mean circulation and The primitive equations of atmospheric dynamics (with threeprin-
the planet's size, forcedresponsescan be"global" (occurring inboth cipal dependent variables)are thus reduced toa simpler system with
eastern and western hemispheres)and can become "focused" intoa a single prognosticequation for temperature--the variable that will
finite latitudeband in the winterextratropics, simi!arin respects to be bestobserved. (This balance system was apparentlyfirstderived
resultsof a linear analysis of forced stationary waves on Mars [4]. by Charneyas a first-orderRossby numberexpansion of the equa-
In thepresence of a nonzero mean meridionalcirculation, we evalu- tionsof motion.)Experience with afull primitiveequationmodel of
ate the effective steady transport circulation associated with the the martian atmosphere indicates that a further simplification is
planetary-waveactivity and compare itwith theso-called "residual" possible: at least for short-term integrations, the model can be
mean meridional circulation, which is frequently used as an ap- linearizedabout the zonally symmetric basic state.
proximation to the former. In particular, we examine potential The above linearized spectral model has the property that the
hemispheric asymmetries in the net transport circulation due to solutionat any point (in space and time) is a knownlinear function
differences in the wave forcing in northernand southern hemi- (representedby a matrixoperator) of the initial state. Finding the
spheres.We alsoinvestigate changes to theeffective transportunder initial state thatbest fits the observed data requiresan inversion of
highly dusty, northern winter conditions. Potential impacts steady thismatrix. If theproblem is overdetermined (more data points than
planetary waves can have on the poleward transport of tracers unknowns), the best fit in the least-squares sense is obtained by a
during northernand southern winterwill be discussed, generalized inverse (singular value decomposition) of the matrix.
References: [l] Haberle R. M. et al. (1993) JGR, 98, The proposed model has 14vertical levels, 7 zonal waves, and 16
3093-3124. [2] Barnes I. R. et al. (1993) JGR, 98, 3125-3148. meridionalmodes, for about 1500 complex variables. The PMIRR
[3] Zurek R. W. and I-laberle R. M. 0988) J. Atrnos. Sci., 45, instrument alone, with approximately 1000 vertical prof'des per
2469-2485. [4] Hollingsworth J. L. and Barnes J. R. (1993) day, shouldeasilyprovideenoughdatainadaytooverdeterminethe
J. Atmos. Sci., submitted. [5] HaberleR. M. et al. (1993) in prep- model. Thus, a daily weathermap appears to be quite feasible. (Of
amtion. [6] Houben H. et al. (1989) Eo$, 70, 1179-I 180. course, it is probable that there are errors in this model. There is,
however, a generalization of the singular value decomposition--
the total least-squaressolution--that allows for errors in the model
ANALYZING MARTIAN WINDS AND TRACER CON- as well as in the observations.) There are two classes of motion in
CENTRATIONS USING MARS OBSERVER DATA. the martianatmosphere thatarenot well reprcsentedby the gradient
H. Houben,SpacePhysicsResearchlnstitute, SunnyvaleCA 94087- wind relation---atmospheric tides and equatorial Kelvin waves.
1315, USA. These modes must be independently modeled andremoved fromthe
observationsbefore the assimilation procedure is performed. (The
During the course of a day, the Mars Observer spacecraft will fact that Mars Observer will orbit at a nearly constant time of day
acquireglobally distributedprofiles of the martianatmosphere.It is will inhibit the direct observation of atmospheric tides in any case.)
. highly desirablethat this data be assembled intosynoptic weather Atmospheric tracers, such as water vapor and dust, are easily
maps (complete specifications of the atmospheric pressure, tern- incorporatedinto the balance system model with continuityequa-
perature,and winds at a given time), which can in turn be used as tions. The sole difficulty arises from the possibility that a spectral
starting points in the study of many meteorological phenomena, tracermodel will show negative traceramountsat variouspoints. It
• Unfortunately, the special nature of the Mars Observer data pre- is therefore necessary to constrain the solution of the least-squares
sents several challenges above and beyond the usual difficult prob- problemso that the tracerconcentrationsatallof themodel's (.-.620)
lem of data initialization, transformgridpoints arepositive. This is facilitated by the introduc-
Mars Observeratmosphericdata will consist almost exclusively tion of surface source!sink terms into the model. Again, there are
of asynoptic vertical profiles of temperatures (or radiances) and mathematicalalgorithmsavailable forthe solution of this problem.
pressures, whereas winds are generally in balance with horizontal The above program indicates thatthe assimilation of Mars Observer
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profilesinto daily synoptic mapsof temperature,winds,andtracers each other in polar regions. Longitudinal variationsalso strongly
is quite feasible, if computationally demanding. " amplifythe omgraphiceffect.
More recent simulations were performed in order to test the
sensitivity of the model to the most uncertain parameters and
THE ANNUAL PRESSURE CYCLE ON MARS: RESULTS especially to the visible albedo of the ice, AM, and its thermal
FROM THE LMD MARTIAN ATMOSPHERIC GENERAL emissivity, _ice-Model resultshave shown that they stronglyinflu-
CIRCULATION MODEL. F. Hourdin, F. Forget, and ence the energyandmass atmosphericbudget [3,4]. In oursimula-
O. Talagrand,Laboratoirede M_t_orologieDynamiqueduCNRS, tions,thebest agreementtoVikingpressuredatais obtainedforvery
F.coleNormale Sup_rieure,Paris, France. different values of these parameters for the two caps. Using Aic, =
• 0.62and.gi_=O.6fortbenortherncapandAioe=O.45and_i_=0.76
•At Laboratoire de M_t_orologie Dynamique(LMD) in France for thesouthern cap, very good agreement is achieved as shown in
we have been developing a GeneralCirculation Model (GCM) of Fig. 1. The latitudinal timeevolution of the edge of bothcaps is also
themartianatmospheresince 1989.The model hasbeen described veryclose to Viking orbiterdataasshown in Fig. 2 (except atthe
rather extensively elsewhere [1] and only the main characteristics very end of the recession phase). As alreadymentioned by other
are given here. authors[4] these "best fit" values of the ice parametersmustnot be
Thedynamicalpartofthemodel, adaptedf_omthe LMDterres- interpretedas real physical properties of ice materials since they
trialclimatemodel is basedon afinite-difference formulationof the alsoaccountfor some model deficiencies and,in particular,forthe
€lassical"primitiveequationsofmeteorology."Theradiativetrans- nourepresentationof CO2 ice clouds, resulting from atmospheric
fercode includes absorptionandemissionbyCO2(carefullyvalidat-
ed by comparison to line-by-line calculations [2]) and dust in the
•thermalrange, and absorption and scatteringby dustin the visible 11 N. Summer Autumn Winter Spring '
range.Otherphysical parameterizationsareincluded:modeling of
vertical turbulent mixing, dry convective adjustment(in orderto
prevent vertical unstable temperatureprofiles), and a mnltilayer ._. 10
model of the thermal conduction in the soiL Finally, the condensa-
tion-sublimation of CO2 is introduced throughspecification of a ¢ 9
pressure-dependent condensation temperature. The atmospheric _=
and surface temperaturesare prevented from falling below this _ 8
critical temperatureby condensationand directprecipitationonto "
thesurfaceof atmosphericCO2.The only prespecifiedspatial fields
are the surface thermal inertia, albedo, and topography.
The first simulationswere performedfor a visible dust optical 0 100 200 300 4oo soo 600
depthconstant in both space and time, 'rw. =0=2,a value typicalof sols ':
clear-sky conditions [3]. Startingfrom an isothermal state at rest,
without polar caps, the model quickly adjusts (in less than one Fig.1. Acomparisonofthetimeevolutlonoftheprc_urcsimulatedatboth
martian year) to a regime in which the annualatmospheric mass Vikinglandingsitestothatobserved("best-fit"simulation).Thethinctwvesare
cycle, due to condensation of the atmosphericCO2 into the polar theobservedpressureforyearI(doned),2(solid)and3(dashed)ofthemissioa.
caps, is essentially repeatable fi-omone year to tbe next. Thismass Theblackheavycurveis thesimulatedpressure,whichhasbeensmoothedby
cycle is in great part responsible for the large-amplitude seasonal applyinga15-solsaverage.Solsaremartiaasolardays;sol0correspondstothe
oscillations of the surface pressurerecordedby the V'zkinglanders, landingof Viking1.
Thoseoscillationswereratherwellreproducedinthosefastsimu-
lations,aswellasthesynopticpressureoscillationsobservedduring
winter that aredue to travelingplanetary waves [1]. The agreement 90 __ " Jr_ _
with temperaturesretrievedfrom the Mariner9 infraredmeasure-
ments is also very good.
However, the surface pressurecycle was found tovarystrongly, 30
with latitude.This meteoroiogical contribution,dueto intemalmass :._
redistribution,can be divided into two parts: the fast one results _.
from the modulation by temperatureof the latitudinal pressure --_
variations due to orography;thesecond one is a purely dynamical -30 "-""'-..._ ,r_.. _ " "-
contribution due to geostrophic balance between the strongzonal _. fwinds andlatitudinalpressure gradients [1]. These dynamical and
orographic contributions appear to have comparable magnitudes -90 , ,, _,,,, .... b,,,
and are stronger in high latitudes where the dynamicaleffect be- 0 700 200 300 400 S00 600
comes predominant. At 75°S, for instance, the dynamicalcompo- SOIS
nentcontributestoa25%temporalvariationofthesurfacepressure
over the course of the year, about the same magnitude as the Fig.2. Thetirneevolutionofthemeanlatitudeofthepolarcapboundariesas
variations due to the condensation-sublimationcycle. The two simulatedbytheLMDGCManddeduced,duringcaprecession,fromViking
effects tend to reinforce each other in midiatitude and counteract crbi_ imaging.
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condensationduringthecapformation.Thismay:expl_ thevery _'..... _'Theamountofdustactivityin theaorth_mhemisphereisclearly
10wvalueof the"bestfit"emissivityof thenortherncap,whichhas veryrelevanttotheroleof atmospherictransportin thedustcycle.
beamobservedtobepreferentiallycoveredbypolarhaze.The low Theclassicglobalstormsthatoccurduringspringin the southern
emissivitywill accountfor the _appingof thermalradiationby hemisphereare observedto transportdust from sourcesin the
cloudsduringtheformationphase.However,thisvalueofemissiv- southernhemisphereto sinksor temporarydepositoriesin the
ity is too low for therecessionphaseduringwhichnoatmospheric north.Thequestionof whetheratmosphericWansportcanclosethe
condensationoccursandwouldproducetoofastarecessionof the dustcycle,Le.,returnthedustto thesouthernhemispheresources
, cap.This is compensatedby ahighvalueof the"bestfit" albedo on sometimescale,is clearlyrelevantto thesolutionof thepuzzle
(whichhasa largerimpactduringthe recessionthan duringthe of howtheduststormcycleis modulated,i.e., whystormsoccurin
formationphasesincecondensationessentiallyoccursin thepolar someyearsbutnotinothers.
night),whichdecreasestherecessionratebyreducingthepartofthe Therearedatathatsuggestthatthespring/earlysummerseason
incomingsolarradiationabsorbedbythe ice. in thenorthernhemisphereof Marsduringthe year followingthe
It mustbenotedthat thedustamounthasbeenkeptatits clear- major1977stormsobservedby Vikingwasverydusty.A number
sky value"re-,,= 0.2, whereasatmosphericdustcontentwas ob- of observationsof the vicinity of the recedingnorthpolar cap
servedto stronglyincreaseduringnorthernwinter,evenduringthe showedclearevidenceofsubstantialdustactivityin thesubarctic
clearyearsof theVikingmission.Thisstrongsimplificationcould region.
be relaxedin thefuture,eitherbyspecifyingthe dustatmospheric Althoughsomeofthe activitywaslesswellorganizedandless
contentas a functionof timeand space(forinstancebyusingthe extensivethanwhatwasobservednearthesouthcapdtwingspring,
resultsof theIRTMexperimentaboardViking[5] orresultstom at leastonesetof observationsdefinea regionalduststormevent
futuremartianmissions),orbymodelingtheatmospherictransport, that,if merelyan exampleof dust stormsin the northernhemi-
whichhas notbeendonein theL2dDGCMuntilnow. sphere,couldplaya crucialrolein closingthedustcycle.Though
AsfarastheatmosphereisconcernecLanimpoRantscientificby-theobservationshavebeenpreviouslyreported[2], theirpossible
productof futuremissionswouldbean accurateestimationof the significancerelativetothequestionof atmosphericdusttransport
atmosphericmass budget.The evaluationof the meteorological justifiesareviewinthisworksbop.Observationsonthreeconsecu-
€ontxibutiontothetemporalandspatialpressurevariationswillalso tireorbitsofVikingOrbiter2atLs= 65areconsistentwithasingle
beveryusefulsinceitcontainsindirectbutaccurateinformationon stormmovingtothesouth-southeast(progradeandequatorward)at
the near-surfacewinds andmay help to validatethecirculation anaveragespeedof6ms-l.Thestormisobservedinthcregionto
models.FinaUy,the spatialresultsof furoremartianmissionswill thenorthofOlympusMonsandAlbaPaterabetween60° and75°
be fully exploitedonly if they are usedin conjunctionwith an latitudeandbetween150°and 110° longitude.
adequatedescriptionof the physicallawsof theatmosphere,as Unfortunatelytherewasnocolorcoverageof thisevent,sono
providedby an atmosphericgeneralcirculationmodel.This is definitlveconclusionsoncompositioncanbereached.Thedesigna-
eurrentlydoneforweatherforecastingusingdataasslmilatioumeth- tionof this stormas a duststormis basedon its verylowcontrast
ods.ForMars,sinceweareconcernedwithaposteriorianalysis,the withthesurfaceandwiththemorphology,whichis similartoother
problemofthe computationalcostoftheassimilationtechniquesis duststormsobservedon theplanet.The duststormis notmono-
muchlesserucialthanforoperationalforecastiagandsomepower- lithic;rather,the stormis composedof manydiscretebillows
fulmethodssuchasvariationalassimilation[6]mayeasilybeused. similarinstructuretothoseobservedwithinthe1977aglobalstorm
ThedevelopmentofthosemethodsforMarsispresentlyunderstudy observedbyViking.
atLIVID[7]. Theleadingedgeof thestormis def'medby'averysharpfloat,
References: [1] HourdinF. et al. (1993)./. Atmos.$ci., in andthetrailingedgewas alsoweildefined.Sincethecoverageon
press.[2]HourdlnF.(1992).lGR,97,18319-18335.[3]WoodS.E. anysingle0rbitof thespacecraftwasinsufficienttoimagetheentire
andPalge D. A. (1992) Icarus,99, 1-14. [4] PollackL B. et al. leadingorWailingedgesof the storm,only a lower limiton the
(1993)JGR, 98, 3149-3141. [5] MartinT.Z. (1986)Icarus,66, dimensiontransverseto themotioncan bemade; the largestob-
2-21.[6]TalagrandO.(1992)InEnergyandWeatherCyclesinthe serveddimensionis roughiy500kin,butthegeographicaldistribu-
ClimateSystem(A_RaschkeandD. Jacob,eds.),187-213,NATO tioaof thethreeimagessuggestsa considerablylargerextent.The
AdvancedStudyInstitute.[7]TalagrandO. andHourdinF. (1990) dustismorenarrowlyconfinedtoa strip350kmwideparallelto the
InternationalSymposiumOnAssimilationof ObservationsinMe- directionof motionwithastrongsuggestionofexpansionbetween
teorology and Oceanography,578-580, WorldMeteorological theearliestandlatestviews.
Organization. Withonlyoneexamplein theclass,thefrequencyof thissortof
• northernregionalduststormisclearlyundetermined.Similarly,the
questionof whetherthese areannumeventsor whetherthey'take
NORTHERNHEMISPHEREDUST STORMSON MARS. placeonlyinyearsfollowingglobalstormsis completelyopen.It is
P. B. James,Universityof Toledo,ToledoOH43606,USA. : hopedthatthesynopticmonitoringprovidedby theMOCexperi-
- mentwill be abletoanswerthe fast question,thoughtheanswer
DuststormsinthenorthernhemisphereofMarsappeartobeless willstil/beconfmedtoonlyasingleyearwithitsownuniquedust
commonthanthe morefamiliarsouthernhemispherestorms,and history.
essentiallyno activitynorthof about30° latitudehas beendocu- References: [1]MartinL.J.andZurekR.W. (1993).IGR,98,
mented[1].Thedataare,however,subjecttoanobservationalbias 3221-3247.[2] JamesP.B. (1985)RecentAdvancesinPlanetary
becauseMars is near aphelionduringoppositions,whichoccur Meteorology,Cambridge,85-100.
duringthemostlikelyseasonsfordustactivityin the north.
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THE INFLUENCE OF OROGRAPHY on THE TRANS- _°_"t]lll_,/_,_"/g_'_?'q'_"_<_,[,rft'" .... ,7"i_"-'?rg_
PORT OFATMOSPHERICCONSTITUENTS. M.M.Joshi, , _..f"_._ _ . / _ _ _,_I_ _,_" ' " ! " _.... ,' '
S. R. Lewis, andP. L. Read, Atmospheric, Oceanic and Planetary _/_ [_g\ .,L,__W \ .,,//m_7_v' '(7_X!'_/,'_"/_'/_'"l(_'Z''_'}v#<i\\\\L/_,Physics, Clarendon Laboratory, Parks Road, OxfordOX13PU, UK. [ .SJTFW(@_"."_"_"_'<"_"J"""_""" _V" ?*'_'_\_' '/_"s d'''
Given the fact that martian orography varies over arange of two I/ r \ i ' / / -'- / ' _'\ '_/III IUI,...,,,DI. I.Y.../.Y:.. .';
scaleheights(of.,aboutonescaleheightonEarth),itistboughtthat _._fI!III_'_L_ '/ 1 "/'Ti'Y' 1'\ '_'XA'_"_" /]
,, . 1.......,,................... ,,,
onMarssomeaspectsofth circulationshouldbeaffec edtoalarge 7,'i /
- t 7 " -\_J / \ \_1
cal modelsarepresentedthat illustrate the effectof orographyon .,0._,,._ __.,_r_}..'_.t!.. .... /-_.,, ;;,., _,.-,
cross-equatorialtransportonMars.
OnEarth,westernboundarycurrentsarefoundnotonlyin the
oceansas onewouldexpect, butalsointhetroposphere,themost Fig.1.Longitude/latitudeplotorvelocityvectorssuperimposedoaorography
notable example being the East African Jet, which hasan important contours(intervalkm):(U/b)mscaleisshownatbottom,right.
effect on the monsoon circulation of the Eastern Indian Ocean [1].
Two models were used for this investigation: a simple GCM
(hereafterreferred to asthe SGCM) andasimpleone-levelbarotropic ................. _............ ..,,_....):,_,
model (BM). The SGCM, originally developed by Hoskins and
Simmons [2], solves the hydrostatic primitive equations on asphere
by representing model variables by spherical harmonies in the
horizontal, with nonlinear terms being calculated in grid-point
space. In the vertical, the model uses the o coordinate system in .,® _......,Oo......) ,00
finite-difference form. The model represents the radiative processes
in the atmosphere by a Newtonian relaxation to a specified zonal .................. _............ ..,,.....)....
mean temperature state, and surface drag byRayleigh friction in the
lowest model level.
BMis anonlinearspectral barotropic model [3],whichsolves the i
barotropic vorticity equation on the sphere
- lao _nRttudO(D_rell) IOa
D_/Dt = -fV • V (h/H) + (_- O/'t (1) Fig.2. Comparisonsofcross-equatorialmasstransportforSGCMmodelrtms
at T21andT42.
represents a specified zonal mean absolute vorticity state to
which the model is relaxed over a timescale "t.h is the height of the
orography andH isa scale height. Themain advantage of this model While BM can show regions where the effect of orography is
is that many runs can be carried out relatively quickly andruns can likely to be important, the SGCM is needed to show directly how
alsobe carried out atspatialresolutions, which would be impractical orography affects mass transport as it is only in the SGCM that the
with the SGCM. mountains actexplicitly as boundaries andnotj ust as large vorticity
Nonlinear barotropic boundary current theory states that, in the forcing regions. Initial results compare favorably with the BM and
steady state, the width of an inertial (i.e., where friction is negli- do tend to show the presence of western boundary currents.
gible) boundary current will be given by (U/[])ln. It is to be noted, Initial SCJCMresults also suggest that runs at model resolution
however, that while the width of the jet is given by (U/13)ln,the "I"21give slightly lessintense western boundary jets whencompared
width of the core of the jet, where most of the mass is transported, toruns doneat T42, as shown inFig. 2. T21 runs, therefore,may not
is much less than this [1] and so higher model resolution, as well as sufficiently resolve these boundary currents and hence not ade-
significantly changing the character of the orography that controls quately model cross-equatorial mass transport.
the jet, may actually be needed to resolve the core of the jet. Thepresence of these boundary currents in the tropics will have
As an initial experiment, BM is initialized with arestoration _0 important implications for mass transport in the lower branch of the
corresponding to a constant small zonal velocity representative of Hadley Cell on Mars, and, as this cell plays such an important role
that near the surface. The steady-state velocity vectors, overlaid on in the martian circulation, on the cross-equatorial transport of
anorography contourplot, areshown inFig. 1. Therunis earriedout atmospheric constituents such as dust and water vapor, it is impor-
at resolution T21, equivalent to a grid-point spacing of about 6°. It tant to model them as accurately as possible.
can be seen that there is a tendency for the cross-equatorial flow to References: [1] Anderson D. L. T. (1980) Orographically
form into awestern boundarycurrent, especially at about90°W, i.e., Controlled Cross-Equatorial Flow, G.A.R.P. Publications Series,
at the eastern edge of the Tharsis plateau. The width of this current 23, 317-355. [2] Hoskins B. J. and Simmons A. J. (1975) Q. J. R.
is approximately (U/13)_n. The effect of model resolution on this Met. Soc., 101, 637-655. [3] James I. N. (1988) Q. J. R. Met. Soc.,
result can be tested byrepeating thisexperiment at T42 or evenT63. 114, 619-637.
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TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL MAPPING OF SURFACE DYNAMICS OFT HE ATMOSPHERE OF MARS: REVIEW
ALBEDO AND ATMOSPHERIC DUST_'OP_(_I;I'y ON :OF SOME OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS. C.B. Leovy,
MARS. S.W. Lee_, R. T. Clancy_, and G. R. Gladstone2, Departmentof Atmospheric Sciences, Universityof Washington,
_Laboratoryfor Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of SeattleWA 98195, USA.
• Colorado, BoulderCO80309, USA,2SouthwestResearchInstitute,
P.O. Drawer28510, 6220 Culebra,San AntonioTX 78228, USA. Theoreticalandmodeling studiesbasedon fragmentarydataare
responsible for ourcurrentlevel of understandingof the dynamics
• The Mariner9 and Vikingmissions providedabundantevidence of Mars' atmosphere at the planetary Scale. Largely because the
that eolian processes are active over much of the surfaceof Mars boundary conditions and governing parametersare Suchthat the
[1,2]. Past studies have demonstrated that variations in regional large-scale circulationregime is similarto that of Earth, ithas been
albedo and wind-streakpatterns areindicativeof sediment transport possible to derive a remarkable amount of information from a
througha region [3,4], while thermal inertiadata [derived from the relatively small number of observations [I]. Nevertheless, the level
Viking InfraredThermal Mapper (IRTM) dataset]are indicative of of detail available from theoreticaland modeling studiesfar exceeds
the degree of surfacemantlingby dustdeposits [5-9]. The visual and the validation capability of existing data. Global observations from
thermal data are therefore diagnostic of whether net erosion or Mars Observer instrumentsare expected to go far to remedy this
deposition of dust-stormfallout is taking placecurrentlyandwhether mismatch. This review will present and examine several outstand-
suchprocesses have beenactiveina regionover the longterm.These ingdynamicalquestions, whichMarsObservermeasurements should
previous investigations, however, have notattempted to correct for help to answer. These include: What are the temporal and three-
the effects of atmospheric dust loading on observations of the dimensional spatial distributions of thermal tides? What is the
martian surface, so quantitative studies of current sediment trans- distributionof momentum flux divergence due to internal gravity
port rates have included large errors due to uncertainty in the waves? Arenormal modes an important component of the general
magnitude of this "atmosphericcomponent" of the observations. Circulation?If so, how do theyvary with season? Do normal modes
We have developed a radiative transfer model that allows the contributeto the initiationof planetary-scaledust storms?What are
atmospheric dust opacity to be determined from IRTM thermal the details of the global circulation response to large and rapid
observations. Correctionsfor theeffects of atmosphericdust loading injections of dust? Current understanding of these problems, the
on observations of surface albedo can also be modeled. This ap- potential role of Mars ObserverObservationsfor addressing them,
proach to determining "dust-correctedsurfacealbedo" incorporates andthe implications of answers forourunderstandingof the present
the atmosphericdustopacity, the single-scatteringalbedo and par- climate andpast climate regimes will be discussed.
ticle phase function of atmospheric dust, and the bidirectional References: [1] Zureket al. (1992) inMars(I-LKiefferetal.,
reflectance of the surface, and accounts for variablelighting and eds.), 835-933, Univ. of Arizona.
viewing geometry.The most recentdust particleproperties[I0,I I]
are used. The spatialand temporalvariabilityof atmosphericopac-
ity ('0 strongly influences the radiative transfermodeling results. MODELING AND DATA ASSIMILATION FOR MARS
This approachallows "€to be determinedat the highest spatial and OBSERVER. S.R. Lewis andP. L. Read, Atmospheric, Oceanic
temporalresolution supportedby the IRTM mapping data; maps of andPlanetaryPhysics, DepartmentofPhysics, UniversityofOxford,
"dust-corrected surface albedo" and atmospheric opacity can be Parks Road, Oxford OXI 3PU, UK.
constructedatavarietyof times forselected regions.Information on
the spatial and temporalvariability of surface albedo and atmos- The Mars Observer mission will return a substantial set of
pheric opacity, and inferences of the amount of dust deposition/ meteorological data for the atmosphere of Mars,principally in the
erosion related to such variability, result, form of thermal infraredsoundings from the Press_'e Modulator
Analyses of IRTM mapping observations of the Syrtis Major InfraredRadiometer (PMIRR). The datasetwill enable global stud-
region, covering a time span of more than a martian year, will be ies of a range of dynamical and physical phenomena in the martian
presented, atmosphere. The polar orbital configuration of Mars Observer,
References: ill VeverkaJ. etal. (1977)JGR, 82, 4167-4187. however, means that the coverageof the martian atmosphere and
[2] Thomas P. et al. (198l) Icarus, 45, 124-153. [3] Lee S. W. et al. surfaceby remote sounding instrumentswill be asynchronous. This
(1982) JGR, 87, 10025-I0042. [4] Lee S. W. (1986) Symposium on leads to difficulties of interpretation when studying synoptic-scale
Mars: Evolution of its Climate and Atmosphere (V. Baker et al., phenomenawithtimescalesofafewdays.lnanattempttoovercome
eds.), LPI Tech. Rpt. 87-01, 71-72. [5] Kieffer H. H. et al. (1977) such problems we propose to use data assimilation techniques, as
• JGR, 82, 4249--4295.[6] ChristensenP. R. (1982) JGR, 87, 9985- currentlyemployedforoperational weatherforecastingon theEarth,
9998. [7] Christensen P. R. (1986) JGR, 91, 3533-3545. inconjunctionwith a MartianGeneralCirculationModel (MGCM)
[8] Clu'istensenP. R. (1986)Icarus, 68, 217-238. [9]JakoskyB.M. that is underdevelopmentat Oxfordand Reading Universities.An
• (1986)Icarus,66, l17-124.[10]ClancyR.T.andLeeS.W.(1991) overview ofthe model andassimilation scheme will be given, with
Icarus, 93, 135-158. [11] Clancy R. T. et al., this volume, reference to problemsencounteredso far in applyingsuchmethods
to remote-sensingobservations of the martian atmosphere.
• The MGCM is based on a semispectral primitive equations
model [1], which covers the surface to 80 km altitude,using about
20 o levels in the vertical, and with a triangular spectraltruncation
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atwavenumber42 in thehorizontal,equivalento a gridspacing _:_
of 2.8° in latitudeand longitude.The resolutionis chosento be Advance model by one timestep, At V
somewhatgreaterthanthatnecessarytoresolvethe smallestfea-
turespotentiallyvisible in the PMIRRdata in orderto model [ __
realisticallythe effectsof topography,etc. The martiansurfaceis tAnalyse surface pressure, p (PMIRR,radio ?)_ -
representedusingtheU.S.GeologicalSurveyDigitalTopographic
Map(DTM).Someexperimcntswithasimpleformofthemodelare _ BalanceApby hydrostaticAT
describedinacompanionsubmission(Joshietal.).Parameteriza- _Balanceap,AT b__eostrophicAv _ "tionschemesforpoorlyunderstoodproce sesarekeptsimplewh= -
everpossible.New schemesfortheMG-CMareunderdevelopment
incollaborationwithasmallgroupatReadingUniversity.These I[ Analysetemperaturefield,T (PMIRR) [includeaboundarylayerscheme,adryconvectionscheme,adiffu- I
sivesoilmodel,andaschemefororographicgravitywavedrag.Tbe _ BalanceATb>,_eostTophicAv )radiationschemewill initiallybe based on that developedat t
LaboratoiredeM_t_orologieDynamique,Paris[2],withthepossi-
bilityoffurtherrefmementtoincludetheeffectsofnonlocaithermo- Analysedust,water(PMIRR)
dynamicequilibriumin theupperatmosphereincollaborationwith
colleaguesat GranadaUniversity.
amodifiedformofthc I " Analyse surface information (PMIRR)Dataassimilationwillbeconductedusing
AnalysisCorrectionSchemethatis incurrentoperationaluseatthe ' I w
U.K.MeteorologicalOffice[3].Thisschemeisanapproximationto [
theoptimumanalysis,whichinvolvesaformof successive-correc-
tion iterated betweeneach time step of the model. Continuous
(asynoptic)repeatedinsertionis conductedsequentially,assimilat- Fig.L Assimilationschemecyclewithmultivariatebalancing/nczements.
ingeachmeasurementat thetimeandplaceitis validwithoutprior
interpolation.Observationalincrementstothemodelarespreadin lionmeasurementsmayalsobeusedtoderivemoreaccuratesurface
timeandspacebyempiricallydeterminedfunctionswithscalesthat pressuresatafewlocationspersol athighlatitudes;thesemeasure-
dependon the differencebetweenthe currentmodeltimeand the mentswillalsobe assimilatedif available.
timeatwhich thedata arevalid.Observationstypicallyenterthe Trialsof theschemearecurrentlybeingconductedusing syn-
modelfivehoursbeforetheybecomevalidwithalowweightand theticdatageneratedfromparallelmodelruns.Infutureitwill be
withtheir influence spreadover large horizontalscales.As an importanttotesttheassimilationschemewithartificialdatagener-
observation'svalidtimeapproaches,its weightincreasesand the atedby a differentmodelin orderto avoid the "identicaltwin"
scaleitaffectsbecomessmaller.Finally,anobservationisdiscarded problem.OncetheMarsObserverspacecraftis in itsmappingorbit
aboutonehourafterthemodelhaspassedits validtime.Theweight andverifiedretrievalsofPMIRRdatarcroutinelyavailable(around
ofeachobservationis scaledbytherelativemagnitudesofobserva- early1994)theassimilationschemeandmodelmayberuninbatch
tibnalandforecastmodelerror.Withineachcycleof theassimila- mode,processingaboutoneweek'sdatain a dayon a dedicated
tionschemeeachmodelvariableis anaiyzedsequentiallyfollowed workstation.TypicaloutputfromtheassimilationwiUconsistof
by the derivationof multivariateincrementfieldsfordynamical fieldsas representedin themodel(velocity,temperature,andsur-
balancein orderto avoidlosing muchof thenewly introduced facepressure)storedatregularintervalsfromwhichderivedquan-
information.Forexample,followingtheanalysisofthetemperature titiesanddiagnostics(potentialvorticity,energybudgets,transport
fieldfromPMIRRsoundings,the thermalwindequationwill be ofbeat,momentumandmaterialtracers,Eliassen-Pahnfluxes,etc.)
usedtoderivevelocityincrementsinbalancewith thetemperature maybe calculatedand whichmaybe used,forexample,as initial
increments(Fig. 1). statesforfurtherindependentmodelstudies.
The AnalysisCorrectionSchemehas been foundto produce Majorscientificobjectivesto beaddressed m'ingthecourseof
improvedanalysesin theSouthernHemisphereonEarthcompared themissionwill include(1) determinationof therole of transient
to thepreviousOptimumInterpolationschemein useatthe U.K. barocfinicwavesinheatandmomentumtransportonMars,(2) the
MeteorologicalOffice,primarilybecauseobservationalincrements factorsinfluencingtheirspatialandtemporalregularity,and(3) the
arespreadoverlargerareas.InthecaseofMars,however,therewill influenceofsurfaceorographyonmasstransportandofothermajor
be no surfaceobservationsandthe use of satellitetemperature meteorologicalvariablesandtracers(seealso thecompanioncon-
soundingsalonemayintroduceparticularproblems.Surfacepres- tributionbyJoshietal.).Itis alsohopedtomakeuseof thezonally ":
summeasurementsarestrictlyrequiredfordirectinformationaboutaveragedassimilatedtransportfieldsinconjunctionwithretrieved
thebarotropicomponentof thecirculation,andforverificationof fieldsof watervaporfromPMIRRin studiesof thesynopticand
themassof themodelatmosphere,whichotherwisewilldependon seasonaltransportof waterduringtheMarsObserverperiod.
thehighlyuncertainparameterizationsof atmosphericCO2conden- References: [1]HoskinsB.J. andSimmonsA. J. (1975)Q.J.
sationandsublimationinpolarregions.Estimatesof surfacepres- R. Met. $oc., 101, 637-655. [2] Hourdin F. (1992) .IGR, 97,
summayberetrievedfi'omPMIRRnadirobservationsandwillbe 18319-18335.[3]LorencA.C.etal.(1991)Q.J.R.Met.Soc.,117,
usedbythe assimilationschemewheneverpossible.Radioocculta- $9-89.
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MARS OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE Tounderstandthetrausportoftracersinthemartianatmosphere,
(MOES) BA POST-MARS OBSERVER DISCOVERY __andpartlcularlytoidentify theirsources andsinks,itis necessaryto
MISSION. S.S. Limaye, University of Wisconsin-Madison, havesystematicglobal, synopticobservations that have yet to be
Madison W153706, USA, and theMOES Team. attained.Clearly these requirementsarenot easy to achieve froma
' single spacecraftin orbit, but if we focus on specific regions of the
The studyof the generalcirculation of planetaryatmospheresin planet, e.g., polar vs. low and mid latitudes, then it is possible to
termsof the constituent atmospherictransportprocesseshasbeen a attaina nearly ideal coverage at a reasonable spatialand temporal
• subjoctjustbeyondourreachformostplanets, despitethenumerous resolutionwith a syst_'mof just two satellites. Mars Observer is
spacecraftmissions. The primaryreasonhas been the lack of ad- aboutto yield good coverage of the polar latitudes,so we focus
equatesystematic spatialandtemporalobservations.We do notyet initiallyon theregion notcovered wellin termsof diurnalcoverage,
haveanysystematicobservationsofimportantmartianatmospheric and in termsof desired observations.These observationswill pro-
phenomena such as regional and global dust stormevolution and videtheinitialdataforthenumericalmodelsofthemartianweather
decay stages, planetary-scalewaves, and cloudsystems. Yet such andclimatethatcanbeverifiedoulywithbettertemporalandspatial
systems are key components of the processes invoked to explain data.
majorfeatures in the evolution of the martianenvironmentsuch as To begin with, we desireobservations of Mars and its atmos-
the polar layered ten'am and regional albedo changes. Mars Ob- phereataapatialresoludonofabout3-5kmforvisibleand_
server (MO) presents the firstreal oppommity of making global imaging(for nighttimecoverage) sothattheevolutioneyclesofthe
atmospheric and surface observations, but its Sun-synchronous duststorms and cloud systems on different scales can be observed
polarorbit limits the temporaland globalcoverageand resolution, bothduringthe dayand nighLInaddition,we desirevertiealprofiles
Observations±60° latitudesare limitedto within aboutan hour of of temperature, water vapor, and dust globally, but at a lower
2:00a.m.and2:00p.m:localtimethroughoutthemissionlife.Thus horizontalresolution, somewhere between 30 and 75 kin, cor_-
while the diurnaltidal amplitud_ wiUbe weUdetermined(supple- spondingto agridpointresolutionbetween 1oand2.50 comparable
mentedby modeling), theprecisephase relationshipsof the diurnal to theresolutionof thenumericalmodeis. FortheEarthatmospheric
components and the amplitudesandphases of thesemidinmaltides weather models the initial state is determined fi'om the global
undotherhigher-frequeney waves and the associatedastmospehric networkof surface and upper stations and augmented with the
transportswill not be sampled. At polarlatitudesthehigh-inclina- satelliteobservationsof winds(clouddrift)and vezticaltemperature
lion orbitprovides substantialoverlapso that thepolar processes prof'desatasynoptictimes. OnMars,lackingasynopticobservation
willindeedbo wellobservedinlocaltimeoverthemissionduration, networkof stations, all the data need to be determinedfrom the
but their connection, to the lower latitudes will remain largely satellite observations, which are difficult to attain at the same
unknown, observation time at all locations, which necessitates the use of
Lacking an infraredimaging system, MO can sample only a assimilation of these observations in the"numerical model. The
fraction of the martian globe with nighttime observationsof the minimum temporalresolution of these observations necessaryto
atmosphericphenomena from theinfraredchannelsof the Pressure resolve the diurnaland thesemidiurnalcomponents adequatelyis
ModulatedInfraredRadiometer (PMIRR) and theThermal Emis- aboutthreehours(oneeighth of the martianday, sol). If these areto
sionSpectrometer(TES).These willsupplementthedaytimeglobal be obtained froma satellite in a low-altitudeorbitas opposedto an
synoptic and high-resolution local visible images fi'omthe Mars aerosynchronoussatellite, the temt_oralresolution in essence de-
ObserverCamera(MOC). Similarly, theinvestigationof theglobal fines a maximum allowable altitude on the orbit of the single
watervaportransportisalsolimi_d duetoobservationalandorbital satellite.The altitudeof the orbitalso det_mines howmuch of the
constraints. Mars Observer is more capableof yielding seasonal planet one is able to observe for differentorbit inclinations.
cycles of themartianatmospherethan the shorter*toe-inatmosph_ic TheMOESmission concept design is basedupon these consid-
and surfacephenomena that occur on a timescaleof minutesand erationsandthepayloadischosentomeettheobservationalreqnire.
hourstodays.ThesedeficienciesareaddressedbyanewDiscovery, ments. With its emphasis on short-term'weather and time-of-day
class mission that is currentlybeing investigated, variations,MOEScomplements MarsObserver andMars'94 mis-
MarsOperational EnvironmentalSateUite(MOES)is aDiscov- sions, which are optimal for seasonal-scale _,'ariations.A single
€17conceptmission thatis designed toobservetheglobalshort-term MOES spacecraftdeployed in a retrogradelow-inclination(155°),
weatherphenomena on Mars ina systematic fashion.Even afterthe 216-minute orbitwill yield observationsofMarssurfaceandatmos.
Mariner, Viking, and, soon, Mars Observermissions, crucial as- phere within ±75° latitudes up to 8 times per martian day. To
pects of themartianatmospherewillremain unobservedsystemati- observe thepolarlatitudes atthe same timewillrequire an addition-
, cally. Achieving a better understandingof the cycles of dust,water al spacecraftin apolarorbit that can be Sun-synchronous. Launch
vapor,and ices onMarsrequiresdetailedinformationaboutatmos- is on aDelta I17925 andcan takeplace in any of theMarswinclows
pheric transportsof those quantities associated with the weather thatrecur. Orbit insertionat Marsis relatively easy due to the low
systems, particularly those arisingin midlatitudes duringfall and inclinationof the orbit, and no plane changes are required suchas
• winter.Italsorequiresaquantitativeunderstandingoftheprocesses for MO. Tbe candidate spacecraft is three-axis stabilized and is
responsible for the onset andevolution of dust stormson all scales, nadirorientedto provide the instrumentcove_ge.
Wbereas OnEarththe systemof geosynchronousand polarorbiting TheMOES primarysciencepayload consistsoftwoinstruments,
satellitesprovidescontinuouscoverageof the weather systems, on MarsImaging Radiometer(MIR), a multispectral imaging system
Mars the time history of important events such as regional and (five channels), and Microwave Atmospheric Sounder (MAS), aglobal dust stormsremainsunobserved.
multispectmlmicrowavesounder todeterminethe verticalprofiles
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of temperature and water vapor by passive sounding. Both are enabledetermination of the atmospherictransportsby the martian
identicaltwinsof currentEarthsatellitecounterpartswiththe generalcirculation,enablebettercharacterizationf themartian
exceptionof the filter set. There aretwo'instrumentsthatcurrently surfacepropertiesthrough infrared and visible observations, and
providethecapabilitythatMIRisrequiredtohave:theAVHRR providecrucialdatafortheinitializationandVerificationfmartian
beingflownontheNOAApolarorbitingsateUitesandtheVIRSon weatherand cRmate models. This the scientific return is comple-
TRMM(tobelaunchedin1996).ForMarsimagingappficationswe mentarytotheothermissioustoMarsofthepastandthosecurrently
desire two visible (0.45 and 0.59 tun) and three infrared wave- underway.By u_g existing Earthapplications instrumentsfor
lengths(6.9,7.7,and9.3pm).Theinfraredchannelsarechosenfor martianapplication,substantial cost savingsare expectedto be --
optimalcoverageofthesurface,watervapor,andatmosphericdust. realized.
TheMicrowaveAtmosphericSounderlssimilartothe183-GHz Acknowledgments: The MOES team currently consists of
watervaporsounding instnunentSSM/r2 currentlyin operationon D.O. Muhleman (PI, MAS), A. Ingersoll (California Insitute of
theDMSPsatellitesandalsohasaseparaterecciver(230.5GHzCO Technology), D. McCleese, R. Kahn, and R. W; Zurek (JPL), M.
line) for deducing the martian atmospheric temperatureprofiles. Alfisnn(NASAGoddardInstitut¢ forSpace Studies), D.Paige(U.
UseoftheCOchannelfordeterminingthennalstructureissuperior of California, Los Angeles), R. Haberle ('NASAAmes Research
to the use of passive infrared techniques as it is unaffected by Center),R. T. Clancy(U. of Colorado,Boulder), H.Reve_comb,L.
atmosphericdust and water vapor.The usefulness of the 183-GHz Sromovsky,S. Ackerman, and C. Hayden (U. of Wiscnnsin-Madi-
watervaporlinetodeterminetheatmosphericwatervaporcontent son).VIRS,oneofthecandidatesforMIRisbeingbuiltbySanta
on Mars has already been demonstratedby [1] from Earth-based BarbaraResearchCenter(S. Silverman) for NASA's TRMMmis-
observations using the VLA. A combined analysis of the infrared sion to be launched in 1996, while the AVHRR on NOAA polar
radiances and the temperature and moisture profiles will yield satellites arebuilt by 1TF (Ft. Wayne, Indiana). Millitech (South
estimatesof the dust content. Theprimarypayloadis thus capable Deerfield,MA)will build theMAS. Spacecraftdesignsupporthas
of satisfyingthe observational requirements, beenprovidedbyTRW(C.Lillie)while mission designsupporthas
The visible and infrared imaging provides coverageof all mar- been provided by S. Weinstein (JPL).
tian latitudes within ±75 ° up to eight times per sol by cross-track References: [1] Clancy et al. (1993) Icarus, 100, 48-59.
scanning with a nadir resolution of 4 x 4 lan. Spatial coverage of
temperature and moisture profiles is also obtained by cross-track
scanning, butat a lower resolution of about40 x 40 fan at nadir. A STUDY OF CLOUD MOTIONS ON MARS, IL"SOME
Additionally,MOES is occulted as seen from Earthon everyorbit EXAMPLES OF OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSES SINCE
due to its low inclination, and provides independent estimatesof 1989. L J. Martin, Lowen Observatory, Flagstaff AZ 86001,
high-vertical-resolutiontemperatureprofiles of the martianatmos- USA.
•pherethat will be used for calibrating themicrowave temperature
profiles and dust abundance. The purposeof this paper is to remindeveryone of the varied
•Finally,thenominalorbitchosenforthismissionwillplace databaseoncloudmotionsthatdoesexistbuthasofteubeenunder-
MOES insightofallthesurfacestations(within±75°)plannedto usedindynamicalstudies.Somestrikingexamplesofthesecloud
bedeployedbyMESURandMARSNETforasmuchas40minper motionswillbedescribed.Asthetitleimpfies,anearlierstudywas
orbit,ormorethan5hrpermartianday,llowingampleopportunitymadebytheauthor,withW. A.Baura,toanalyzeobservationsf
tocollectthedatausingitsomnidirectionala tennasforelaytothe martiancloudmotions[1].Thatresearchwas supportedby the
DSN usingtheHighGainAntenna.Forcoverageofthepolar Marinermissionsinthelate1960sunderacontractwiththeJet
latitudesandalsotoreceivethedatafromthepolarsurfacestations,PropulsionLaboratory.Comparedtodatacquiredsincethatstudy,
asecondMOES spacecraftinapolarorbitisrequiredandthetwo thedatausedwereweakandtheconciusionswerelhnited.Thiswas
togetherwouldprovidecompletecoverageoftheplanet.Thus primarilybecausetheonlyobservationsavailablew resparseand
MOES mission(s)complement(s)notonlythepresentlyplanned noncontiguous.Thatprojectwas completedin1969;duringthat
Marsorbitingmissionsintermsofscience,butwillalsoprovidea sameyear,LowellObservatory,withNASA support,initiateda
globalcontextfortheMESUR observations,aswellasbecapable morecomprehensiveobservingprogramunderthedirectionf
ofprovidingarelayserviceforthesurfacen tworkdata. " W.A.Baura[2].ThisInternationalPl netaryPatrolProgramestab-
Themissionoperationsplanissimpleandessentiallyfixed:The fishedanetworkofobservingstationsaroundtheworldthatcould
twonadir-lookingstrumentsobservecontinuouslyandthedata providenearlycontinuousobservationsfMars throughouti s
arcstoredinonboardmemoryfortransmissiont theDeepSpace apparitions.Theprimaryobjectiveofthisnetworkwastoovercome
Network(DSN)utifizingasingle34-mstationpassperday.The thedifficultiesinattemptingtodocumentthemotionsofatmos-
HGA can supportdataratesfrom587-17.3kbpsusingthe phericactivityusingintermittentdata.Thenetworkaspectofthe
34-mDSN stationsforEarth-Marsangebetween0.45-2.62AU. PlanetaryPatroltaperedoffafteronlythreeMarsoppositions,but
We envisionroutinespacecraftoperationstobehandledbytheJet observationsfromthatperiodstillprovidethebestdataavailable,
Propulsion Laboratory(JPL)andthe science data to be processedat from any source,on martiancloud motions.
theUniversityof Wisconsin-Madisonandmadeavailablein real UsingthePlanetaryPatroldatafrom1969,thehourlymotionsof
time to thescientificcommunityasresources, the northpolarhoodcloudsweremappedforeachdayforaperiod
To summarize,MOES willyieldspatiallyandtemporallyre- ofseveralmonths[3].Duringthesameperiod,movementsofthe
solvedobservationsfatmosphericandsurfacetemperatures,and nonpolarcloudswerealsomappedhourly.Of greaterinterest,
verticalprofilesoftemperatureandwatervapor,aswellasesti-however,werethehourlycloudpositionsseeninthedeveloping
matesofdustabundanceatallongitudes.Theseobservationswill stagesofthegreatplanet-encirclingduststormsof1971[4]and
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1973[5].Mapsofthesemotionswerecompiledforthefirst20days thehalf-hourthatfollowed,thisclouddissipated,butmotionsofthe
of.eachofthesestorms.After20days.thesestormcloudsbeganto sunoundingcloudshadcontinued.Theirapparentmotionswere
mergeintocontinuousdensehazesontheseEarth-basedimages, radiallyoutwardfromthelocationofthemorediscrete(buthen
Thismadeit impracticalto continuedelineatingindividual clouds, gone)rille cloud.Theseimages also suggestmovementof whatmay
-- butbecauseofthoseearlystudies,themotionsofthe1971and1973 have been surfacematerial,within the same 1-hrinterval.
planet-encircling stormsarebetterdocumentedthan the motionsof A muchsmallercloudmotion wasseen on twoconsecutivehigh-
any other martian dust storms.Dailydiurnalexpansionsof these resolutionVikingframes. The movementof the cloudand its shad-
. stormsshowed themmovingfartherwest eachday,althoughappar- ow within the 4.5-s interval between frames is probablyanother
entlyretreatingto the eastbeforerotatinginto view each morning, unlqueobservationfortheVikingmission.Thiscioudalsomayhave
Duringtheseearlystagesof stormdevelopment,condensateclouds been an eruption[10]or a dust devil,althoughit was so small that
Coine-filterimages) wereoften seenin associationwith, butusually it couldnot have beenidentified on anybut the highest-resolution
separate from, the dust clouds (on red-filter images). Viking images.
The extent of transportof dust and condensates within these OtherexamplesofcloudmotionobservedbyVikingincludethe
cloud motions is not straightforward.Since itis unlikelythat dust diurnal "bore waves" over the Tharsis area [11,12],a local dust
particlesmovedatrotationspeeds,weassumethatthe dust clouds stormin the Chrysearea[13].and the much largerregionaldust
brightened diurnally by a mechanism that was triggered by solar storm between 60° and70°N that had been described as a moving
heatingor some typeof thermal tides. Therefore,observed cloud "cold front" [14].TheVikingorbiters recorded a largenumberof
motions are probablynot a measure of motions of materials that differenttypesofclouds,butonlyasmallpereentageofthemonthe
makeuptheclouds.Likewise,verticalmotionsofcloudparticlesamedayorconsecutivedays,givingusonlysporadicglimpsesof
cannotbemeasured,althought eyarereadilyapparentonthemore measurablemotion.However,thesedataonmovingcloudsprovide
detailedVikingimages.Becauseinitialcloudsofthe1973encir-graphicexamplesofthenatureofatmospherictransportnMars.
clingstormsprangupatdifferentlocationswithinafewhoursor References:[1]MartinL.J.andBaum W. A.(1969)Final
daysofeachother[5],andbecausethereisevidencefromseveralReportB,JPL Contract951547,LowellObservatory,Flagstaff,
datasetshathemartianatmospherebecamedustierp iortothe Arizona.[2]Baum W. A. etal.(1970)Icarus,]2,437-439.
firstplanet-encircling1977storm[6,7],itseemspossiblethathe [3]MartinL.J.andMcKinneyW. M.(1974)Icarus,23,380-387.
expansionofthesestormsfeedsupondustthatisalreadyinthe [4]MartinL.3.(1974)Icarus,22,175-188.[5]MartinL.3.(1976)
atmospherentherthaneitherhorizontalransporthecontinuonsIcarus,29,363-380.[6]MartinL.J.etal.(1991)InLPITecI_Rpt.
upliftingofdustfromthesurfaceasthestormadvances.Horizontal92-02,99-100.[7]MartinT.Z.andRichardsonM.I.(1991)InLPI
WansportinitselfprobablyrequirestoomuchspeedandtoomuchTech.Rpt.92-O2,101-102.[8]MartinL.J.and7_an_kR.W. (1993).
dust.ContinuousupliftingrequiresapathofcontinuoussurfaceJGR,98,3221-3246.[9]MarfinL.J.andBaumW.A.(1978)Bu//.
locationsthatarebothsourcesofdustandconducivetoitsuplift.Am.Astron.Soc.,JO,551.[10]MartinL.J.(1981)Thirdlnterna.
Fu1"thermore,giventhespecialcircumstancesthatarerequiredto tionalColloquiumon Mars, LPI Contribution441,145.
initiateastorm(basedupontheirinfrequency[8]),itseemsunlikely[11]H t G. E. et al.(1980)Nature,286, 352-364.
thattheYcouldforminitialcloudsatwidelYSeparatedlocations(as[12]Kah R. and GieraschP. (1982)JGR, 87, 867-880.
in1973)withoutsomecommonconditions.S ncesurfaceconditions[13]JamesP.B.andEvansN.(1981)GRI_,8,903-906.[14]James
do not appear to besimilar, it seems possible that the atmosphere's P.B. (1983) In Recent Advances in Planetary Meteorology (G. E.
increasing dust load might be. The similarityof the 1973 storm, Hunt, ed.), 85-99, Cambridge.
observedfrom Earth,and the early1977storm,observedby Viking
[9],allowedustomergethedatafromsourceswithvastlydifferent
scalestoprovideamorecomprehensiveanalysisofthesevents. EVIDENCE FOR DUST TRANSPORT IN VIKING IR
•TheVikingdataincludeseveralotherexamplesofcioudmotion,THERMAL MAPPER OPACITY DATA. T.Z.Martin,Jet
includingafewcaseswhereimagingofthesamecloudwasrepeatedPropulsionLaboratory,CaliforniaInstituteofTechnology,Pasadena
duringthesameorbitprovidinghourlymeasuresofmotion.MostofCA 91109,USA.
thesecloudeventshavebeenanalyzedindividually,butacompre- :
hensivecatalogfallthecloudmotionsrecordedbyVikinghasnot Globalmapsof9-timdustopacityderivedfromradiometric
yet been compiled. This is also true for recent Mars apparitions observations made by the Viking OrbiterIR Thermal Mapper
observed from Earth, although in the absence of a well-funded instrumentshave revealed a wealth of new information aboutthe
observingnetwork,the numberofdocumentedcioudmotion events distributionof airbornedustover 1.36 Marsyearsfrom 1976-1979
is limited. [1,2].In particular, thechanging dustdistributionduringmajordust
A unique Viking observationof a motion event was recorded storms is of interestsince the dataprovide apoint of cOntact_rith
duringa single orbitat half-hour intervals.Severalclouds, identi- both _-based observations of storm growth and with global
fiable by their shadows, were seen over the south flankof Arsia circulationmodels.
• Mons on the earliest of the threesequencesof images.Halfanhour The set of maps have a timeresolution of 5° in L, (areocenu-ic
later, on the second sequence, a small, bright cloud appeared solar longitude) necessitated by the need to cov_r a large areain a
directlyover arille andnearthe larger, earlierclouds (whichshowed singlemap;theyare consequentlynot idealfor thedetailedstudyof
movement since the earliersequence). Because of thesuddenap- dusttransport.A different approach,retainingthe full-timeresolu-
pearanceandspecial locationof thisnewcloud. I hadsuggestedthat tionof thedata acquisitionprocess, is to create a setof opacity time
it might have beensome type of eruption[10], althoughthepossi- historiesfor selected sites of interest. An example of one of these
bility of somethingelse like adustdevil cannotbe ruledout.Within histories, for a 10o × 10o area centered on latitude..40o longitude
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180°, is shown below for theLsrange 2000350 °. Crosses indicate the infraredspectra.The derived atmosphericmodels will be used
datafrom the instrument on V'LkingOrbiter1;triangles are from toprovide theatmosphericcontributionto the TES spectra,so that
VO2.Although it is uncommon toobtain timeresolutionfinerthan the thermal emission spectra of the underlying surface can be
aboutone day, andkeeping in mind the effectofdata coverage gaps determinedfor making mineralogical identifications. As a test of
thatoccur,several interestingpoints can be establishedwith theset ouralgorithmwe areundertakingasystematic analysis of the entire
• of opacity/timeplots. There is adifferencein the onsetof the 1977b Mariner9 InfraredInterferome_c Spectrometer(117,IS)datasetof
stormbetween northernand southern latitudes. Opacities remain 21.000+ spectra. While portions of the IRIS dataset have been
high far longer at equatorial latitudes than in southern middle previouslyanalyzed, the lack of a speedy and robust algorithm to
latitudes. Opacities at the V'ddngLandersites were considerably inverttheIRISspectrato retrievetemperature profiles and aerosol
smaller than those near the equatoror to the south, opacities has been a major impediment to a truly comprehensive
analysis.
-40/180 Technique: C-¢neralIy,themost prominentfeatureof an HTjS
z0 , , • _ spectrumisthe 15.1an(667.cm_1)bandofCO2 (see Fig. 1).Because
•I ofourunderstandingoftheCO 2molecule,itsopticalpropertiescanbecalculatedan the15-gunbandinvertedto b ainnestimateof
,._ • _ / theverticalthermal structureof the martian atmosphere. Indepen-
dent temperatureprofiles can be obtained by separately invertingA
the two sidesof the band (P and R branches).In the absence of any
__ other atmospheric opacity, these profiles should be identical to
1.0 . within thermserrorresulting from measurementnoise propagationo _ . _._
(1-2 K) and uncertainties in the CO2absorption properties. How-
- _ _ _ . ever,inpractice,additional wavenumber-dependentextinction due
_. ,, _ to absorption and scatteringby atmospheric aerosols will cause the
, . a _ . +_ . _ +*_ retrievedPandRbranchpro/destodiffer.Thesedifferenceswillbe
. .z. z . _ _ _ exploitedtoassistin derivinginformationonopacityresulting from+ the presenceof the particulates.
o.0 T , , We useaconstrainedfinearinversion (maximum entropy) tech-200 250 300 350
L, niqueinaniterativeschemetosolvetheradiativetransferequation
• • toretrieveP and R branchtemperatureprofiles for each spectrum.
Fig. i. Given a temperatureprofile, the transmittancesrequired for the
radiativetransferequationare interpolated in pressure, tempera-
References: [1] MartinT. Z. (1986) Icarus, 66, 2. [2] Martin rare, and absorbermass from a lookup tableof homogeneous path
T. Z. (1993) 3GR, in press. Iransmittances,using the Curtis-Godson approximation for the
effective temperatureand pressure. The homogeneous path trans-
mittancelookup tableisprecomputedusinganaccurateLine-by-fine
program.An iterativescheme is requiredbecause of the nonlinear
RETRIEVAL OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES FROM relationshipbetween temperature and measured radiances. For a
MARTIAN INFRARED SPECTRA. W.W. McMillanl, J.C. spectrnmtakenthroughaclearatmosphere,ajudiciouschoiceofthe
Pearl2,andB. J. Conrath2,INAS/NRCNASA GoddardSpaceFlight
Center,Code 693.2, GreenbeltMD 20771, USA, _;ASA Goddard
•Space Flight Center, Code 693.2, GreenbeltMD 20771, USA.
_
Introduction: Intheory,athermalemlssionspectrmnofMars 27028°............,....,...., ...,....,...._...._.........._ .,....,.....
(200-1600 cm°t) contains a wealth of informationabout the corn- _t_-
position and thermal structure of the atmosphere and surface. 260
However, in practice, the ability to retrievequantitative informa- _ _0
tion from the spectrumis limited by a numberof factors including _=240
(I) the ill-posed natureof the spectral inversion problem and the _ 23o
resultingnonuniquenessof allsolutions; (2) assumptionsbuiltinto _- 220
any spectralinversion program; (3) uncertaintiesin surface pres- _ 210 :- "
Sure, temperature, and emissivity; and (4) uncertainties in the -_200
optical propertiesof atmospheric aerosols. Below, factors(1) and _ 190
(2) are discussed as fundamental limitations on temperature re- = Is0
trievals fromMariner9Infrared InterferometerSpectrometer('IRIS) 170
spectr'a. 160
In preparation for the Mars Observer mission and the return of uo ................................................................... :
tens of thousands of infrared spectra per day from the Thermal 2oo 400 600 800 I000 1200 1400 1600
Emission Spectrometer (TES), we havedeveloped a fast inversion Wavenumber(cm"t)
algorithm to retrieve temperature structure and aerosol opacity f_om Fig. 1. Mariner 9 IRIS spectrum. DAS = 13507967.
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damping factor and a "good" initial guess lead t0<conV¢_gencein function indicatesthepressures sampledat agiven wavenumberfor
3-5 iterations, a given vertical temperature profile. Above the peakof the 668.4S-
Temperature Retrievals: Theretrievalofa temperaturepro- €:n-I contribution function, the information content decreases as
file proceeds by first selecting a set of wavenumbers for use in the shown. Thus, the atmospheric temperature profile can only be
: inversion. The radiances measured at these wavenumbers (nT,!S accuratelyretrieved up to the vicinity of thepressureat the peakof
spectrum) are used in the iterative scheme until the computed the668.4-cm-1 contributionfunction; for a 10-Inn scale height this
radiances for a retrieved profile are within the noise equivalent is roughly 35 kin.
• Spectralradiance(NESR= 5 x 10-sW cm2srcm-l) of the IRIS Verticalsm]cturethat is significandysmallerthan the half-
spectrum. The wavenumbers arechosen to provide the maximum width of the contribution functions (about a half scale height) is
coverage in altitude with a uniform distributionof contribution uaresolvable.Thus, includingadditionalwavenumbers toprovidea
functions. An appropriateset of wavenumbers and therespective denserverticalspacing of contribution functions will not substan-
contributionfunctionsforthe P-branchareshowninFig. 2;a similar tinily improve the resolution of a retrieved temperatureprofile.
set of contributionfunctions is selected forthe Rbranch.Retrieved Ourinversion techniqueis sensitive tothe initialguess atthe top
P- andR-branchtemperatureprofiles fortheclear IRISspectrumof of the atmosphere;we take the initial temperatureprofile above the
Fig. 1 areshown in Fig. 3. peakofthe668.45-cm-lcontrbufion functiontobeisothermalatthe
At the 2.4-cm-I spectral resolution of the Mariner9 IRIS, for brightnesstemperatureof the n_s spectrum at 668.45-cm-L We
nadirviewing, thecenterof the 15-probandof CO2probes near the havefound that suchan initial guess rain;miTesthe spectralresidu-
0.2-rob region of themartian atmosphere. This is evident from the als atbandcenter.The lower partof the initial temperatureprofile
broadpeak of the contributionfunction for 668.45 cm-t (the IRIS is estimated by assigning the brightness temperaturesat selected
sample nearest the band center)shown in Fig. 2. The contribution wavenumbersto the pressures where the correspondingcontribu-
tion functions peak.
Conclusion: Within the limitations discussed above,we have
demonstrated thesuccess of our inversion algorithmfor theretrieval
0.001 of temperature profiles for clear I_S spectra l_e Fig. 1. Work
continues on the modeling of aerosol extinction for the retrieval of
temperatures and aerosol opacities from more dusty 1RISspectra.
o.olo The simultaneous analysis of IRIS spectra of the same geographic
z location, but different viewing geometries, will be used in the
characterization of the opticalpropertiesof airborne particulates.0.100
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DUST TRANSPORT IN THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE.
LOO0 J.R. Murphy,NASAAmesResearchCenter,MoffettFieldCA
94035-1000,USA.
lo.eooi _-"
o.o o.2 o.4 o.6 o.s 1.o Dustinsuspensionwithinthemartianatmosphereisanimpor-
rantdriverof the atmospheric thermal and. ultimately, dynamical
+ states. By virtueof its presence in the atmosphere, this suspended
Fig.2. Normalizedcontdbulionfunctions, dustis susceptible to transportby the winds and thus the location
from which dust is lifted from the surface is not necessarily the
location at which it will return to the surface. Such surface dust
...... , lifting and subsequent transport, when accumnlated over daffy,
seasonaland annualtimeintervalsdefine themartiandustcycle [I].
__ P.Branch Profile "
........ R.BraachProfile Theatmospheric transportelement (and equaffy surface liftingand
o.ol - redeposition)of thiscycle is stronglydependentupon seasonandthe
Snrfitce Temperature: ._2.4 g quantity ofdust in suspension_The seasonal dependence arlsesdueSurface Pressure: 6.1 mb
Emission Angle: &l degrees to the dominance of particular components of the atmospheric
E o.lo circulationatparticularlocations (latitudes)atvarious times through
F. the year. The dependence on dust abundance is due to the amount
• J" _ of dust available for transport,but itis also dueto the influencethat
rr, the dust has on the intensity of the circulation. As dust abundance1.00 ,......__ and thereforeitsradiative influence increases, some componentsof
• thecirculation intensify (Hadley circulation,thermal tides), while
10.oo s. ce - " some componentsmay decline in intensity (baroclinic waves, con-
' ' ' _ densationflow)[2,3].For these reasons, ourabilityto understand100 130 200 250 300
Temperature(K) the martian dust cycle is dependent on our ability to define the
contributions that various circulation components, under varying
Fig.3. P- andR- branchretrievedtemperatureprofiles, seasonal and dust-radiative forcings,play in the transportof dust
DAS= 13507967. aroundthe planet. .
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Below we will discuss a numberof components of the atmos- themartian atmospherealso shows such correlations (Fig. 1). In
pheric circulation and what their impacts might be upon net dust fact,baroclinicwaves arethemostimportant element fortransport-
transport.The points made hereare basedin parton observations, ing dustto high northernlatitudes during a simulated global dust
on numericalmodeling, and on e_trapolationsof ourunderstanding stormwith a specified southern sub,epical dust source[8].
of transportprocesses in the terrestrial atmosphere. The presenta' Barocfinic waves exist in years with and without global dust "
tion here is less quantitative than one might prefer, but it helps to storms, and thus their effects upon net dust transport to highlati-
frame the questions that ne_i to be addressed to produce the mdesmight well be more importantthan transport thatmightarisc
quantification we desire, from the episodic global dust storms(discussed furtherbelow).
The best-characterizedtransportmechanism, andpossibly most Numerical modeling of dynamical processes has pointed out that
importantin aglobal sense, is providedby theHadleycirculation, barocliulcwaveactivity ismore intense in thenorthernhemisphere
This thermally direct cell, with its ascending branchsituated near than in the southernhemisphere [2]. These differing amplitudes
the subsolar latitude atany particulartime of year,can spana wide mightbe a response to themodel topography(which may be incor-
latitudinalrange and providean efficient mechanLvmby whichdust feet!) differencesinthe two hemispheres. However, another reason
lifted from a confined areacan be redistributedover a largefraction forhemisphericdifferences isprobablydue to thegreaterlatitudinal
of the globe. This is seemingly what occurs during global dust extentofthesouthernhemispheroseasonalCO=capandconcurrent
storms. Duringthese ovents, whichpreferablybeginin thosouthern changes in the zonally averaged thermal and wind fields, which
hemisphere, during southern spring and summer, dust f'dls the reducethe baroclinicinstability [2]. These hemisphericdifferences
atmosphereto adepthofseveralscale heightsandcoversmostoftho in wave amplitude should then result in hemisphericdifferences in
globe. The cross-equatorial Hadley cell responds by intensifying wave transportof dust to high latitudes. The persistence of a south
" andexpanding mefidionaHy, with dustraisedat southernsub{ropi- polar residualCO=cap throughthe summer months duringsome
cal and middle latitudes spreading into the northern hemisphere at years could possibly be a manifestation of this difference, dust
elevations one to several scale heights above the surface. This contamination of the north cap producing a lower albedo, that
intensified circulation,which rapidly transportsdust, is also prob- prevents retention of a COz cap there.
ablyinvolvedintheraisingofdustfromthe surface.Numerical A componentofthemardanatmosphericcirculationthatdistin-
modelinghasshowntheHadleycirculationt bequitefficientat guishesitfromitsterrestrialcounterpartisthesubstantialseasonal
transportingdustfromaprescribedsouthernhemispheresubt_pi-netmassU'ansferbetweenthepolaregions.This"condensation"
cal/middielatitudesourcetonorthernmiddlelatitudesinthespan flowarisesduetothecondensationuponthewinterpoleofa
ofonlyseveralsols[4,5].Thisrateofdustspreadingisconsistentsignificantfraction(-30%)oftheatmosphericmass[9,10].This
withobservations, flowismanifestedbyanetm ass-averagedm_ridionalflowfromthe
Eastward-migratingm d-andhigh-latitudewav sarepresenthemisphereofthesublimingseasonalcaptothehemisphereofthe
during autumn, winter, and spring. These baroclinlc waves arisein condensingseasonalcap. The hemispheric difference in thesizes of
responsetothethermalgradientbetweenthewarmequatorandcold the seasonal caps, caused by Mars' large orbital eccentricity, ira-
poleatthese seasons. These waves mightplayanimportantrole in pliesdifferences in themagnitudeof the condensation flow with
thetransportof dust tothepolarregions.The airflow withinthese season. Suchdifferences,inconjunctionwith seasonal variationsof
waves exhibits poleward flow of warm air in advanceof the east- dustloadingduringyearswithandalsowithoutglobal-scalestorms,
wardmigrating wave, and the equatorward flow of cold air in the might lead to anetWansferofdustfromone hemisphere to another.
wave's lee. Since the air equatorwardof the seasonal cap shouldin Thecondensationflowmagnitudeduringsouthernautumn/winteris
generalpossessagreaterdustcontentthanairoverthecap, sincethe greater than the magnitude during northern autumn/winter. The
CO2cover prevents the lifting of dust, onemight expect baroclinic atmosphericdust loading is generally greaterduring northern au-
wavesto providea netpolewardtransportof dust. Since the reran/winter than duringthe same southern seasons. This leaves
baroclinic waves havea finite latitudinalextent, as theseasonalcap open the question of net transport, since the correlation between
grows, the northward extent to which the baroclinic waves can flow magnitude anddust loadingvariationsmight balance out over
transportdustwin migratequatorward.Similarly,as the seasonal an annualcycle.
cap retreats in the spring, the poleward limit of the dust transport
will advance towardthe pole. In this way, baroclinic wavescanplay .,
amajorrole in the incorporationof dust into the seasonalcap. They -- .lAtSU,FACEM.,O,O.ALW,.O VL2GRIDPOItlT
also can play a role in transporting dust to the pole for possible ... o.,,,_Aov,s,,L,o,_€_. ..
inclusioni thepolarlaminae.Thisdustcaneithercomedirectiy_. _ _,.j_.._,/',_:/_,fv'v." _/- ' ./."'I",,_..,:, /"I''°',;...
o ,:,.,;: - ,frommuch lower latitudes, or it can be dust thatwas previously _ _" , _/
incorporatedinto the seasonal cap earlier in the season, which then _ "_/ V.:\\ -/_becomesusceptibletoresnspensionandtransportafterthesea-
sonalcap has sublimed away. ..
• VikingLander2meteorologicalndvisibleopacityobservations
at a northern mid-latitude site (47°N) do suggest a correlation , _ . .......SOL
between the passage of barocHnic waves and variations in the
overheadopacity [6]. Opacityincreasesduringthepolewardflowin Fig. 1. Themodel-calculatednear-surfacemeridionalwindandcolumn-
advance of the wave trough,and after the troughpassage opacities integratedvisibledustopacityat a gridpointco{respondingto the Viking
decrease in the equatorward flow behind the trough [7], as our Landet2not_hemmid-latitudesite.Thepositivecon_lafioabetweeathcvariables
conceptualmodelsuggests.Numericalmodeling of dustU'ansportin representsanetpolewardtransportofdustbylow-frequencybaroclinicwaves.
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Dusttransportinducedby atmospherictidalmotionsisvery InthispresentationIhaVeattempted,albeitrathercrudely,to
poorlydefined.Thereareseveralscenariosinwhichdustransportdescribevariouscomponentsofthemartianatmosphericcirculation
by thetidescanbeenvisioned.Duringthedevelopingstageofa andtheirimplicatiousford transport.Theseasonalityofvarious
globalduststorm,tidalamplitudesrapidlyintensify.Thisamplifi-componentsmustsurelybeconsideredwhenattemptingtodefine
cationoccursduringatimeperiodinwhichtheatmosphericdust netannualandmulti-annualeffectsofindividualcomponents,as
Ioadisrapidlyincreasingduetosourceslocatedatsoutbemsubtrop-shouldtheseasonalityofsuspendeddustabundance.Quantification
icalatitudes.Thelargemeridlonal(andzonal)flowsthataccom- ofthesevariousprocesses,bothfromnumericalmodelsandthe
• partythetidalmplificationsca producelargedustfluxesffdustis MarsObserverdatasetwilltremendouslyexpandourunderstand-
presentattheappropriateverticallevels.Time-constanttidalampli-ingofthemartiandustcycleandtherelativeimportanceofits
tudesarelesslikelytoproduceanettransportofdust;however,dust variousconstituentparts." "
particle sedimentation, in conjunction with nonamplLfyingtidal References: [1] Kahnet al. (1993) Mars, 29, Univ. Arizona.
flow, can produce net dust transport It has been shown [11] that [2] Haberle et al. (1993) JGR, 98, 3093-3123. [3] Barnes et al.
inclusionoftidalforcinginazonal-meanmodeldudngasimulated (1993) JGR, 98, 3125-3148.[4] Habedeetal.(1982)Icana, 50,
globaldustswnn(largedustloading)enablestheHadlcycirculation 322-367. [5] Murphyetal. (1993)JGR, 98, 3197-3220. [6] T'timan
to extend to higher latitudes in the winter hemisphere, with a etal.(1979)JGR,82,2947-2955.[7]RyanandHenry(1979)JGR,
concurrent shift of thenorthward extent of dust transport. However, 84,2821-2829.[8]Mttsphyetal.(1993)inpreparation.[9]Pollack
thisexpansiondoesnotcxtendintopolarregions.Therapidinten- et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 1447-1474. [10] Pollack et al. (1993) JGR,
siflcation of tidal amplitudes at the ouset ofdust storms and thevery 98,3149-3181.[11]ZurekandHaberle(1988)JAS, 48,1005--1023.
large wind speeds thatresult arecmalnly an invitingmechanism to [12]Zurek andChristensen (1990)Bull AAS, 22, 1075. [13]Barnes
invoke to explain the rapid growth of the observed storms. Much (1990)JGR, 95,1381-1400. [14]JakoskyandMarfin(1987)lcaruz,
more work is required to better define the importanceof such a 72, 528-534.
process.
Regional typesof flows canalsoproducenetdust transport.East-
west circulations at northernsubtropical latitudes have been in- THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF
yoked to explain an inferredremovalof dust fz,om high-thermal- NEAR-SURFACE FLOWS OVER THE MARTIAN NORTH
inertia, low-elevation, darkareas, and subsequentredeposition of POLAR CAP. I".R. ParishIand A. D. Howard2, IDepartmentof
this s_rnedust uponlow-thermal-inertia, higher-elevation,visibly AtmosphericScience, UniversityofWyoming, LaramieWY82070,
brighterloeations [12]. Sucheast-west, orWalkertype, circulations USA, 2Department of +EnvironmentalSciences, University of
could themselves be driven bythe heatingcontrastsengenderedby Virginia,Charlottesville VA 22903, USA.
thesurfacepropertiesoutlinedabove. -: "
Diurnallyforcedupslope/downslopeflowsalongthenumerous Introduction:Measurementsmade byVikingLanderVL-2
slopingregionsonMarsareanotherlocalorregionalfactorthatcan (48°N)haveshownthathenear-surfacewindandtemperature
be invoked to produce a net dust transport. The Hellas Basin, regimeon Marsdisplays stn_ing similarities to terrestrialcounter-
characterized by sloping faces on the orderof 1000 km in length, parts [1]. The diurnal radiative cycle is responsible for establish-
have beenobserved as preferential locations for the appearance of ment of a well-defined thermal circulation in which downslope
suspended dnsL The southeast flank of Tharsis is another location (katabatic) flows prevail during the nighttime hours and weak
of apparently preferreddust raising. Thefactors involved in andthe upslope (anabatic) conditions prevailduring the daytime. Previous
importanceof such relativelysmaLl-scale(mesoscale)processes work[2]hasindicatedthattheslopeflowsaremuchlikethosefound
nponthemartiandustcyclehavenotbeentheoreticalydealtwithat on Earth,particularlythe katabatin winds,which show sm3:ing
aU. similarities to drainageflows observed over Antarctica. The Iow-
A final class ofmotions that can beinvoked as transport-capable level wind regimeappears to be an importantfactor in the scouring
is whatIwill term "specialcircumstances." These features arethose of themartianlandscape [3]. The northpolar cap showsevidence of
that mightbesporadicin naturebutcan possiblyhave avery large eolian featuressuchas dunes,fToststreaks,andgrooves fromViking
impact upon net transports over a range of timescale. The best imagery. The direction of the prevailing wind can in cases be
exampleofsuchaprocessis thecircumstancessurroundingawinter inferredfrom the eolian features.
Polar warming similar to that observed during the second 1977 Here we examine the thermally induced flows that result from
global dust storm. As [13] has pointed out, whatever dynamical the radiativeheating and cooling of the martian northpolar region
processis fundamentaUyresponsiblefor the+wanning,it must usinga comprehensivethree-dimensionalatmosphericmesoscale
• involvepolewardflowathighaltitudeanddescentoverthepole numericalmodel.Thesamemodelhasbeenusedpreviouslyfor
(which adiabatically generates the observedwarming).The persis- simulationof Antarctic katabatic winds [4]. The model equations
tenceofthewanning,-30sols[14],anditsintensitysuggesthat arewritteninterrain-followingo coordinatestoallowforirregular
• substantial meridional Wansportof various species (dust, water) terrain [5]; prognostic equations include the flux forms of the
from low latitudes tothepolarregioncould occur duringsuchan horizontalmomentumequations,emperature,continuity.Asurface
event. This dust could then become incorporated into the polarcap energy budget equationis also incorporated in which the Surface
duetoeither direct sedimentation upon the surfaceorits incorpora- temperatureisdetermined.Explicitparameterization of both terres-
tionintowaterorCO2"snowflakes,"whichsubsequentlyfaUtothe trial(longwave)andsolar(shortwave)radiationisincluded.Turbu.
surface. The viabilityof this transportprocessdependstrongly lent transfer of heat and momentumin the martian atmosphereis
upon the vertical and latitudinaldistribution of dustat low latitudes assumedtofoUowthe similarityexpressionsin thesurfaceboundary
duringthe time period of the warming, layeronEarth[6-8]. The ten'-ainheights for themartiannorthpolar
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regionhavebeenobtainedfromtheU,S.GeologicalSurveymapand Effect of aolar heating of the martian north polarregion.
digitizedontoaS7x57gridwithaspacingof75km.Theresulting Numerical simulations have also been conducted incorporating
terrainmap is shown inFig. 1. The verticalgridconsists of 15 levels solar insolationoverthe irregular terrainover the northernmartian
(ff = 0.998, 0.99, 0.98, 0.97, 0.96, 0.94, 0.92, 0.90, 0.85, 0.775, latitudes. The model terrainheights are as shown in Fig. 1. Model
0.70, 0.60, 0.50, 0.30, 0.10). The high resolution in the lower cquationshavebeenintegratedforaperiodofthreemartiandaysto
atmosphere is necessary to capturedetails of the boundary layer ensurethatthewindandtemperatureregimeshavehadampletime
flows. The lowest level corresponds to a height of approximately to adjustto thecycle of solar heating (solar constant is set to 600 W
20 m above the ground, the second level 100 m. m-2).Itwas foundthat the second-and third-dayresultsof themodel •
Model Results: Katabatic wind simulations over the north integrationwere nearly identical. Here the third-day resultsof one
polar cap. To examine the intensity andpattern of drainage flows
over the martian northpolar region, a series of numerical experi-
ments have been'conducted. To isolate the drainage flows, the uses HcICHtC0Nt0URS
model is initialized about a state of rest. No ambient horizontal i _ _ 180 _ / .......
pressuregradients are assumed to existin the mode! atmosphereat . l I " ' ]_ [ " ' _ / ......
the start.The model simulation is assumed to be representativeof
•polar night conditions; solar radiation is neglected throughout the
model domain. The motions that develop are thereforethe resultof
the longwave radiative flux divergence at the surface andin the low
levels of the atmosphere. The model equations are integrated for a
24-martian-hrperiod, by which time near-steady drainage flows
have developed.
Figure2depictsthe streamlinesandwindspeedsof thekatabatic
drainage at the end of the 24-hr integration period at thesecond o
level (approximately100m above the surface).Note that the drain-
age flows move radially outwardfrom the various ridges atop the
northpolarregion, being deflected some 40°- 60° to the rightof the
fall line due to the Coriofis influences. Confluence zones, regions
where the drainage streamlines converge, canbe identified as well.
In such areas cold, negatively buoyant air collects; katabatic wind
canbesignificantly enhancedalongthe confluence axis. The wind •-.i:>'"i"/
speeds of the drainage flows are comparable to what would be ....
observedover Antarctica. The strongestwindspeeds appearto be
relatedtothesteepnessofthetetrain.Confluenceeffeetsaceountfor Fig. I. Terraincontours(200-mincrement)nearthemardan orthpolar
•only a minorenhancement in the simulated katabatic intensities, regionadaptedfromO&O.S.map.
t
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Fig. 2. Modelsimulationsof streamlines(left)andwind speeds(righ0 of katabaticflows at theseconda level after24-hr integrationperiod.
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suchexperimentwillbepresented.Inthisexperiment,thesolar inthemodeldomaintoaround190Kinthenighttimes ctionofthe
declinationis assumedto be25°. representativeof midsummerrnodeldornalnsituatedaboutthe210Omeridian.Examinationofthe
conditions.Itisassumedthatheatmosphereisdustfree.Asbefore, surfacetemperatureegimeshowslittlediurnalvariationoverthe
thernodelislnitializedaboutastateofresttoisolatethethermallynorthpolarice cap;thelargestdiurnalchangesareseenin the
" inducedslopeflowsintheloweratmosphere.Valuesofalbedoand midlatimdeportionofthemodeldomain,asexpected.Thetemper-
thermalinertiaweretakenf_rn Paige[9]. aturesatthefirsto level(notshown)varyfromapproximately
Figure3 illustratesthesolarinsolationreceivedatthesurface 238K alongthe 30° meridianto approximately198K in the
• andcorrespondingsurfacetemperatures.Localnoonatthistimeis nighttimes ctorofthemodeldomain.
alongthe 60° meridianin Fig. 1. Notethatsignificantspatial Thethermallyinducedslopeflowsbecomesignificantlyrnodi-
variationsintheinteusityofsolarradiationrcachingthesurfaceare fled from the pure katabatic drainage pattern shown in Fig. 2.
foundnearthepolarcapinresponsetoalbedodifferences.Ternpera-Anab ticmotionsbecome stablishedinresponsetothe intense
taresrange from260 Kalong the southernedge of the60° meridian solar heatingof the sloping terrain.Figure4 illustratesthestream-
SOLAFI RAOIATION IW/It21 SI.JRFACE TEmPERATUFI_" IK!
_lg2
Flg.3. The intensityofsolaradiation_ m -2)reach_gthes'm'face(le1_)andcorrespondingsm_ac¢temperatures(right)fromnumerical
simulationofdiurnalcycle.
o .
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Fig. 4. M_de_s/mulati_ns_fsUeam_nes_ft)andwindspeed_(Hght)_fs_pe_w_atthesec_nd_eve_f__c_eex_nL -
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lines andwindspeeds at the second o level for the time of the local the polarregions.The amount of heat advected to the winter polar
solar forcingshown in Fig.3. Note that especiallyalongthe 30° regionsincreasesmonotonicallyas the dust opacityat low and
meridian, the streamlinepatterns are dramatically altered by the middle latitudes increases. However, the increase is sharpest be-
solar insolationas compared toFig. 2. Upslope wind conditions are tween optical depths of 0 and 1 and tends to level off at still higher .,
simulated at middle tohigh latitudes from approximately 315"--90°. optical depths. Heat advection is more important at times of CO2
As seen in the previous simulation, the strongest winds are associ- condensation than CO2 sublimation, since the temperature gradi-
ated with the steepest terrain. Upslope flows reach 7 m s-I along the ents are much steeper in the winter hemisphere than in the summer
60° meridian. The intensity of the upslope flows appears to be hemisphere. Because dust opacity is much higher during northem
weaker than their nocturnalkatabatic counterparts. This is inagree- winter than during southern winter, atmospheric heat advection
ment with numerous terrestrial observations such as over the Ant- reduces the amount of CO2 that condenses in the north by a much
arctic ice sheet. Note that the katabatic wind speeds simulated over larger factor than it does in the south.
the nighttime sector centered about 210° are only slightly weaker Three windcomponents play key roles in transporting heat to the
than the katabatic winds seen in Fig. 2, emphasizing the rapid polar regions: the zonally mean overturning circulation (Hadley
response of the wind field to the radiative-induced temperature cell), the transient eddies (baroclinic eddies), and the condensation
changes near the surface, flow. As the dustopacity increases, the Hadleycirculation strongly
Summary: Numerical simulations of the martian near-sur- expands poleward (but its poleward expansion is ultimately limited
face wind regime using a three-dimensional atmospheric model by angular momentum considerations); eddy transport shifts
have shown that katabatic winds prevail over the sloping terrain poleward; and the condensation flow weakens.
during nighttime hours. Such windsare forced by the strong radia- The importanceof atmospheric heat advection can be illustrated
tire cooling of the sloping surface, which sets up a downslope- by comparing an annual simulation that includes it and whose
directed horizontal pressuregradient force. Both the magnitude and parameters have been adjusted to match the seasonal pressure
direction of these flows are similar to terrestrial counterparts such variations measured at the Viking landers [4] with an identical
as those over Antarctica. Introduction of solar radiation strongly simulation, in which atmospheric heat advection is ignored. Pres-
perturbs the slope flows; anabatic conditions develop in middle to sure differences of as much as 0.5 mbar are found between the two
high latitudes during the daytime hours due to the solar heating of runs, i.e., heatadvection is responsible for several tens of percent of
the sloping terrain. Wind speedsfor the upslope flows aresomewhat the observed signal. The seasonal pressure curves show a greater
weaker than for corresponding katahatic flows. There appears to be degree of symmetry with heat advection removed and an even
a rapid transition from the katabatic to the anabatic flow regimes, greater degree of symmetry when seasonal hemispherical shifts in
emphasizing the primary importance of radiative exchanges at the the global atmospheric pressure distribution is ignored.
surface in specifying the horizontal pressure gradient force. References: [1] Pollack J. B. et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 1447-
References: [1] Hess S. Let al. (1977)JGR, 82, 4559--4574. 1473.[2]PollackJ.B.etal.(1993)JGR,98,3149-3181. [3] Colburn
[2]ParishT.ILandHowardA.D.(1993)JGR,submitted.[3] Howard D.S. et al. (1989) Icarus, 79, 159-189. [4] Tillman J. E. (1988)
A.D.(1981)NASATM82385,333-335.[4]ParishT.R.andWaight JGR, 93, 9433-9451.
K. T. (I987)Mort. Wea.Rev., 115, 2214--2226. [5] Anthes R.A. and
Warner T. T. (1978) Mort. Wea. Rev., 106, 1045-1078. [6] Brost
R.A. andWyngaardJ.C.(1978)J.Atmos. Sci.,35, 1427-1440.[7] EDDY MIXING COEFFICIENT UPPER LIMIT DE-
BuschN.E.etal.(1976)J.AppLMeteor.,15,909-919.[8]Businger RIVED FROM THE PHOTOCHEMICAL BALANCE
J. A. et al. ( 197l)J. Atmos. Sci., 28, 18I-189. [9] Paige D. A. (1992) OF Oz. J. RosenqvisP andE. Chassefl_re2,1DESPA,Observatolre
LPSXXIII, 1013. de Paris-Meudon, 92195 Meudon, France, ,,C.N.R.S., Service
d'A_ronomie, B.P.No. 3,91371 Verri_res-le-BuissonCedex,France.
THE ROLE OF ATMOSPHERIC HEAT TRANSPORT IN The Model: This work is based on the study of the photo-
THE SEASONAL CARBON DIOXIDE CYCLE. J.B. chemicalbalanceofmolecularoxygeninthemartianatmosphereby
Pollackl, R. M. Haberlet, J. R. Murphyt, J. Schaeffer2, andH. Lee2, using a one-dimensional model of photochemical reactions involv-
tNASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field CA 94035-1000, ing species derived from CO,-and H,-O.
USA, ,-SterlingSoftware, Inc., Palo Alto CA 94303, USA.
Jt CO,,+ h v --->CO+ O
We have carried out numerical experiments with a general J,, 0,, + h "o-o 20
circulation model (GCM) and energy balance model of the martian J3 H,,O+ h v --->OH + H
atmosphere to define the importance of heat transported to thepolar J4 H,,O,,+ h v ---->2 OH " '
regions in determining the amount of CO,,condensed on the surface J5 03 + h aJ--->O2(IA)+ O(tD)
duringthe fall andwinterseasons and the amount sublimated during J6 HO2+ h 'O---)OH + O
the spring and summerseasons [1,2].In sodoing, we performed both RI CO,,+ OOD) --->COz+ O
sensitivity experiments, in which the dust opacity was varied over R,, OOD) + H,,O --->2 OH
the full range of its observed values [3], and annual simulations, in R3 OOD) + H,, --->OH + H
which the dust opacity varied continuously with seasonal data, in R4 H + O,,+ CO,. ---->HO,,+ CO,,
accord with measurements taken at the Viking landers [3]. Rs O + O + CO2_ 0,- + CO.,
Dust opacity represents the key variable for determining the R6 O + O,,+ CO2 -->O3 + CO,,
contribution of atmosphericheat advection to the energy budget in R7 O+ HO2 .--->OH + O,-
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Rs 03 + H -->OH + 02 for a given distribution of H20, the 02 mixing ratio is globally
R9 O + OH -->H + 02 anticorrelated with the eddy diffusion coefficient when the latter is
Rxo CO + OH -->CO2 + H somewhat larger than 106cm2 s-I.
Rn H + HO2 --€2 OH Variation of [O2Jwith [H20]: If the water vapor amount is
RI2 H + HO 2 --->H 2 + 02 large, the formation of odd hydrogen (H, HO2, OH, H202) radicals
R13 H + HO2 -->H20 + O is also large. Then, in order toensure the balance of odd hydrogen
RI4 2 HO2 --+H202+ 02 radicals, the destruction of H* should increase. It shows that H
Rl5 HO2 + OH --+H20 + 02 atoms and HO2densities must globally increase. At this step, the
R16 H202 + OH --+HO2+ H20 equilibrium of H atoms over the whole atmosphere can be written
as
Themodel is basically similar to theone used by [1]for the study
of the regulation of CO on aglobal scale, but the chemical rates are _ kl0[CO][OH]dz +,f kg[O][OH]dz =
taken from [2]. In the present scheme, the regulation of molecular
oxygen is studied over timescales of the orderof its photochemical ik,[O2][H][CO2]dz + fkg[O3][H]d z (2)lifetime(--.30yr), which is u hshorter thantypicale capetimescales
([O2]/_(O) = 105yr). Thus, the escape fluxes are fixed to the values
given by [3] and [4]. We examine the calculated equilibrium abun- Quantitative comparison of the first andsecond termsof the left side
dances ofO 2for given thermal,eddy diffusion coefficients andH20 of the above equation shows that
profiles. The thermal profile is taken from [5] in the lower atmo- f [
sphere. At higher levels, inorder to include thediurnal andseasonal _ kt0[CO][OH]dz, a kg[O][OH]dz (3)
thermal profile variability, we have also used the IRTM data [6].
whatever the input values of K and [H20]/[CO2]. In the sameThe pressure at thesurface has been taken from [7]. In order to study
the influence of both temperature and pressure profiles on the O2 manner, the comparison of the right side of this equation leads to
mixing ratio, we have made several tests correspondingto different f f
martian seasons. The results show that the influence of pressure d k4[O2][H][CO2]dz _ d ks[O3][H]dz (4)
and temperature is quantitatively weak compared to the one of
K and of the water vapor density [H20]. Thus, in the follow- Moreover, the first part of the left side of the equation is constant as
ing we have fixed the pressure at the surface to a value of shown by [1]. Consequently, the product [H][O2] is expected to be
7 mbar and we have used a unique standard thermal profile corre- roughlyconstant. Thus, as the amountof water vapor increases, [O2]
spondingto aprofile roughly averaged over theyear, the season,and decreases.
the day: T =205 K at 0 km altitude, 175 K at 25 kin, and 145 K at Results: As hasbeenmentionedpreviously by several authors
50 kin. [8-11], an interesting property of 02 is that its abundance is rather
Variation of [Oz] with K: Increasing K will accelerate the sensitivetotheeddydiffusioncoefficientKandtheamountofwater
transport of O atoms, large amounts of which are formed above vapor in theatmosphere. Thus, theknowledge of the02 abundance
40 km by the CO2photolysis, toward the lower atmosphere where, (1.1-1.3 10-3)measured from Earth [12-14], allows an interesting
in turn, they will be destroyed by reacting with odd hydrogen constraint on K and H20. This model being a stationary one-
radicals HO2 (reaction R7) and OH (reaction R9). By taking into dimensional model, these constraints correspond to eddy diffusion
accountonly the dominant terms, theresidual production rate of O2,
when subtracting balance equations of O3 andHO2,may be written
24.-
P_2= k,[O12[CO2]+ kg[O][OH] (1) -
,-.. 20-
U
Reactions R5 and R9are the only termsentering theproduction
of 02 averaged over a time larger than the 03 and HO2 lifetimes. /
They workmainly above 40 kin, R5being maximum between 60and
70 krn, andR9at 50kin. As Kincreases, R9becomes more important @ 12-
relatively to R5. _ AEOVE0.00t_
-.... i,-- O.OOt3- 0,0015
At altitudes greater than 60 km, the balance of O shows that _3 8 _ o.oon- o.ools
oxygen atoms reform 02. But when K is large, the O atoms are less tO 1 o.oooo- o.oon
1 BELOW O.O00O
abundant at these levels because some of themare transporteddown 4-
to lower altitudes. For a fixed water vapor vertical distribution,
when K is large, the downward transport of O atoms is important, r r r T
In this case, the production of molecular oxygen is inefficient. 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0
Conversely, production ofO 2by the actionof O with itself becomes LOG(K)(CM2/S)
important for small values of K (_-106cm2 s-0. However, for Fig.1. Calculated02mixingratioasafunctionofKandthetotalwatervapor
extremely low values of K (--105cm2s-1),theproduction ofO2again amountintheatmosphere.Thescaleindicatestherangesof 02mixingratios.
decreases. This fact can be explained by the very slow transport of ThecleargrayshadedareacorrespondstoexpectedvaluesoftheO2mixingratio
O atoms produced by photodissociation in the upper atmosphere (1.1xl0-3-1.3xl0-3).ThewhiteareacorrespondstoanO2mixingratiolarger
towards the 50-70-km altitude range where R5and R9occur. Thus, than1.5x 10-3andthedarkone toaO2mixingratiolowerthan9 x 10-4'
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sional model theseconstraintscorrespondto eddydiffusion coeffi- the net radiativeheatingrates.A radiative transfermodel [2] that
cients and water vapor amounts averagedover time (several de- accounts for absorption,emission, and multiple scatteringby par-
¢ades)and over space (whole planet). Figure I shows the rangeof ticies and nongraygases is used to compute the solarheating and
themolecularoxygenmixingratioasa functionof theeddydiffusion thermalcooling rates Rom diurnal averages of the retrievedIRIS
coefficient and watervapor totalamount. Theclear grayareacorre- temperatureand dust distributions (Fig. 2). At pressures below
sponds to the 02 mixing ratios, which are consistent with the 4mbar, there arelargenet radiativebeatingrates (up to S K d-l) in
observations(02 = 1.I-1.3 ° 10-3).An upperlimit of 911mlfor H20 the equatorialregion and large net radiative cooling rates (up to
may bederivedfrom thisfigure.Thislimit (which isan averageover 20 Kd-l) in the polarregions.These net radiative heatingrates are -
thenightandday)isinagreementwithexpectedabundancesofH20 used in a diagnostic stream function model that solves for the
[15]. Ontheotherhand,from Fig. I, the absoluteupperlimiton the meridionaland verticalcomponentsof the diabatic circulationsi-
eddymixing coefficient is 3 " 107cm2s-l in the lower atmosphere multaneously. We find a two-cell circulation, with rising motion
(20--80 kin). This Value is consitent with recent estimates of K over theequator,polewardflow in both hemispheres,sinkingmo-
derivedfrom observations [16,17]. If the watervapor amount is tionover both polar regions, andreturnflow in the lowest atmo-
lower than 4 prpro,Kshouldbelarger than I07cm2 s-l. Conversely, sphericlevels (Fig. 3). Themaximummerldionalvelocity is 4 m s-
if the watervaporamount is larger than 6/tun, K should be lower I in the tropics at -55 km altitude, and the maximum vertical
than 107 cm2 s-l. This last result shows that, if comparedwith the velocity is 4 cm s-l downwardover the northpole at about 60 km
observations [16,17], the meandiurnalH20 amountmust be larger altitude.This circulationis sufficientlyvigorous that themeridional
than 4/_n. transport timescale is about 28 days. The assumption that the
References: [1] Chassefi_reE. (1991) GRL, 18, 1055-1058. advective and diffusive transport timescules should be roughly
[2] MoreauD. etaL(1991) JGR, 96, 7933-7945. [3] Krasnopolsky comparableleadstoa verticaleddydiffusioncoefficient of about30
V. A. (1986)Photochemistry of theAtmospheres ofMars and Venus
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andDonahueT. M. (1976) Icarus, 28, 231-246. [5] Seiff A. (1982) 1°_ ' ' : ' ' 60
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2830-2842. [7] Hess S. L. et at. (1980) GRL, 7, 197-200. 5o
[9] McElroyM. B. and DonahueT. M. (1972) Science, 177, 986- _ lo- ,oF
988. [10] McElroy M. B. and KongT. Y. (1976) GRL, 3, 569-572.
[11] Shimazaki T. (1989) J. Geomag. Geoelectr., 41, 273-295. so
[12] BarkerE. S. (1972)Nature, 238, 447-448. [13] Carleton N.B. _.
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DIAGNOSTIC CALCULATIONS OF THE CIRCULATION Hg.1. Zonal-meanzonalwinds,inms-l,calculatedfromthegradientthermal
INTHE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE. M. Santeeand D. Crisp, windequation.Posidvevaluesrepresenteastwardwinds,negativecontour_are
Earth and Space Sciences Division, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, dashed,thezeroconlouri_tl_cker,andthecoatourlntervalisnonuniform.
CaliforniaInstituteof Technology, PasadenaCA 91109, USA. Io_
60
The circulationof the martianatmosphereduringlate southern
summer is inferred from observed atmospherictemperatureand so
dust distributions.We use global maps of temperatureand dust
optical depth (-0-60 kin) retrievedfrom a subset of theMariner9 _ ,o
IRIS thermalemission spectraspanningL, = 343°-348 ° [1]. This _ 30
thermal structureis characterizedby a reversed meridional tern- _
peraturegradientat altitudes above about40 km, and temperatures o. ZO_
that decrease from equator to pole at lower altitudes.Zonal-mean I
zonal winds are derived from the zonally averaged temperatures Io
assuminggradientwindbalanceandzerosurfacezonalwind(Fig. 1).
Both hemisphereshave intensemidlatitudewesterlyjets with ve- 0 "
locitiesof80-90ms_tnearSOkm;inthesoutherntropicsthewinds lo -8o -6o -_o -2o o 20 ,o so eo
areeasterlywith velocities of 40 m s-I near50kin. The north-south _T_TUOE
atmospherictransportincludes contributionsfrom both the zonal- Hg.2. Netradlafiveheatingrates(Kd-t)forthenominalIRIStemperatures
mean meridional circulationand large-scalewaves, anddustabundances;calculatedbysummingthesolarheatingandthermal
Their neteffect can be approximatedby thediabatic circulation, €oofingrates.Negatlvecontoursaredashed,thezerocontouristhicker,andthe
which can be derived from the atmosphericthermalstructureand coatourintervalisnonuniform.
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(a) m2 s-t, two ordersof magnitude smallerthan the commonly used
value.TheEP fluxdivergence is found to have the'largestvaluesat
_o_ 7 ""-,:,,:',-_:_-_._...._... ' _. , _ , _ high latitudesin the winterhemisphere at altitudes above -40 ]an,
_. i....€.:_;;y.@..._.._:-..,..._ _ _o whichcoincideswiththeregionofanomalouslywarmtemperatures
__ describedin [I].so The diabaticmeridionalcirculationduringnon-dust-stormcon-
- ,0_ "::::'_:::::__'___ ditio_ can transporta 1-timdustparticle overglobal scales, butis
_. . - range.Thestrongmefidionalcirculationalsohasimportantimpli-
• lafion carries water vapor into the equatorial regions, where the
__ " _ '_0 prevailingwindsblow upward.The risingmotion leadsto ice-cloud
.,_ _-- ........................... formationandeventualprecipitationf thelargestparticles,in-
o creasingthewaterabundanceatlowlatitudes.Thewaterthatdoes
,o .... , , , , , . , ...... not precipitateout is transportedpoleward (as either small ice par-
-_o -_o -,o -2o o zo ,o _o _o
latTITUDr" titles orvapor) by thehigh-altitudemeridionalwinds. This process
couldprovideahigh-altitudesourceof watervaporforthe formation
Co) andmaintenanceof the northpolarhood.
References: [I] Santee M. and Crisp D. (1993) .IGR, 98,
_°_ '....-_'../_.___./,_ ":_iiii_-':i'::i'?.'.':..........:'iso 3261-3279. [2] CrispD. (1990) JGR, 95, 14577-14588.
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Introduction: According to Mariner9 and Viking observa-
tious the surfacealbedo and the thermal inertia of Mars' surface
• 10 ! . ! . _ . _ . I , ! , ! , t , !
-so -so -,o -zo o zo ,o _o so varysubstantially, and fairly large gradients also occur [1]. The
_TUOr Syrtis Majorregionis bounded in the west by high-albedocratered
Hg.4. (a)Diabaticmerldlonalvelodty,in rest. Positivevaluesrepresent terrainand inthe eastby IsidisPlanitia,a high-albedoplateau.Sinus
northwardwinds,negafivecontoursaredashe&thezerooontouristh_cker,and Meridiani,centered at 0°W 5°S, is aknost surrounded by higher
thecontourintervalisnonuniform.(b)Diabaticverticalvelodty,incms-L albedo regions with sharpboundaries,and Acidalia Planltia, be-
Positivevaluesrepresentupwardwinds,negativecontoursaredashed,andthe tween 10oand50oWandnorthof 35ON.has sharpalbedobouz_daries
zemcontouristhicker, to theeast andwest.
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andryObservationalandmodeling studies,e.g., on Australi salt : 260 _ i t J i i o. 35
lakecoasts,haveshown thatdiscontinuitiesand gradientsinsurface /:: i_
propertiescan induce mesoscala circulations [2]. We have used a 240 .... 14i.----_1230_ _ o. 30
version of the DMUH mesoscale model to simulate atmospheric J i _ ] !
circulations induced by variations in the reflectivity and in the _ 220 .......... o.25 _ _
then_aalihertia of the martian surface. _, ! I _ ,Y i =
i _i i i °TheModel: Atwo-dimensionalhydrostatico-coordinatemodd 200 i ,...... r t I 0.20is described in detailin [3] and elsewhere. Theterrestrialversionof I t ., _
• i ,€.00i ....06 I i
the model hasbeen used for studiesof sea-breezes[e.g.,4] andthe zso i I " I I I ) o.lsone-dimensionalandtwo-dimensionalMarsversionsforsummer zoo 200 300 400 soo 600
PBL [5] andslopewind [6] studiesrespectively.The opticaldepth x (kin} "
of the atmosphereis spatiallyandtemporallyconstantandhas
typically beengiven thevaluex= 0.4correspondingtomartianclear Fig. 2. Surfacetemperaturesdu_g thesol andthesurfacealbedoprofile.
conditions. Thesell temperatureis predictedwith the force-restore HorizontalsteplengthAx= 10kin.
method, forced by the model's radiative and turbulent surface
fluxes. The soil and surfacevariationsareincorporated as profiles
of topography,albedo, thermalinertia,and surfaceroughness.Pro- 6 0 0 0 I.i
files are created off line and given as input to the model; both [ --,_-,^ ._. I} _
idealized profiles as weUas those basedon Planetary DataSystem .5000 I-I ........
data(see Fig"1) havebeen used"The C°riolis perametl'ris constant _ "_" "'J_::f::i
and inoursimulations correspondsto 45°N. The seasonisL== 135° ..
(northernmidsummer). Vertical and horizontalmesh extents have 4 0 0 0 ....................
Circulations Due to Albedo Variations: In our ideal-cuse 3000 ":................................................
simulationswe have usedalbedoprofilesconsistingof two plateaus
connected with a spline curve. Thn results show that areasonablealbedogradient f Aa/Ax = 0.1/300 km (see Fig. I) createsa soil 2000 F .......]........:'i'-'i__-:_.:::_[...........i""-
temperature differential,which is atits largestin theearlyafternoon __
andisoftheordero,5-1OK.dependingonthelatitudeandscason.Thistemperatureva.,H.ationi ducesan afternoon evening "10 O0 F-"--_:':;::';;'[:'= .......:......._.:.* _._
circulationcellsuperficiallyresemblingtheterrestrialsea-breeze 0
circulationcells.Clearupwardmotionof severalcentimetersper - 4 -3 -2 - 1 0 ! 2
secondisobservedabovethelow-albedo/high-temperatureregion
and sinkingmotion abovethehigh-albedo/Iowtemperatureregion. 1.1 (m / s )
Daytime and evening horizontalwind fi'omthe high-albedoregion
to thelow-albedoregioncanbeseveralmeterspersecondanda
weakerreturn flow higher upis alsoobserved.In the earlyevening .5 I I I I
thecell is decoupled from the stable surfacelayer and stays uutil i i i i
aRermidnight. A nocturnal flow nearthe surfaceopposite to the _ :.-" i
daytime flow (but slightly smaller in maguitude) is also observed. 4 ....................:":_"............_"':........""1 ..............':..........
s S i ! I ""_. i
The near-surface winds arefairly light (typically less than 2 m s-t), i i : "/" I " '
•e i i ".i
increasing with height and reachin a maximumata few hundred 3 ........i...'_.......i""""_ ............... ".."sT.....
metersof altitude.With nolarge-scalewind the cell appears to _ Ii \' 'IWI "E i i i t.
:- I: 2 ......._'-.'=".........[_-"':'--"L'_e_---I:"J":--
2e6 284 282 28o 2_8 =_6 2v4 2_2 " _ i \: 'I._. l
0.220.241' I i _I. ! "--".0 Z ..........-:-,:_" !.......-........- _ ....................), / * .
i ! _!...o....o-'_'r............, ...-" Cw
-o.2o I i., i ,_....._ _,. :, .- , _ _ _
_J ._.-- / i - ,oo o -0o,. .... Pd', ..', ._ZA_ ! =-0.14
.... _'--I_o 17_oo - 1 _ "
0.z2__.. _,,_:i,._:,J- -_ -3 -2 -i 0 l 2o._o"'"..........] i 'T ; ' ,_o800 600 400 200" 0
x(k=, U (m/s) '
Fig.1. Albedoandthermalinertiaalongthelatitudecircle7°Nbetween271° Fig.3. Verticalprofileof thewindacro_thealbedogradient(top)andthe
and287"W(S_I_Majoregion)basedonPDSdata. 1.6-m(solid)and60-m(dashed)altitudehodographs(bothat horizontal
meshmidpolnt).
.6000 .circulationin them_idional plane isresponsible for thereversalof
sooo :' - .s heating dueto sinkingmotions above thewinterpole, here we want
,.. 4000 sm/s to emphasize thata likely by-producteffect could be the formation
at ) . i i
e v I I , 1,0, _
3000 tl , , , of warm layers, mainly located in the winter hemisphere, and' i i iJ/ , , , exhibiting an inversion of thevertical thermal gradient.
•2000 :'-I / Observations: Anoteworthyresultwas obtainedfromhetero-/ ,, _. - 0.30
1000 _ , /,, albedo profile dynemeasurementsusing the iRAM30.m telescope: A mappingof
o ) a i i i i i i i 0.20 the CO(J= 2 - 1) line was performedduring the 1988 opposition,
o _oo200300400soo 6007oo 800900Iooo,, whileMarswasundernorthernwintersolsticeonditions.Ital-
x (kin) lowedtheretrievaloftheverticalthermalprofdeasafunctionofthe
•. position on the martiandisk, with a spatial resolution of one half
Fig.4. Locationsoftheve_icalmotionareasat1930LT.Thecontourvaluesh misphere.The winter profiles definitely exhibit a bump near50
arein cms-I. km altitude,i.e., a relative wanning of about 5 K comparedto the
southernprofiles. Thismay be interpretedasthe presenceof awarm
remain--unlike a terrestrialsea-breezecell--stationary above the layer abovethe high winterlatitudes, implying an inversion of the
albedo gradientregion. If large-scale Windis present, the cell is verticalthermal gradientof about30 K [1]. Such inversions were
advectedbyit;thedisplacementofthecelleanbesomehundredsof inferred,but with a weaker amplitude,from the presence at the
kilometers before collapse, equinox and near the equatorof water ice clouds detected by solar
As observed in terrestrialsea-breezesituations,increasingpre- occultationsperformedaboardthe Phobos 2 space.c/aft[2].
vailingwindattenuates theverticalmotion andthecell strength[7]. It must be pointed out that thisphenomenon is distinct from the
Thecell is weakened by increased optical thickness due to reduced polar warmingreportedby Martinand Kieffer [3] from the Viking
short-wave heating.The horizontalwindmaximumisapproximate- landerdata,which is believed to be quite similar to the terrestrial
ly halved when optical thickness is increased f2vm 0.3 to 1.2; sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) and may be linked to the
vertical flow is also attenuated, planetarywavesactivity [4]. The wanning we observed is probably
Conclusions and Future Prospects: Oursimulations show analogousto the terrestrialmesospheric inversions detected below
indicationsof the occurrenceofsurface-inducedmesoscale circula- themesopause by lidar[5] or from space [6], andit was shown [5]
tions in the martian atmosphere. Especially albedo variations ap- thattheir presence is a response to the dynamical forcingprovided
pear to generate regular and clear circulation cells with smaller by the breakingof internalgravitywaves.
effects due to thermal inertia variations. The cell characteristics It is well accepted that gravity waves play a key rolein atmos-
dependon the albedoprofde,season,large-scalewind and the phericdynamics.Theenergybudgetoftheaanosphererequiresthe
atmosphericopticalthickness. Possible observational verification presence of a strongdynamicalforcinginorder tobe balanced. The
methodsare,e.g.,surface windmeasurementsand identification of breakingof gravitywaves could play this role: the momentum
theverticalmotionregionsbycloudformationfromorbitalimagery,depositiondragsthe flow and generatesturbulence. The former
AsatsomeregionsonMars the albedo gradientsoccurprobablydue closes thezonaljetsnear the mesopanse and leads tothe formation
to adjacentdust-covered and clear bedrockareas, the horizontal (orthepersistence)of a meridional circulation cell because of the
windsduetothealbedodifferentialsmayplayaroleindustraising Coriolistorque,whilethelatterleadstoalocalturbulentheatingand
atthoseareas. Dust thus raised would modifythecirculation itself, createsajumpin the eddydiffusion coefficient vertical profilethat
To studythe interaction between the surface dustand the albedo- seemstobere-alistic[7].Yetthemaineffectonthethennalstructure
inducedcirculations,a futureavenue of studyis inclusion of dust of the atmosphereis due tovertical motions in the meridional cell
liftinganddynamicsinto the modeL that produceadiabaticwarmingorcooling;it is how thelatitudinal
References: [1]KiefferH.H.etal.(1977).!GR,82,4249-4291.temperaturegradientisinverted. This phenomenonis wdlknown
[2]PhysickW. L. and TapperN. J. (1990)MonthlyWe,,Rev.,]]& in the terrestrialmesosphereand it seems likelyinthecase of Mars.
1029-1042. [3]Alestalo M. and SavijarviH.(1985)Tellus,37,4, Indeed,Demingetal.[8]obscrvedthatthemiddleatmospher¢isfar
156-162. [4]SavijarviH. andAlestalo M. (1988)Contrib. Atmos. from radiative equilibriumabovepolarregions,unlikeequatorial
Phys.,61,98-104.[5]SavijarviH.(1992)Contrib. Atmos. Phys., ones. The formation of inversionofthe vertical temperaturegradi-
64,219-229.[6]SavijarviH. and Siili T. (1993)./AS,50,77-88. ent is believed to follow the same mechanism,butimpliesthe
[7] Pielke R,_. (1984) Mesoscale MeteorologicaIModellng, Aca- momentxmadeposition to d_cur in a narrow layer instead of the
demic, whole atmosphere, leading to local heating.
Modellng: In orderto assess the relative importanceof the
variousprocesses involved in thisphenomenon, we adaptedatwo-
TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELING OF THERMAL dimensional model of the terrestrialmesospherc, initially devoted
e INVERSION LAYERS IN THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE to the study of gravity waves-meanflow interactions in the middle
OF MARS. B.Th_odoreandE.Chassefi_re,Serviced'A_.'ronomie atmosphereoftheEarthanddevelopedbyHauchecorneandMalllard
du CNRS, BP 3, 91371 Verri_res-le-BnissonCede-x,France. [9]. We improved this code by the addition of the vertical and
meridionaladvection termsandbyoptimizingthefiltering[10].
There is some evidence that the thermalstructureof the martian This workmay be consideredas followingtheexploratoryworkof
middle atmospheremay be altered in a significantwayhy the Bames[11],whoshowedthatgravitywaveactivitycouldlcadtoa
generalcirculationmotions. Indeed,while it is well known that the sUrongwanningin the middlemartian atmosphere.
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Our codesolvesthezonallyaveragedprimitiveequationsin butitisperhapsaerudeassumption.lnordcrtosimulateaspectrum
sphericalcoordinates.Gravitywaveeffectsappearintermsof ofwavesweusethreephasevelocitiesas ociatedwiththreewave
frictionnthezonalmomentumequation(thewavesareassumedto amplitudes,andwemaketheassumptionthathewavegeneration
bepurelyzonallypropagating),turbulentheatinginthethermody-islatitudinallyuniform.
namicequation,andverticaldiffusionfallthecomponents.Me- Astheprogramruns,thebreakingofgravitywavesleadstothe
leculardiffusionisneglectedandfilteringplaystheroleofthe closureoftheZonalwindjetsthroughthedragexertednearthe
horizontaldiffusion.Radiativeprocessesam parametrizedwitha mesopause(Fig.1).Thestrongmeridionalwindsinduceadeep
Newtoniancoolingthatrelaxespermanentlythethermalfieldto- penetrationofthesummerjetinthenorthernhemisphere(upto "
ward the initial "radiative" field. 20°N), as suggested by wind measurements in the middle martian
Thrgravitywaveeffectparameterizationisbasicallythesameas atmosphere [14]. Furthermore,a warm layer develops above the
formulated byLindzen [12], using thesaturationhypothesis:waves winter polarregions, leading to an inversion of the verticalthermal
' propagate Upwarduntil they reach a level where they become gradient of about30 K. This inversion occursby adiabaticheating
unstable.Above thislevel, up tothecriticallevel (demrminedas the inthesinking branchof themcridionalcell. A noteworthyresult was
level where the wave phase speed is equal to mean flow velocity), obtained:forsomowavecharacteristics,awarmingoccurs abovethe
the wave amplitude is assumed to _main constan_ just enough equatorial regions. Its amplitudedepends on several parameters,
turbulence is produced to prevent the growth of the wave. We like the wave characteristicsas well as the value of the Newtonian
assume the waveto benotdampedbythe radiativeprocessesor by coolingcoefficient(whichmay be related totheopticaldepthof the
theeventualbackgroundturbulenccbelowthebrcakinglevel.Holtonatm sphere).It is due to the action ofgravitywaves on the tongue
and Zhu [13] and Barnes [I 1]showed that thishas little influence, of retrograde winds entering the winter hemisphere; indeed, they
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tendto counteractthemeridionalcirculationlocally.Theamplitude THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF
of the inversionsstronglydependson thewavdp_ andthey THERMAL TIDES IN THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE.
can vanishif thewave amplitudeis too weak. R.J. Wilson, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory/NOAA,
Conclusions: This work reinforces the belief in favor of a PrincetonUniversity,P.O.Box 308, PrincetonNJ 08542, USA.
• strongwave activity in themiddle atmosphereof Mars atplanetary
scales. Using a simple numerical simulation of the interaction Analysisof the Mariner9 IRIS and Viking OrbiterIRTM tern-
betweeninternalgravity wavesandgeneralcirculation,whichmust peramredata and of the time series of surfacepressurefrom the
• beconsideredat thepresentstage as a heuristicmodel dedicated to Viking landers has indicated that atmosphericthermal tides area
the understandingof new phenomena, still poorly observed and significantcomponentof themartiangeneralcirculation. Classical
consWained,it has been possible to successfully interpretglobal- tidaltheory,consideringonly theSunsynchron0uscomponents,has
scale milllmeter.waveobservationsof windvelocities andthermal been shown to at least roughly accountfor the amplitudesof the
structurein the martianmiddle atmosphere.Thestrong retrograde observeddiurnaland semidiurnalsurfacepressureoscillations. In
winds observed in the whole summerhemisphereup to the low particular,Zurekand Leovy [I] have demonstratedthat classical
latitudesof the winter hemisphere[14], and therelativeatmospber- tidaltheorycan reproducethe observed dependenceof thestrength
ic warmingabove the winterhemispherenear50 kmcan be simul- of thesemidlurnaltideon aerosolopticaldepth. The high-amplitude
taneously explainedby the effect of breakinggravity waves, topographyof!viars,however, can cause longitudinaldistortionsin
It is noteworthythatglobal-scale observations of temperaau-€ the thermotidalforcing, leading to additional tidalmodes that are
andwind fields in the middleatmosphereof Marsmaybeexplained not Sunsynchronous.In particular,observation[2] and theory [3]
by usingourschematictwo-dimensionalmodel In spite of thecrude havesuggested thelikelypresence of a diurnal,zonal wavenumber-
initialization and other simplifying assumptions relative to the 1 K wave.Hamiltonand Garcia[4] notedthat the wavenumber-IK
modeling of wave propagationand breaking, a consistent picture normalmode has a periodof close to 24 hrand may be detectable
may be found. This shows that, as originally suspectedby Barnes in surfacepressureobservations.Zurek[5] has discussed thepossi-
[11], gravity wavescould play a major role in the setting of the bilityofthismode being resonantiyexcitedfor various atmospheric
dynamical regime of the martianmiddle atmosphere.In addition, temperaturestructures.The semidiurual wavenumber-2 K mode,
new phenomena, like equatorial tempematreinversions, are pre- with roughly a 12-hrperiod, could also be resonantly excited. A
dicted. It must be noted that such inversions are observed in the numericalmodel with f'miteamplitude topographyand a seif-con-
Earth'smesosphere [0-J,butstill notunderstood,suggestingthatthe sistent thermotidal forcing resulting from the dailyheat flux at the
studyof thisphenomenonmighthelpmodelersof theEarth'smeso- surfaceandatmosphericabsorptionof solarradiationby aerosols is
sphere. The martian atmosphere, simpler than the terrestrialatmo- usedhere toexplorethe influence oftopography on marfianthennal
sphere and expected to be dynamically and thermally more con- tides and to examine the possibility of Kelvin wave resonance.
trasted,could ua-aout to be a good naturallaboratoryfor the study A fully nonlinear, three-dimensional,global primitiveequation
of wave activity, model has been constructedto addresssome of the limitationsof
New mill;meter-waveobservations,obtainedin December 1992, linear theory. In order to obtainrealistic thermotidal forcing, the
will provide additionalinformationon the dynamicsof themiddle model physics include a three-level soil model, a Monin-Obttkhov
atmosphere of Marsnear the equinox.The MarsObservermission surfacedrag formulation, Richardson number-dependent vertical
will bringsubstantialinformation on the thermalstructureof the diffusion,and convective adjustmentof heat (butnot momentum).
middle martianatmosphereat all seasons, mainlythroughPMIRR Themodel does not yet providefor the CO2condensation circula-
andRadioScience experiments.Theuse of thepresentmodel forthe tion.Experimentswith theNASA Ames martian GCM [6] suggest
interpretationof PMIRRdata will constitute a uniqueopportunity that this omission is not importantin determining the zonal mean
to test in a detailedway and to improveit, for example"by introduc, windand temperature fieids except at thesurface in the vicinityof
ing more realistic initialization of the wind and thermal fields, the polar caps and, hence, is not of great significance for tidal
Implicationsfor the vertical distributionof some photecbemically studies. Atmosphericheatingbysolarradiationis due to absorption
active constituentslike ozone will be testedby using the resultsof in the NIR bandsof CO2 and by aerosols. Heating by aerosols is
experiments mounted onboard Mars 94/96 missions, like the calculatedusing a delta-Eddingtonapproximationfor aerosolscat-
SPICAM experiment, tering.The optical parametersare those suggestedby Pollacket al.
References: [1] TheodoreB. et al. (1993) Icarus, submitted. [7]. Coolingby dustat longwave frequencies isaccountedforin the
[2] Chassefi_re E. and Blamont J. E. (1992) GRL 19, 945-948. samefashionasinHaberleetal. [8] usingan emissivity formulation
[3] MartinT. Z. and Kieffer H. H. (1979) JGR, 84, 2843-2852. for the region outside the 15-ttmband. The IR effects of COz are
[4] HaberleR.M. etal. (1982)Icarus, 50, 322-367. [5]Hauchecorne basedon the simple 15-proCO2band model of Goody and Belton
" A.etal.(1987)GRL, 14,933-936.[6]ClancyR. T.andRushD.W. [9]. At present the model is usually run with a uniform surface
(1989) JGR, 94, 3377-3393. [7] Blamont J. E. and Chassefi_reE. thermal inertia and albedo except where the surface temperatures
(1993) Icarus, revised March 1993. [8] Deming D. et al. (1986) imply the formationofCO2ice. Themodei hasbeenrun with 25 or
" Icarus, 66, 366-379. [9] Hauchecorne A. and MaillardA. (1990) 40 levels (typically40) in the vertical,with the domain extending
GRL 17, 2197-2200. [I0] ThC_xtoreB. et al. (1993)J. Armos.Sci., to roughly45 or90 km in height. To date, allruns haveused a5° ×
submitted. [11] Barnes I. R. (1990) JGR, 95, 1401-1421. 6° horizontalresolution.
[12] LindzenR. S. (1981) JGR, 86, 9707-9714. [13] Holton J.R. In each of the experiments described here, the aerosol has a
and ZbuX. (1984) J. Atmos. $ci., 41, 2653-2662. [14] LellouchE. horizontallyuniformdistributionwith visible optical depthchosen
et al. (1991) Ap. J., 383, 401--406. to be 0.3, 1.0, or 2.0. The zonally averaged winds and temperatures
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agice quite well with those from the NASA Ames GCM [6]. In turevariationsassociated with variabledust loading. As expected,
particular,thecirculations havea similardependenceon theseason the westward(Sun-synchronous)tides show apronouncedsensitiv-
and on dust optical depth. The two models exhibit comparable it}, to increaseddust, with the semidiurnal tide having relatively
amplitudesof diurnal temperaturevariabilityupto 40 lan. greatersensitivity. The strengthof the semidiumal wavenumber-
The first experiments employed an idealized wavenumber-2 2 K wave is apparentlyhighly dependenton atmospheric thermal "-
topographywith acosine dependence in latitude.A seriesof simu- structureas wellas topographicamplitude.With only wavenumber-
lations was carried out, varying the topographic amplitude from 2 topographypresent, this presumablyresonantmode must have
0-5-3 km and using differentdustoptical depths. Figure1 displays been forcedby nonlinear interactions.
the results of a harmoulcanalysis ofthemodel surfacepressurefor A latitude-heightplot of the amplitudeof the wavenumber-1,
2-kinamplitude topography.The eastwardandwestwardpropagat- eastward-propagating,diurnalcomponent of zonal velocity has a
•ing components of thezonal wavenumber-1diurnaltide areshown,, classical Kelvin wave signaturein the lower atmosphere,butdis-
as well as the corresponding wavenumber-2 components of the plays a pronouncedtiltwith height towardsthe westerly jet in the
semidiurnal tide. The figure clearly shows the presence of an winterhemisphere.
eastward propagating wavenumber-1 K wave with diurnal f_- Simulationswith highly smoothed versionsofreallstic topogra-
quency. The strengthof thisKelvin waveresponse variesapproxi- phybearout theresults of the idealizedtopographycases. Again,the
matelylinearlywithtopographicamplitudeovertherangeofampli- zonal wavenumber-2 component is crucial for the Kelvin wave
tudesconsidered, and is fairly insensitive to atmospherictempera- excitation.Figure2 shows thespatialvariabilityof the amplitudeof
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- Diurnal Tide A-rplitude.- . : VERTICAL TRANSPORT OF WATER IN THE MARTIAN
,,, - _. i :; :. :: BOUNDARY LAYER. A.P. ZentI, R. M. Haberle2,andH. C.
.,., Houben3, :SETIInstituteandNASAAmes ResearchCenter,Moffett
' Field CA 94035, USA, 2NASA Ames Research Center,Moffea
P ._ .... FieldCA 94035, USA,3SpacePhysicsResearchinstimteandNASA
-" "_.. ... Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Field CA 94035, USA.
• -- " " We axe continuing our examination of the transportof H20
.... throughthe martianboundarylayer, and we have writtena one-
,,,, i , i , I , i , i , dim al ri 1 f th fH20" ension nume cal mode o e exchange o between theI,I 641.1 I]1.1 Ill I ]t1.1 3•1.1 ]6•,1
" Iongi tude " atmosphereand subsurfaceof Marsthroughthe planetaryboundarylayer (PBL) [1]. Our goal is to explore the mechanisms of H20
exchange,and toelucidate theroleplayedby theregolith in the local
H20 budget. The atmosphericmodel includes effects of Coriolis,
• pressure gradient,and frictionalforces for momentum, as well as
Sinai--Diurnal Tide A_plitude radiation, sensible heat flux, and advection for heat. The model
,,., -. . , . differs fromFlasarandGoody by use of appropriateViking-based
physical constantsand inclusion of the radiative effects of atmo-
"' sphericdust.We specify the pressure gradient force or computeit
2,., from a simple slope model. The subsurface model accounts for
._ ,., conductionof heatanddiffusionof H20 throughaporousadsorbing
__ .3.., mediuminresponsetodiurnalforcing.The model is initializedwith
depth-independentH20 concentrations (2 kg m-3) in the regofith,
"' and a dryatmosphere.Themodel terminateswhen theatmospheric
H2Ocolu abund tabilizetoOl%per L - "•It • : T 1 I I ? I t : I 1 Yrtn ance S S . SO
., ,... , ,,.. ,.... _,... 3..., ,,,., Results suggest that in most cases the flux throughthe martian
_ longitude surfacereversestwice in the eourseof each sol In the midmoruing,
theregolith begins torelease H20 to the atmosphere,andcontinues
Fig. 2. Diurnalandsemidiurnalpressureamplitudesasshnu]atedwith to do so untilmidafternoon,when it once more becomes a sink.It
_noothedreal_ctopogra_yatthedmeofsmthernhemisphemsolstice.Dustremainsan H20 sink throughoutthe martian night. In the early
ot_ticaldepthis 0.3;amplitudeis in microbars, morningandlate afternoon, while the atmosphere is convective, the
atmosphere supplies H20 to the groundata rapidrate, occasionally
resulting in strong pulses of H20 into the ground. Themodel also
predicts thatfor typicalconditious, perhaps 15-20 sols arerequired
for the regolith to supply an initially dry atmosphere with its
thediurnaland semidiurnalsurface-pressureoscillations for acase equilibrium load. although more than half of theequilibrium load
with dust optical depth of 0.3. There is a considerabledegree of typically appearsin theatmosphereon the firstsoL
topographic modulation in the diurnalfide and a fairdegree in the Theeffects of sm'facealbedo, thermal inertia,solardeclination,
semidiurnal tide, which clearly is a departurefi'omthe longitudi- atmosphericoptical depth, and regolith pore structurehave been
nally uniform amplitudesof classical tidal theory.An experiment explored.Increased albedo cools the regolith, so less H20 appears
with wavenumber-2 variation in the thermotidal forcing due to in the atmospheric column above a bright surface. The fi'iction
surface albedo variation(0.15--0.35) producedonly arather weak velocityishigheraboveadarksurface, sothere is moredinrnalH20
Kelvin wave response relative to that with topography.A series of exchange; relative humidities are much higherabove a brightsur-
simulations with a varyinggas constant (which shouldchange the face. Thermal inertia (I) affects the propagationof energy through
resonant frequency of the Kelvinmode) suggests that thesolartides a peziodicaUyheatedhomogeneous surface.Our resultssuggest that
in the martianatmosphereare indeed within aresonance regime, higherthermalinertia forcesmoreH2Ointo theatmosphere becanse
Workis inprogressto examine thestructureofllneartidalmodes the regolith is warmeratdepth. Surfacestressesare higherabove a
in the presenceof stronglyvaryingbasic statesand todeterminethe low I surface,butthere is less diurnalexchange because theatmos-
effects of the diurnalcycle on the simulatedgeneral circulation, phere isdry. The latitudeexperimentpredicts that the total diurnal
" References: [1]ZurekR. W. andLeovyC.B. (1981)Science, insolation is more important to the adsorptively controlled H20
" 213,437--439.[2]ConrathB.J.(1976)JAS,33,2430-2439.[3] Zurek columnabundancethanthepeakdaytimesurfacetemperaturc.Fogs
R. W. (1976) JAS, 33, 321-337. [4] HamiltonILand GarciaR.R. and high relative humiditywill be farmoreprevalent in the winter
' (1986) JGR, 91, 11867-11875. [5] Zurek R. W. (1988) JGR, 93, hemisphere.Thedustopacityoftheatmosphereplaysaverysignifi-
9452-9462.[6]HaberleR.M.etal.(1993)JGR,98, 3093-3123.[7] cant role; thePBL height,column abundances, relative humidity,
Pollack J. B. et al. (1979) JGR, 84, 2929-2946. [8] HaberleR.M. and surfacestresses all increase very strongly as the optical depth
et al. (1982) Icarus, 50, 322-367. [9] Goody R. M. andBelton M. approacheszero. The dust opacity of the atmosphere must be
J. S. (1967) Planet. Space ScL, IS, 247-256. considered in subsequentPBL models.
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• Currentplansforupgradesincludemakingthethermalproper- whichwill neverlandin the courseof theirlong-durationaerial
tiesof theregofithtemperaturedependent,andincludingthe latent cruise,will carrya gondolapayloadof 8 kg. whichincludes2
heatofphasechangeforatmosphericandsubsurfaceH20.Whileallcameras,1kg of atmosphericscienceandadditionalinstruments,
previoussimulationsterminatedafterequilibrationbetweenthe datarecordingandtransmittingequipment,arechargeablebattery,
atmosphereandsubsurface,we arecurrentlyallowingthemodelto andsolararray. "-
time-marchthroughseveraldegreesof_ inordertotrackseasonal Whenitis daylightwopicmxesare takensimultaneouslyevery
changesin the verticaldistributionof atmosphericandsubsurface 15 minutes.Oneis takenwitha high;resolutionCCDblackand
H20.We arealsoexploringtheeffectsof changesin atmospheric whitecamerawithanominalresolutionof 20cmperpixel;witha
opacity.The equilibriumcolumnabundanceof H20 in a clear I024x 1024pixelfleld, thisgivesafieldof view204mon aside.
atmosphereismuchhigherthaninadustyatmosphere.However,it Theotheris takenwithacolorcameraata moderateresolutionof
isnotciearthatanincreaseinopticaldepth,suchasduetothearrival 10mperpixel;thisgivesafieldof view10.2kmonaside.Thetwo
of aduststorm,couldremovewaterfromtheatmosphere,sincethe camerasarealignedso that thehigh-resolutionimageis locatedat
diurnalboundarylayercollapsesastheopticaldepthincreases.This thecenterof themedium-resolutionpicture,whosefeaturesinturn
maybeanalogoustothelateafternoonconapseoftheboundarylayer canbeusedtolocatetheregionstudiedonamapoftheplanet.The
due toincreasedstaticstability,whicheffectivelystrandsa consid- camerasaremountedon a verticalpan, so that eithervertical,
erableamountofwaterataltitude,eventhoughitisoutofadsorptive horizontal,orobliquepicaLreScanbe taken.Thedatais compressed
equilibriumwith the coldsurface, andstoredandthenis periodicallyuplinkedtoan orbitingsatellite,
References: [117.entA.P.etal.(1993)./GR,98,3319-3338. whichcouldeitherbeMarsObserverortheMESURcomsat.andis
: then transmittedback to Earth.Under typical conditions,each
• aerostatwill be able to transmit40 picturepairs perday. It is
THE MARS AERIAL PLATFORM (MAP)MISSION. anticipatedthatthescienceretumofthismissionwRlbelarge,with
R. Zubrint,S. Pricer,T. Gambert;B. Clarkt,R. Haberle2,andJ. 32,000high-resolutionpicturesreturnedtoEarthforeach100days
Cantre113,tMartinMariettaAstronautics,P.O.Box 179,Denver of operationof an eight balloonfleet, plus an equal numberof
CO, 80201,USA, zNASAAmesResearchCenter,MoffettField picturesatresolutionsuperiorto thebestVlldngimages.Thehigh-
CA. 94035, USA, 3SpaceDynamicsLab,UtahStateUniversity, resolutionpictureswillhavcafactorof7greaterresolutionthanthe
LoganLIT84322,USA. best picturesreturnedfromMarsObserver.Additionalscience
returnwillresultfromuseof otherinstruments,such as a ground-
TheMarsAerialPlatform(MAP)missionisaconceptualdesignpenetratingelectromagneticsounder.Trackingthe balloonswill
for alow-cost.Discovery-classmissionwhosepurposewouldbeto yieldknowledgeofMars'globalatmospheric irculation.The cost
generatetensof thousandsof very-high-resolution(20 cm/pixel) of the missionis anticipatedto be low, falling below the $150
picturesof the martian surface,map the globalcirculationof the million(withoutlaunch)ceilingoftheDiscovery-classguidelines.
martianatmosphere,andexaminethesurfaceandsubsurfacewith ScienceReturn: Someof thescienceareas thatwill be ben-
ground-penetratingradar,infraredspectroscopy,neutronspectros- efitedby theMAPmissionwillincludethefollowing:
copy, and other remotesensing techniques.The datawouldbe I. Geolosicscience. The greatestbenefit fromhigh-resolu-
acquiredby instrumentsthat are carriedby balloonsflyingat a tion images is the informationthat couldbe gainedon surface
nominalaltitudeof about7 kmover the martiansurface.Because processes.IncontrasttoMarsObserver,whosehighest-resolution
newballoonandmicrospacecrafttechnologyis nowavailable,the imageswill showobjectsassmallas a mid-sizedcar,the cameras
balloonprobescouldbe quitelong-rived,lastinghundredsoreven ontheMAPgondolawillbeabletorevealsurfacefeaturesthesize
thousandsof days,producingan immensescienceharvestin the of acat. Suchimageswill give us Submetersurfacemorphology,
process.Togetherwith theMarsEnviromentalSurvey(MESUR) blocksizedistributions,andsurfacetexau'es,allof whichprovide
surfacenetworksciencemission,MAP wouldrevolutionizeour insightintovolcanicprocesses,sedimentarydeposits,fluvialhisto-
knowledgeof the RedPlanet. • ry,andaspectsofimpactcratering.Inaddition,eolianfeaturessuch
MisslonDeseription: TheMAPmissionwillbecarriedoutas as ripple fields,individualdunes,small channels, etc., will be
follows:A low-costlaunchvehiclesuchas a Delta7925 (1000kg visible,providingdirectevidencefor the link betweenthe atmo-
TMI) is used to propel a smaUspacecraftcarryingeight entry sphereandthe surface.Thescaleof someof theseis belowMars
capsulesontotrans-Marsinjection.ApproachingMars,aspinneris Observerresointion.Assessmentoftheseandotherfeaturesthatare
used10dayspriortoarrivaltoreleasethecapsulesoutwardso that submeterin sizewill providea wholenew suiteof informationon
they enterMars'atmosphereat widelydispersedlocations.Each surface/atmosphereinteractions.
capsulethenentersthe atmosphere,anddeploysa parachutethat 2. Atmosphericscience. TheMAPmissionprovidesaunique _
slows it down to the point wherea ballooncan be inflated.The insitu platformforatmosphericscience.Eachballoonwill floatat
inflationis accomplishedduringdescent,so thatnolandingsystem a fixeddensitylevel(0.008kgm-3.orabout7 kmabove themean
is required(thepracticalityof accomplishingthishasbeendemon- surface)for at least 100 days. If the balloonswere to average
stratedonEarthataltitudesof upto 150.000ft. whereatmospheric 10ms-t,aconservativevalue,thenthousandsofkilometerswillbe
densityis similarto Mars).Aftertheballoonis inflated,thepara- traversed.Dependingonthecirculation,it is possiblethatsomeof
chute,capsule,and inflationequipmentis jettisoned,andused to the balloonswill circumnavigatethe planet several times.Thus
landameteorologypackageconsistingofpressureandtemperature glohalsamplingof theatmosphereis possible.
sensors,battery,andtransmitteronthesurface.Eachoftheballoon Measurementsthat can be taken aboard the MAP balloons
probeswillthencommencetheirfeat aroundMarsatanaltitudeof includetemperature,pressure,horizontalwindspeedanddirection
about7 km (23,000ft) above themeansurfacelevel.Theprobes, (viatracking),dustsize and€omposition,andwatervaporconcert-
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wation. Atmospheric science goals that could then be addressed oflatitude.Theballoonswilltbencommencetofloatatthevelocity
includethecriticallyimportantsurfaceb0_'d_ _:ia_t_,_anditsi_'ofther_artianwindsattheiraltitude.Currentmodelssuggestthat
diurnalvariability,a mosphericdynamics,circulationsystematics,thewindwillcarrytheballoonsprimarilyinthewest-eastdirection
aerosolcompositiona dproperties,andtheseasonalcyclesofdust withtypicalvelocitiesontheorderof30_60km hr=1.Atsuchspeeds
• andwater.Trackingof theballoonswouldgiveinformation eachaerostatcouldbeexpectedtocircumnavigatetheplanetevery
-" windsandcirculationsystemsthatcouldbeusedtotestthecompu- 10-30days.Therewillalsobesomenorth-southmigration,which
rationalg obalcirculationm delscurrentlybeingdevelopedby willprobablycausesomeballoonstowanderintoandoutofMars'
• NASA. Slope wind systems may beparticularlyimportantonMars polar regions during portions of the mission. This may affordan
and the MAP balloons should be able to help characterize their opportuuitytoexamineregionsoftheplanetthatcannotbetargeted
structure and dynamics.Aerosols,dust in particular,are known to for direct probeentryduringa givenlaunchopportunity.If an
beubiquitousinthemartianatmosphere,yettheircomposition,aerostatshouldwanderintoapolaregionduringtheArctic night,
size,andshapeareuncertain.MAP balloonscouldmeasurethese gondolaoperationswillbecurtaileduntilitleaves.Characteristic
pr_per_csdir_ctlyandtherebygr_atlyincrease_urunderstandingaerialvel_cities_ftheballoonssuggestthatsuchashutd_wnsh_uld
oftheseclimaticallysignificantparticles.Watervaporconcentra-lastnomorethanafewdaysatmost.Sincethethermalprotection
lionscouldbemeasured,furtheringourunderstandingofthenaturepowerneededbytheMAP gondolaisproddedbythreeRadioiso-
anddistributionofnearsurfacewatereservoirs, topeHeatingUnits(RHUs),whichrequirenoelectricpower,the
3. Exploratoryscience.Infrareddetectorson theballoonsgondolaissurvivableevenffsolarincidenceshoulddropfarbelow
wouldbeabletodetectlocalgeothermallyheatedhot-spotsonthe anticipatedl velsforanextendedperiod.
martiansurface,shouldanyexistandfallwithinseveralkilometersTheballoonshaveanominalfloataltitudeuringthenorthern
oftheprobe'sgroundtrack.Neu_rouicdeviceswouldbeableto summerof7kin,withadiurnalaltitudevariationofafewhundred
detectlocalconcentrationsofice,hydratedminerals,ordepositsof meters.However,becauseoftheevaporationofCOz fromMars'
carbonates.Icelayers10m ormorebelowthesurfacemay alsobe southpolarcap,theaverageatmosphereduringthecourseofthe
revealed by electromagnetic sounding using the radar altimeter, year is thicker thanthatof thenorthernsummer,andso theballoons
which can function as a simple ground-penetratingradar, on theaveragewill actuallyfloatatatypical altitudeofabout 8.5kin,
The discovery of such featureswould be of veryhigh value for clearingover97% ofallmartian terrain.Havingsuchalarge fraction
exobiologicalinvestigations, of theplanetsafe fortravel giveseach balloonfairodds fora long-
4. Develoi_mentofMarsengineeringmodets. NumerousU.S. duration flight. Although an eventual crash is certainly possible,
and international groups have a high interest in developing engi- chances forballoon loss throughcollision with obstacles isdimin-
neeringmodelsofthemartiansurface.Arecuningthemeisthen_dishedbythetendencyof balloons to follow the streandincs of air
for imagingof the surface at the scale that could be providedby whichmust,ofnecessity,goaroundallobstaclestheairflowencoun-
MAP. In particular,knowledgeof size-block distributions,slopes, tees.
surfacediscontinuities, etc., at a scale importantto landers, roving Probe Navigation: Latitude of the MAP aerostats can be
vehicles,andotherlandedmissionoperationsi of highinterest, determinedbythetimeofcomsatoverpass,whichwilloccur2-5
The advantageof MAP is thata wide variety of terrainscould be timeseach sol. In addition, the perpendicular distance of theprobe
sampledtoprovideinputtoengineeringmodels.TheMarsObserver from the comsatgroundtrack can be determinedby the Doppler
camerahasaresolutionofabout1.5ngpixel,allowingittoresolve
featuresabout 4 m across. Such resolution is too grossfor use in TABLE1. CandidaxeMAPimmxmems.
assessment or avoidance of landing hazards facing Mars surface
sciencemissions. Submeter scale imagingis alsoneeded toprovide Instrument Mass Power Data ScienceSet
contextfortheactivitiesofalandedrovermission.Thiscontext (kg)(W-h/sol)(Mbarlsol)(example)
would permitsignificantly richersurface operations activities,and Camera(BWor 3-color) 0.6 10 26.0 A,B,C D
a concurrentimprovement in thecaliber of science conducted.The
results fromthe MAP aerostats will be obtainedconctuTentlywith Temperatureandpressm¢ 0.l 0.01 0.02 A.B. C,D
data returnedby the meteorology packages deliveredto thesurface Sunsensor 0.1 0.01 0.02 A, B,C, D
by the entryprobeparachutes.This will enhance the potential Accelerometer 0.1 0.I 0.2 A, C
science returnby the synergy that will result fi'omconcurrent
measurements from the surface network with the balloon drift Nemroaspectrometer 0.2 0.03 0.06 A,B,C
measurements. This will provide more information on the atmo- Gammarayspe_ometer 1.0 2.0 5.0 B
spheric structurethan could be obtained by either a balloon or
Electromagneticsounder 0.4 8.0 1.0 A, C
surface networkacting alone. The large arrayof potential science Microwaveradiometer 0.3 0.1 0.02 A
"- instruments thatcouldbe carriedby MAP arcsummarizedin Magnetometer 0,2 2.0 0.02 A D
Table1.Therearcfartoomanytobeallcarriedinthesamegondola;
however, if the probes sent to Mars are divided into four "science Infraredradiometer 0.I 0.01 0.02 A, C,D
sets" (which we label "A,B,C, D") with two probes per set for a Infraredspectrometer 0.5 2.0 5.0 C
Delta launch, then the fullrange ofpotentialinvestigations could be
carriedout.To minimizepower consumption,all instrumentswould Nephelometer 0,2 0.5 1.0 D
be cycled on and off in coordinationwiththe camera. Hygrometer 0.2 0.02 0.02 D
Balloon Hight Profile: At the timeof entry,the balloonsmay Dustcompositionanalyzer 0.4 0.1 0.02 D
be targetedto widely dispersedlocations, typically spreadover 130°
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shiftingofthesignalthecomsatreceivesfromtheProbe.Inaddition, measurementsin eightnarrow-bandinfraredspectralregionsand
longitudecan be determinedtwice a day by notingthe timeof onebroadbandvisiblechannel,thePMIRRinvestigationteamsat
sunriseandsunset.Iflongitudeis known,thenaSunsensorcanbe TPLandOxfordUniversitywill deriveverticalprofilesof atmos-
usedto determinelatitudeand gondolaorientation.The aerostat pherictemperature,extinctiondue to suspendeddust,and water
locationcan also be determinedby comparingits 10 × 10-kin vaporconcentration,aswellaslocationsofCO2andH2Oiceclouds.
medium-resolutionimageswithMarsObserverandVikingsurface Thesedatawill beusedin avarietyof waysto addressissuesof
imagea'y.Since the positionof the probe is periodicallyknown atmosphericdynamicsandtransport.
precisely,the positionof the probeatall timescan be knownif Threetopicswillbeemphasizedhere:(1)theexpectedprecision
overlapcan be maintainedbetween the areascapturedby the oftheretrievedprofilesof temperature,dustextinction,andwater
medium-resolutionimages. Since the probecan knowits own vapor,includingplansforvalidatingtheprofdes;(2) theobserva-
locationusingsuchtechniques,probescanbepreprogrammedto tionalstrategy,designedtobestusePMIRR'stwo-axisscanmirror,
takehorizontalphotographswhentheyfindthemselvesinacertain asdeployedintheMarsObservermappingorbit;and(3)approaches
regionandpointing(theballoonsareexpectedtoslowlyrotate)in tomappingtheatmosphericfieldsgloballyandthederivationofkey
a givendirection.Thusit will be possibletoobtainhorizontalor meteorologicalfieldsrelatedto estimatingatmospherictransport.
obfiquepanoramicimagesofmanyofthemajorsightsonMars,such Theunderlyingphilosophyoftheobservingswategyistomapthe
asOlympusMonsorthe VallesMarineris. atmosphericfieldsascontinuouslyand as systematicallyaspos-
Conclusion: We concludethat theMAPmissionoffersthe sible,sincemuchof whatwe want to learncomesf_omobserving
potentialforaveryhighsciencereturnmissionatmodestcost,and variationswithboth space and time. Changes in the mapping
recommendthatappropriatestepsbe takento implementit at an strategyasafunctionof season(withaplanet-encirclingduststorm
earlydate. countedasa "seasonal"event)will be discussed.The individual
verticalprofileswillbe mappedusingdifferentalgorithmsto pro-
vide synopticglobal fields of temperature,of dust, and, where
MARS OBSERVER: APPLICATIONS TO ATMOS- possible,of watervapor. These mappedfields can be usedto
PHERICTRANSPORT. R.W. ZurekandD. J.McCleese,Jet directlyderiveestimatesofwindshearandofradiativeforcing;they
PropulsionLaboratory,CaliforniaInstituteofTechnology,Pasadena and/ortheretrievedverticalprofileswillalsobeprovidedtoseveral
CA91109,USA. " groupsfor assimilationof the retrievedfields into data-model
blendsthatwill provideestimatesof the meteorologicalfields,
The Pressm'eModulatorInfraredRadiometer(PMIRR)is an inc!udingfieldsthatcannotbederiveddirectly(e.g.,refercnce-level
atmosphericsounderdesignedto observetemporaland spatial windsandverticalvelocities).Whilesuchdataassimilationtech-
variationsof watervaporandof dustsuspendedintheMarsatmos- niquescan,inprinciple,provide"optimal"estimatesof thefields,
phere, to characterizethe planetary-scalethermal structureand therearemanyissuesyettoberesolved,includingpropercharacter-
circulationof theatmosphere,and toquantifythe polarradiative izationofobservationalerrorsandof deficienciesin the dynamical
balance[1].Thesemeasurementsarefundamentaltounderstanding models.
theseasonalcyclesof dust,of water,andof CO2onMarsand,in References: [1] McCleese D. J. et al. (1992) .IGR, 97,
particular,todeterminingtheroleof atmospherictransport.Using 7735-7757.
q
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